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PREFACE

The firat édition of this book was issued in 1889. It was prepared
solely for the use of the surveyors em^loyed by the Department of the
Interior on photographie surveys ; the édition of fifty copies was litho-

graphed in the surveys office. Some copies found their way outside,
and, owing to the favourable comments which they reçeived, the whole"'
édition was exhausted in less than a year. Photographie surveys hâve
since been undertaken for many purposes which were not eontemplated
at their inception, and a new édition of the book has become necessary
for the guidance of the surveyors engaged in the work.

The photographie method is known by many names : photogrammetry,
metrophotography, topophotography, iconometry, etc.

It seeras that iconometry is the most appropriate narae, beeause
it expresses the principle of the method, which is to measure by means
of perspectives. Whether the perspectives are photographs, or whether
they are produced otherwise, is immaterial so far as the method is con-
cerned. Neither this term nor any other has yet bèen getterally

adopted. ."^

The conceptipb of this method is due to Laussedat: his first

experiments were made in 1849, the perspectives being drawn with a
caméra lucida. His paper on the subject, written in 1850, was pub-
lishéd in 1864. Shortly after, he substituted photography f\)rthe
caméra lucida. He gave a full exposition of the method in various
papers, and his Work was so complète that little has been added to it

since. Wlierever photographie surveys are«now made, they are exe-
outôd by the application of the principles laid down by Laussedat.

In Germany, Meydenbauer was the first to give his attention to th«
new method. His investigations, eommenoed in 1866 or thereabouta^
were continued by Jordan, Hauck, Koppo and many others.

In Ital^, the oelebrated engineer Pôto», wbo iw» «o^wnted witir^^ M^ ^uaij,, t,«o wMwwrateu BBgmeer jrerro, wno iww aoqttftinted witty
Lftussedat^awi knew his work, proposed far Burv«ying purposM, n

Ai

#
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caméra built to réceive spherical phtes. The idea was not practical and
^asnevercarriedout. InJ875and 1876, someexperimentswéremade
by Lieutenant Manzi Michèle, but they were not favourably received
To Major General Annibalé Ferrero, Directorof the Geographical Mili-
tary Instituts, is due the crédit of initiatiAg the ordnance photographie
surveys of the présent day. Their exécution was entrusted to engineer
L. Pio Paganiai with-a staff of able assistants. The work of the insti-
tute 18 very remarkable and deserves careful study.

In Austri^ the first, important surveys were made by Mr. Vincenz
FoUack, chief engineer of thé state railways. Some beautiful moun-
tain maps hâve 1 vtely been printed by Giesecke and Dovrient, of Leip-
zig for the German and Austrian Alpine club. They are the work of
8. Simon He made use of the original ordnance survey, filling in the
topographical détails from photographs. Thèse maps represenf one ofthe ir-ost successful applications of photographie surveying. Schiff-ner s and Steiner's writings on the su^ject are among the best, and theAustrian instrument makers, such as R. Lechner or Starke and Kam-merer, hâve surveying caméras of many patterns to sélect from.

It is in Canada that the method has received its most. extensive
application; ,t was first employed when the surveys of Dominion
lands were extended to the Rocky Mountains. In the prairies ouropérations are limited to defining the boundaries of townships' andsections; thèse lines form a network over the land by means of which

t^rtStrie^iT^piir
In passing to the mountains, the conditions are entirely différent.The topographic«a features are well marked and numerous

; the survey

ri Itr T^
" "^^^y«/^«-'^' <^'^- -PO-ible, a'nd in most

ZlhTv r
P™P'' ^«"i^i^^^-t-- oi the country required a

vevin^r r"?
"''• /'' '"'^"^ "«'^^« -' t.pographical'^sur^veymg were toc slow and expensive for the purposef^pid surveys

effeclT .rT'*'""^
*"' ''«^^«^' -- *^ and'provTS:

effectuai îthenphotography was resortedto.

Up to 1892, the photographie surveys were confined to the B^kr

'à.kÀélâià*
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end of that year, they.covered about 2,000 square miles. In the same
year, an International Boundary Commission was appointed to examine
the country along thgf boundary between Canada and the United States
Territory of Alaska. The Canadian Commissioner, Mr. W. F. Kincr,
dècided to carry out'his share of the work by^ photography. In 1893
and 1894, his parties surveyed about 14,000 square toiles.

^
Irrigation surveys were compienced last year in the south-westerly

part of the North-west Territories, where the rainfall is not quite
sufficient for agricultural purposes. In addition to the gauging (À
streams, the establishment of bench marks, etc., it is neeessaiy to
ascertain the catchment areas and to define the sites best adapted for

, réservoirs. For this purpose photography has again been resorted tom the foot hills and on the eastern slope of the mountains. It has,
in this case, a peculiar advantage. Whether or not a site is a favour-
able one for a réservoir cannot be khown until the plan has been partly
plotted. It must be possible to bring water to the proposed place and
to run it off; th« capacity must also be adéquate. If favourable, a
detailed survey of ihe site is required. With the ordinaiy surveying
instruments, a preliminary survey has to be made ; if, after plotting
it, the site is found favourable, the topographer has to go over the
ground a second time to make a detailed surv^v Or, the whole of
the work may be executed at once, with the fB|ingêncy that the

\ detailed survey may turn out useless. With the caliera, the plan may
be plotted so far, and so^far only, as required ; the photographs which
fùrnish a gênerai plan, can be made to give ail the détail wanted with-
out going again into the field. Whether the site is a good one or not,
there is no labour wasted.

Kotwithstanding the many publications on photographie surveying,
the great advantages assigned to it and the numerous expérimental
surveys executed, it has not yet corne into gênerai use ; in many quarters
there is stUl an adverse feeling against it. Therp. is such a fascinating
simphcity about the method that it is at first difficult to understand
the reasons which prevent its adoption. Can anything more convenient

^ conceived than a method which enables a topographer to gather
rapdly onîhe grounJ thé iSiaterial for fais maps and to ôonstrucb them
afterwards at leisure in his office î

' In the first édition of this
bock, I endeavoured to explain this anomaly. The large scales of
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European survey» were given as one of the reaaons On] J A.

butnot to such aa ^Zf 1 ?^"^ "''^^ ^''' '^^ ^'''^''^8^^w sucn an extent as with a sma 1 scale survev Ali fK; c

He requires nnfc onlir «»,. • l "''"*f *"® caméra.

L',y «1:^^izzL t"
° rr"^ """ "* •"' «-'^ "»"<'»

cnstmction, he will Jr XrWh "'""' '""» ">•"""

phoWgr.phio s„r»,yi„g „.„„ot I s^rlr A f'.h" 1 "'"' "
on.y the begi„„i«g „^he suC^Z'bL. U , t' r""',"

t

t

t
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i^ost difficuH to obtem. Tbay cannot be n.ad« ou ordixu.ry plates •

ort^haohroa^tu, plates althougb suitable, présent difficulti^ o« thaii

trouble ,f pnnted direct on thih albumen paper, th^y are distortedm waahmg. and unle« a cumb«,uB caméra beTpioy^ they Tr^lLsmall for accurate plotting. Ealargement« on bromTde paper w^mne times eut of ten, be of the soot aed chalk kind, witheut any halfl
tones. The production of thèse enlargements in large numbers, Ld "fijpiform excellence was almost impossible before we were ta ghlby

Taking ail this into considération, what chance is there that a

w-nT"'
'' '

."^V""^'
'"^ ^'"''•""^ "^*h ^^ extemporized apparatuswi11 be succeBsfuH A failure is almost. inevitablV *nd it^s ^2^natural that he should discard the method a. an unreliable one

^

^here is another difficulty which I would mention with diffidence if Ihad not as good an authority on my side as Colonek Laus«edat Hewas^the rst to elaborate this method, an^ still seems to be the o!who has the clearest conception of il^ essentia} principles. ï refer to

mstr«ments. Their object is to secure great précision, the negatVves

submtTrr ;

.'^'^ "'^'^ ^ "^^^-^^P«' ^-"^ thèse mLuremert
submittedto caution or to some other elaborate process. To^ppWphotography xn«.ay is to misunderstand the function of the camerà!whxch is to replale the plané4ble,and t.) sacrifice its main advani^gesAny degree o précision may be attained, but it must be done, as withthe plane table, by the multiplication of stations and views and notby the ^mployment of logarithmic tables. .

I hope 'to show in thèse pages how the difficulties assigned as causes
otfailurej^an be overcome

: if they are not, the method is not to be

Wold whV r "'^r^ '' ?-P-'y -'^^ it give« i^ults fa^beyond what can be ^ccompUshed by any other prpcess.

tJfn/*''' ^f^ïl
*'''^*^ ^"""''^"^' *^*^«"g^ not universally, as ^

table ^nd caméra surveys. assuming that the plotting is madebyia-
tèrseçtwfts m hoth caaea, V

J
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I In the climate of the Rof-lrv Tif«„ ,t
•

'
-

airection has l«e„ execu^^'ne C^Th ".^".''^ ^^^^ ""^^ ^^
seaaon ia lost through s.ok; f^; rl^^a l'^V" '^^^ '"^"«

^

Penence is that it takesthreeX^in 1^ m
''^'""^' ?' ««'•

-

ofonedayinthefield. Thus for eve^H V ^ ? *^ P^«*^ *he . work

.

y-therday .ost,ol.aceounlof tre7ea,7'"^\" '«^^' *^«^-
the office,.or five days altogether

'''-^ '^''^ days^^pent in

Assuming that the plane table,«an be used-in ti,i« ,^ . ^ -^

weather is fair enough for the camérathK '^^««Jd'.henever the
the topographer can plot and dTaw 7^ the «1^ '''^«' ^'^ *^-^

,

' office w,^^^^^^;^^^ _-^n
^
; ed a S,,^,,,,^

.
the plane table would require tfie sanae leng h oi tL f^V"'"^^

^^
or .four days.

.
To this we must àdd four 7 ,

^^ *^^"*^ ^«^^
-weather. or eight days altogether

'^' ''''' °" *««-"* «^ the

8-n.ing „p .e find the co^^.:^.^:X"^::'''' ''' '''-

'-

i

\
•

N

z?^

iA
•

X' \.

PLANE TABLE.

8 days in the field, at $20.50 per'diem.

CAMERA.

2
days m the field, at $20.50 perdiem..

«
" ' office, iat 6:00 "

$164

$4-1^

15
*,

^ This shows that the nlane f^.,hio

"«•«"se p.rt of the work, ,« „ell I !t
^^ ^*'*"'™ " 8"»'".

«««ie ,ith the pl«,e table. The fif!»r J °""'°' '"^ »»« 1«
Praotice

;
with more viewe or IreSSlM^^r '""'^ ''°°' <-"

-. op^.t.0.. Kear,, ..7 whofeSÏ^Ïro^l^vS^^f
^ ^

,^.
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angles, dœs not waste anv of h,„ . • .
«*««Pfc>on of a few

«t the di.po».l „t the toLraX ît i^ Tuf P'^'»»"™ P'»"»

t^e t„p<,g.phe. h« tW^n^nt^^hirerj^^Sir' "^ "^
points on moder.tely„<«i4otot!!„t '''""''J^"* any^^Wr of

to recognize tfom, The nndZ Ôn!^f^l.
'"^.""""'"y '> «rfer ,

distinct on the photogr^hrbut hî 4 *'ï° "" " " '"'^' '<^
advantage o, haW,g,ti2 hy^ v^^s of^r "TT*^ "^ ""^ '

Stations. • ^ '^*''^^****^^«8ame place fromseveral

JWM in.the p^og^i „, ex^at:„f^^^7 '"' '-

.pec..pu^eo,,Ï:lpX^:—;- -^^^^
viW the
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I hâve reproduced. «3 nearly in their own words «a powiWa tUr^markable xavestigationa of Messrs. Hurter and DrS tW^présent the most important advance in photograpby during^recan^
^years

andxnaybegivenasamodelof«.c«rate8cientiAcrcsearch 1 ^

mt..ate understending of their wo.k is indispensable to t^e phoigraphie surveyor. i"*uw^

ofItr '^P!!""f'^ "^\«^^«" -^ ^he principles and mocje of actionof photographie lenses; the description of anastigmats and of theirpecuhanties is from a.lecture by their inventor. Dr. Paul Rudolf.

^Considérable space is deyoted to perspective instruments; as novconstructed they are almost useless for purposes of topogrlhkaTurveymg, but there.is no reason why they" should not'be mJe
sofficxently précise, ail that is required being more perfect wortmanshipFor architectural surveys, they may prove most useful.

^'
A short référence is made to secret and balloon surveying. Of course

Itl Ta T ""^T^
'" photographie surveys should haye son^knowledge of everything pertaining to photographie surveying

"

The Canadian Surveys are by far the most extensive that havi everbeen a tempted. For this reason, if for no other, it is ho^dZ
mterestedxn the developmentof the science of Surveying

A

-

^
E. DEVILLE.

^i^âiAjiH^SLJLi tMt_ Jia
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1854. Laussedat-Mémoire sur l'emploi de la chambre claire dans les reconnaissances topographiques. Metnorial de l'officier du génie. N° 16. 1854. ;

1859.X««..^,.-Ag|. d'un mémoire sur l'emploi de la photographia dat.s lelevé des pl^ns. Comptes«iu« de l'Académie des Sciences, 1859.

rJ'^H
:^;;"^';:^'^---''-Ii-Pl-t «une mémoire de M. Laussedat. Comptesrendus de l'Académie des Sciences, 18G0.

1862. i'aW.^Application de la photographie k la toj^graphie militaire.

Mér'\ fr!^'-^«"-- «- J'«™Ploi de la photographiedans le levédes plansMémorial de l'officier du génie. No 17 1864 -

«« Pians.

1865. a,>a.rf.-Laus8edat's Arbeiten in Bezug'auf die Anwendung d6^r*?>hoto-
g^aph.e^urAufnahmevonPlanen. Photographisches Archiv.

^ /^
*^; '^'°*''

1866. ^o^r«.-Application de la photographie aux levés militaires.
'-

1867. Meyclenbauer. -Uber die Anwendung der Photographie ^u Architektur undTerram aufnahmen. Zeitschrift fur Bauwesen.
Architektur und

MémoTal de l'oT^'d"'"
^"^ ^'"''^"°" ''' '^ Photographie au. arts militaires,isaemonal de 1 officier du génie. No. 22, 1874.

Zeitirf.'?''''v
"''""'''"' ''' ^^"^"^P'^- - geometrischen AufnahmenZeitschrift fur Vermessungskunde.

"""inen.
^

rie '^^tr^ZtnfZ^:^:::^::^'' ^TT'-'^
-"^ Photogrammetrie. Theo-

wandte Mathema^ik ' '^"''' ^^^'"™^- ^""™^1 ^^ ^^- ««d ange-

chuireSir"''^'"'^"'"'^'"'^'-'^^'''*-
^^-'-•^'^"'^-K.techn: Hoehs-

1886. Bomecque. -La photographie appliquée au lever des plans.

Tm. 5fc&«.-Photogrammetrie.
SteinV'DasLichtimDienstewissensohafUicher

Forschung.

1888. iîeed.—Photography applied to surveying.

S"

Milui&»s-J*,A**:^Jli <bi. I .^«
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Archi,f,jdieofflci.re de,
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CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTIVE GKOMETRY.

Définition, planes of projection.
(Tround hne
Représentation of a point.

' '..

Représentation of a straight ii'ne

SpTtufctt'ânï. ""." '^ '^^'-^^^ given iine;.-;;;;.;;;;;;;
; ; ;

Line contained in a plane
Point in a plane •

?nrri:^tfon^ o^JT^ptr ^^ ''''^^ «^ p-^-«- :::::::::::::: ; ; : : :

Intersection of two pkne^ one of whfi"?^K* •''^
«"P** P^i»*- ••••...

tical plane . ^ '
""^ °^ '^^'''^ " horizontal or paraUel to the vër

^ntersection of three planes. . .

&nt oCfpJinte!'" " ^*"'^^* ""^ '^'^'^^^ --* t-o given lines-.: [ !

To lay off a given length on a line!
'.' "

' '
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEYING

CHAPTER I.

Descriptive Geometby.

1. Définition, planes op projection»—The object of descriptivegeometryis to represent bodies and to solve problems on figures in

ZTeJil
"^'^"^ projections on certain planes called -planes ofpr jec ton. y~^

ï^

c^^l'.^^l^^''^
^'^^^-Fo'- this purpose, twô planes intersecting each

ÎTJl T ''^'^
' '^'^ ^^^^^« «P'^^^ ^"*« ^^' ««lid angles, ufuaUyone of the planes is vertical and the ôther one horizontal ; their "ne ofintersection is called - grownd Une " and is denoted by th^ lettera 1^.

3. Représentation of a point. Let
-^-4 F, Fig. 1, be the vertical plane, XBY
the horizontal or ground plane, and P a
point in space. From P, draw the perpen-
diculars Pp, Pp' to the ground and vertical
planes

; p is the hàrizontal projection of the
point P and p' its vertical projection.

Let the vertical plane be revolved round
the hne XY as an axis, until it coincides
with the ground plane ; the point p' will fall
at a point p" such thàt the Jine pp" will be

Figr. 1

perpendicular to XY.

U>Zaronn^l ' "^'^^^ '^'''''«^ ^^ ^'^^ ^P' ^' ^' perpendicular

Plane fsTnl^ ^p çontaimng Pp and perpendicular to the vertical

her ;L! T-°^ ^P'' ^""^ ^'^^'^ * Pl^'^^ i« perpendicular to two

pLne IPn'tit''
P^':P«"dicular to their intersection, therefore, tie

ïmnn/ ^^
perpendicular to XY, and its traces o» and op' on theground and vertical pianos, are also perpendicular to XF sinœ a lin«

ftXw^rtt^if^^"^-^"^^-^^^^

>Witl2a^î^l:'^^^
The^uid ni •

*^** P'^J' * «*™^^^* ]ine perpendi^K 17Ihe ground plane is now as shown in Fig. 2,.o/being the distanœ of* R
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2 DESCRIPTIVE OEOMETRY.

X^Xi^â^ïTrÎfZT^r'' "'""""» W.the vertical

"
.J', i'. .T"' î" ,"«Pfssent' points in space bvcapital letter, the horizontal projections by Italie

ISe^l "iLrS^"' P-J-«°- "^tte-:—Y italic letters accented.

Fig-.2

It has been shown that the two projections ofa point are on a perpendicular to the ground JinaInversely any two points on a perpendiculaV tothe^ground hne are the projections pf a point oi

pa^ra^ to o, and thrlgh ,' dra. a pTr^Seffo \; ^J^rî^f^^Ti:

dicu^art trsre1^irth':fn^,'^'r^'^^'^ '^"^ '' '« ^'- p-p-
therefore o/^s perpLLfar to^^^^^^^

and ground Jlanes;

pendiculîr to twS Hnes in tL plane ^Tf" n ^^"""tl H'^"^" ^* ^^ P*'-
op- ispe^endicular t^the S^e^^ilMe '

''"'"^ *'^'>^' P^''^"^^ *«

the "vertrpLr."-"
''' "^^ '^ ^^^^^ ^^^* ^'^ - perpendic^Iar to

J^Stp'^^^' ^'^^^ *^« ^---^-1 and vertical projections of

^^) (2) (3) (4) (5,'51 16) (7) (8) 19,

Fig-.3

^ig. 3 iâ thé représentation of a point in various positions.



8TRAI0HT LINE.

Pline*
'' • """ '' '"-" <" "« -«-' Pl- and .bove the g„>„„<,

( .) I. in the grçund planein L^fotte' g nTC'
•"™-

(b.) Is also in the ground nlanfl hnf K^i,- j^/u
(7.) Is in the ve.tii, p.anfXveltt^onnTlir"''

'™' '

4. Représentation op a straigiit tiv«. t*
drawn to a plane from everv poinî nf n «/ w ,

P^'-P^ndiculars be

jection of tl.e first one. ^ ^"''' ^""^ '" ^^e orthogonal pro-

dioulartothe fi.t on'e and conSTn^heVve^ Hne ^Thî
P"^^".

plane iscalled the /jrojec^w^^ane.
'« gi^en Jine. Thi s second

th^:::ïï?^^^xt:^^.^^X!:i'^iï"^'"' ^-"- ^^ ^«

exception when the given'lineT coft^pT; ^^î™ ^«' ^owever, au
to the ground line : the two nro Lt? i

^ P^*"^ perpendicular

«on. of .e Hne â. no^XS^^fc ^S^^
- -P^

,. nlanfi u» V. • ^ . '',' ^ '" *"® vertical
.c plane ta horizontal projection is on theground Ime, but it is also on the holonteî

muitTatlh' '';^'^^'^ ""«' ^heX^^Îmust be at the intersection c of both lines^ f>o by erecting at c a perpepdicular to the

HT '
'^" "«'•^i'^^l^'-ace wiU be Lnd

Similarly, the horizontal trace is obtainedby erecting at d' a perpendicular d'd t^Sground line
; d is the horizontal trace. ^

be n'I?
-'^'^'^ *^^ PJ«J«««on, of a linJ may

perpendicular from the verticadWeJTtî '"^J. ^^ d'-^^ing a

t^h^izontalpjectiontTJtlln^/wÏiotS^^^e d, gives the horizontal projection rTrï!*^, ^''"^'^^^
obtained in a similar manner bT finr? \u ^^ \®''*'«*1 prô ecticm is

the horizontal trace ^Td^^L^^ !'t"^
'^' "«'^^«^^ P'-«J««^'on d' of

H
o^d

^



* DESCRIPTIVE OEOMETRY. \

aV,ab. ^ ' ''.'^"""- .Th» Pi-ojertioM of ,the line «\̂,

put *f??;:rrr^,r- ^^^^^^^^^ ^ *»-

atl'^allvtTh?
^'°'

'"^r«««"«
the vertical plane«l'W,aDo^e the eround linfi a.nrl tV,^

f»»"»
at a, in front of the vertioaTp"ne;*^'

'"""' ^^^^^^

Fi&.5

""«mund line -^hl r'*''*'^
î'"'^'^' *'' '« ^«'«^ ther îhe po;t on Tr'v *'r' "' ^« ^° ^'•«^t of

"• iiie portion oi the line bptwpon fi,« *

- m the lower front dihedml angre
^" ''"'''

n^-Q

Fig. 7. The vertical trace, b\ is below th«ground Une; the horizontal trLce/a/is behfndt

\
Fig-.7

V

Vo^S Hne'^^tllr""^ 'r''
*''^« *bove theground hne, thrf horizontal trace, a, is behi|^

^TiFs

. ^

ijîll^.-uiÂiH)vC,SJ,:. ,•,!,:....^.:. '-;... :,,. ;,; , , f:..
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Fig-. 13

J^BSaUiHTIFBOKOMETRY.
^.

*
f

K montai projection 0?^ ,ine ^ihTv'^ ? ^"'^^ '^'« '^-i'

plane, M„g perpendicuirto J r^lan'es" oV'^'
^'"J^^""»

perpendicular U> their intersection', tg^^g^u^'d C""' "

Jf—

Fie: 15

al8o parallel to the ground Jine!
P'^^J''^^'°° *'•«

ThT^Lf^^:^^ :^,/--d «ne.

the horizontal and the VtS'dlwAf^T1™'and both projections inScfthere
' '"''

tical projection is the Ibe^Itself^Tnd\i"h
*^' ''""ï'^' P^*'^« ^^^ ^e»-

ground line.
^" *'''* '*^ horizontal projection is the

cate^ "^« ^« ^^ -" ^--nUl projection and its own verti-

arealso parallel. becare ttl pr^e^tTr^^^^^^
- to the same plane of projection Inrl.^ ^ ^'Lte#rPSndicular

a^^h^se^vei^parall^ ^-^SSi^l^l^SfoS»^ ^-«««
with the plane of projection are parallel W^^^^^i^««^'«n«

It follows that when a parallel to a
.• r ,«*;

«*' (^ig- 16) has to i dra^vn

,

draw through c. a parallel to ab andthrough 0' a parallel to a'b' ; then cd, cïis parallel to ab, a'b'.
^

^^Wh«n two lines abijfè'TH c'cTTFig
~

17) intersôct each other, the points S

,i*'
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^ PLANS»

o:^er th.t>, and p' ra.y rep^s^nfa^^^i^^t^ptl'^^^ '' "^^^'^^^ -

It foUows^that when the points p and 30'
are not on the same perpendiculaf to th^eground Ime, t\ie lin-B «6, «V/y cd, c'd' donot intersect, that is to say„ they'are noîcontained in one plane.

^X—

6. RepbbseNTATION of y- PLANE.--A

planes of projection, th«t is to say-bv its
intersections with the «aid planes Tfaesetraces meet m a point a,'Fi„. ig of th»ground Hne, which^ the 'poInT where Z

plane is«r. the horizonwtre l^ap!'-
^'^ ^"'•*^*^ ^^^ «^ the

y l<)'^!!?K*^^P.'-'"'f '^
vertical, its trace a^^Fis

twoTerticarnl""'
P-""'' being the intersection Ofcwo vertical planes, is a vertical line.

Fig-.18

K!^«

y Plane andTnV'''" '' perpendicular to the ground

ftîs!nt:L*:t:i 'rreT^'r' ^^ *'^^ ^'^^^ ^Z-hî^h
ground iSe' ^^«''«^«'•^ ^t .s perpendicular to the

Fig-. 19

X-

ïg-

of

trat"!?, ^ig'7? '^f'':T' "^^
^^^V^«

h-i-ntal

Une. '^ •
'"»e.P«T>endicular toHhe grountf^

Figr.20

^

V -
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DESCRIPTIVE OEOMETRY.

The plane may be parallel to tjhe vertical planeY mwhich case the vertical trace disappears. Thé

ground hne, because the Lwo lines are the intersections of two parallel planes by a third one

Similarly, a horizontal plane is represented bvits vertical trace- /*'(?', Fi^ 22 naJaS t!? .^^
ground line; the hori^Atal L^di^^l ^ *^«

When the plane is parallel to the ground line thp
« t-o traces PC, P'Q', Fig. 23, are also partiel toit

Fig-. 23

p

Unt hinff'
^^'^- ^*' Pf.^P««dioular to the groundine has its traces perpendicular to it. The IrounHme being perpendicular to the plane is perpend cuTarto al the Imes passing through a in that Ene andtherefore is perpendicular to the traces uF S

Fig-. 24

for findmg a hne contained in a pfane Par,
-^y «ifen 'tI^" ^"f

^^ ''' projections aô i

Section of tC? "• r^'''"
'^' h°"^««t«I

trTir^ «f the hne mtersects the horizontal

Rnf +1,^ . 7 ' .
projection of theiiut the point of intersection b of «6



PLANES.
9

/>f %^rr:?^7^,rt^^^ contained in a plane
defineit.

^

projections, m, of the point is sufficient to

To fincl the other projection m' of U l.f

K parallei to ,iJ> ifo ^l^J^f^'O" is a line nia
l . ^ "-f

.
its vertical trace i<j nf fK„ •

paralleJ to JT? Th, ^'1°° " " ''""' «»'

Fig-. 26
section w^tha'w'.
plane Pa/*'.

JJCIIUIC

The point

1- pa.„e, either .„ ,k, .f,Efp!:^ l"g™rd pC°''"'
*" "»» '

9. ThhOUGH a point to nn
PLANE Let a point ,U'^ pf/'V^ 2T "t"*^^"'"

"^^ ^^«^hkr
throu,h W, it is ..uired to d^^C^^fe^Tz^ ^Th=\

l^^,
draw a lino parallel to Pa t

• m toT' ^'"t'^^'^"
•« ^ P«-"«» ^h^ugh

mrlnefrh.*"^'''
-"'''''^'** projection aimrallel through ^' to the gro'und line

13 o;. *md the vertical trace a' hverecting at a a perpendicula^ t<î^ ,Zground line and pr^udngftto itsinter
'

7aT ^i'f
"^'"'

^'^«^ througit' draw

?_^rr»**« ïô «?^. The pE ç^^T^

Figr. 27

parallel to the p ane A^/i" andV ^



10 DESCRIPTIVE OEOMETRY.

10 LiNE PERPENDICDLAR TO A PLANE.-Let the line ma, m'6',FigIt P«'-P«!!diçular .to the plane PaF; the projecting plane iSma is perpendicular to the ground plane ; it is also perpenSicular ^
'• "' ^^^ P*an« ^«^'. since it contains a line MA

perpendicular to this plane
; therefore it is

perpendicular to the intersection aP of thèsetwo planes and inversely the intersection aP
is perpendicular to the projecting plane. But
being perpendicular to the plane, aP is per-
pendicular to ail lines passing through a and
contained in the plane, therefore it is perpen-
dicular to am.

X- — Y

In the same manner it may be shown tha
b m is perpendicular to aP'.

the ^^^. ^ ^^^""^ ^'" ^'"''"' ''^'""g^ *^he projections m and m' of

dW i'Z ^^'«"f^.Vgi^^" line a plane perpendicular to a given

FroTknv noinrSth
"'"

'v
'^'

""^Tl
'' ^'""'^' ^ ^P^-^^d aS>ve!

the twXn!; K
theg^ven line, and then a plane is drawn throughthe two Unes by joining the traces of same dénomination of the Hnfs

mmmmm
pointasTpîaLedlngt '" "' passing through the giU

Foi m»^^'"'''''''''?
"" ^'-'"''^ ''••^^' «''^ ««^ THE PLANES OP PROJECTION

pl/nes it'fsX "'""' î" " P^'^"^ "^^«'- ^h- -« «^ th7pr?jS^pxanes, it is often convenient to revolve the plane round oha nf Tfu

^SSon. •

'' "'''""'^' ''^ P^^"« ^« --1^«<Ï b-ok to its origTna"

J^ofl^-nlT^rS^^^^
cidence with1«^^nT^T^^ fehwpl»ae ha» beenïrougrt mto coin"



REVOLVINO PLANES. „
From the point m, draw a perpendi-cular .«A^tothe trace «Pof?he planeand join m space MK and Mm. ^Theplane ifAm is perpendicular to the

ft conl^^^"!r
'"^'"'"^"^^"^' h«nce

it contains the vertical line at iTtowhich uK 18 perpendicular.- But «?
s a^o, by construction, perpendicular
to Km, therefore it is perpendicular
to the plane mKM and to KM which
s in his plane. Consequently when

to P
""^ * perpendicular ZJf/

^-^^^^'^o^^^^^ ^e -olved round ^.
side.nifwillfain^^,

;;^^^°^^^^^^^
being a right angle, the^ above the horizontal nl«ni- ,

^ ^'^i' ^hich is the height of
can therefore be constucâ «^d bv'TV*' '"t^^*^^ '"^°g^« ^-->
position of Jf, is obtaiS ^ ^'"'^^ ^^^ «^"^1 *« ^'«, the •

The construction linas on tv,^ «

the plane PuP' g 8) ' ' '*'" '»<' "«" '^e point mm' iiej in

the^:S[pr±°°''°" "'°«" >>« ™P'»yed to revolve a plane npon '

..e.Teit:j";3ri-ro"^/-L^—

^

ii^t:an]lî,A,:''piaS-^ï
6 draw a perpendicular ôiT to aP
ihe same démonstration as in the
case of Fig. 29 shows that aP is per
pendicular to the line A'i' in space,
therefore 6 m its révolution round

j^^
wdl be equal to Kb'. But Kb'

18 the hypothenuse of the right angle
tnangle Kbb', which can^be con
structed at Kbb, by making JT^

obtamed. The position of the hor-

—Y

Fig-. 30

Uîontal trace a of the given line hasnot changed; therefore this line
atter its révolution will fall in aB
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'!

of finding it.
inaicated attords a simple raethod

of ^E:Xt^th: l'X?«^"t'ïr^^T' *r- !?*- ^^e révolution

traces li the' plane, and «2^ is eoual'^^
^'"'"'^'^ ^" "P"^« ^^ ^^«

construction tofind therevolvêdW k
' -^"'^ *^^« following

thedrawing:- "^ ^"'^' ^^«'^ « »« within the limits of

Draw i/r perpendicular to aP and inqtPn/^ «f ^ . .•

backtoP«/>'. Thean4o%r/il>?.?^ P^*"^ ^'^^i '« ''«^«Ived

mined by the construction g ven Ibo" the?^'^'^'^'*"^
^« «^^ ^«*-

is drawn to aP, and at the'^oIX ofiCrsectLT^^^^constructed equal to the incHnation nf îh? • ,
" *"^'®

"'^''^i »«

plane. ^„.^\ taken equ^ to^^^ ^^^fV^'^
P^'^'^^ «'^ *he ground

»h'« i8 drawn to if, ,« • Zt the hnl'A ?i
""^ "^^ * perpendicular

its height above the^grou^d plane Crlt^hT'"" "-^ ^' "'^^ "^^t
is easily found "^

' ™ '^''''''' ^''^^ ^«''tica! projection

jection plane. Let aB rFiaîm K !? r
«^«^J^mg it upon the pro-

perpendLlars5;6and^îfoÏÏ>^':d xr!!' 'Tf^ andadraw'the
perpendicular bb'\o XY produce it fll^a T^^'*'^^^^" ^' * «^««* «
Join «., aV which are t^f^X^ ;:

^^^^^^^^^^ *' ^ith «P>nd

revlrrrh:t;::nTpîfr"'StTtt ^'^T" ^-«^asbeen
g _

na piane. Let it be required to find the position
of the point mm' (Fig. 31) on the planeAzi re^^lved in PuP^ upon the ground
plane. From m draw a perpendicular

Tnf ïrV'^"' ^«^" sho\.n that the
"

po nt Moi space in revolving round aPmil fall upon this line. Through mm'and in the p^ne P«P' draw a line «6,«A cutting the two traces of the pl^n^
(è7); on «Pj take aA,, equal to «a',and jom A b. As explained above, A , b
îs, in the plane PaP^ the line repres^nted •

m projection at ab, a'b', and the point*es^W, if
,
nniBt te on-efirs Tine. BuT

on the '
Fig.31

intersection ofb^thH^LÏ,.'^''' ^"' ""
'

'""''^'''^ '' ^ ^^ ^^^e

aa^.dfcïs



REVOLVINO PLANES.

cuttLrtheli^ «p '
^^l^""^ f «riginal position, a line A b

equal t. „^^ d perV^nSi:^' itd V,^'"''"?'^ ^-^ ««' ^"tal'e^n
to the ground line

; ab and a'è' Lt H
*'^ '^''*^" ^''««^ «' and b

next drawn from M, ; its intCctioi .k"^
P^rpendicular to aP i^

projection^ of the p^int J? The re?ti7«
"*• ^^'^^ ''^« ^«"-«"tadrawmg through ^ a perpend «uk/t^ h?'

P''«J^* «'^ i« «btained byto its intersection m' with a'6'
^''^ «^^^^ "«« «nd producing

fall on this linl T? ^T^ ^i ^i"

*e point M. But the horizontal „IÎ!,°' P'""! ''°<' P^sing throush
^"•' "»-'- " « .' 'l-e.»"»™cST^X^'i"'- »" "» "ine

g^^^^^he '-'émotion ^g^jffJ^-^^^J^..thf

The constructions are still fnxfi, • ,-,

« perpendicuUr to o.:^'l"^^Z rp^Hi;'»"
*« «'™» P'»-

, . lli*. .
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DESCRIPTIVE OEOMETRY.

Let PaP' Fig. 33, be ^ plane aerpendicular tothe ground plane and mm' a poift of the plane.
1 he p)int M in space is on the vertical line p^singthrough m which Jine is in the plane A/P' and is

-FperpendiculartothehorizontaIline«P. Thereforewhen PaF is revolved round aP, the line mMremains perpendieular to «Pand the point J/ fallam M at a distance mM, from aP equal to the
he.ght of J/ above the ground plane. But this

.
height 18 km ; therefore to deterniine the pointMdraw at m a perpendieular to aP and take mM^
equal to hni. "^ i

Instead of rçvolving the plane round «P, it mav be rPvnlvArl .a. i

centre and «,„ as r«li„/ iSvhen the plane^I^^1^1 with theverhcal plane the point M ot the plane must beTmewher" on he
n rrf'

'"'l"f
'"'i-ont.il projection i, «.• Then if a plrScu ar

t \^v. Tu'î""'
" ' ""'' P""'"""' "> '"' intersection jrfS «'i"jBj will be the re<iuired point. ' '^ ° •" 2»

"N

onTL""''
""',P'>'>"A°! °f the point J/, whoae position M. revolved

:raïdTo;l/:p:r;eSarr,;r^f'\^^^^^^

1 2. Intei^ection of two planes. Let PaP
and Q^Q Fig. 34, be two planes : the pointsM and N where the traces of the planes meet
are the traces of the line of intersection of
the planes. The projections Mn, m'N of the
intersection ar© found as explain©dnir«^ iwr

Fi e- 34 «r "^
1 .

perpendiculars Mm' and>n to
'S^- o'* the ground line and joining Mn, m'F.



INTERSECTIONS.

43^^ The intersectino ptawcc

construction given in ^ 12 does nof„ f
^ *^?

Driu^-a plane TOT ^"^'''^^'•y plane.

two given planes î^plpallel ZT'''''''
«^" ^^e

and so are its projecS« Tf /îf
^'"""'^ ''"«

interseets the plie'T'o/j^^^il^his \ne

parallelstoLto^diinr^''^ ^^-d-'

Jf—

7"

Fig" 35

oTwhT^ ^''-"d Pl-'e^ttte^;;:Ln"o/^^^;^ ^'^7" around

(Ja- Similarly the intersection of TOT and^'v P^' n "/ ^^^^^ *«
0^, be.ng equal to Ob' and the point ïï \fil

^^ ^'" ^'^^' ^^ «^„
intersection of ci), and aB,. Fro.uT dl

'''""^ "^ ^^^i' ^t thè
the point of intersection m is the hoî;±7 ^

P'^'P'"'^'^"^'^'- ^« OT;
vertical projection is obtained by maC^ L '''"^' •"" "' ^^ ^^^
being the heigh. of J/ above the ."^ound pL^* T^'^i" "^^^- ^^ism draw the parallels f-/" r^'f fr^ fi ^ ? ^"^" throurrh m ar,A

point J/ where thiÏÏne ^ut
^^^"'^, "^ ^^ '^«

am. J Joining am and
ï^et us revolve the nlane mr^

the intersection of Wrln^LT"^^ ?^-
a and i' are the traces J{\lt fi '

°^ "^^'«^

being equal toVr giXt /h
"^^ ^^^

tion of T'Or and (?«(?' wfS, tcTonbemg equal to Oe^' andM will 1 • ^; ^^i
the intersection of Tb, Id i)"'"^"V<^^raw a perj,endicuiar J^", to^W^IT^y—

Pis 3G Cm equal to niM, . Then Hrol ^ '"«king

wHeh.„.Hep™]e„«srri„i'r«r:
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Figr.57

15. Intersection of two plagies, one ofWHICH 18 HORIZONTAL OR PARALLEL TO THE
VERTICAL PLANE.-When One of the planes is
horizontal, the intersection is parallel to the
horizontal trace of the other plane : its ver-
tical projection is the trace Q'R\ of the hor-
izontal plane (Fig. 37) and the horizontal pro
jection a parallel qr to aP.

In the case of a plane parallel to the vertical
plane (Fig. 38), the horizontal projection of

Y the interjection is the trace QK of the vertical
plane Ihe vertical projection is a parallel
qs to the vertical trace aF of the oliher
plane.

Fig-. 38

TIOV WV.? ,J^«f
^^'^^^A« TO ONE OF THE PLANES OF PROTEC-TON.-When the two planes are both perpendicular to one of theplanes of projection, their intersection is also perpendicukr to thïplane and its projection on it is the point where the tmcesoftîe planéemeet. The projection on the other plane is a perpendicular toTh«ground Ime passing through the above point.

'^P^^^^^^'ar to the

17 INTERSECTION OF A LiNE AND A PLANE.- To find the intersectionof a line and a plane, another line intersecting the first one îsdrawn
P- in the plane

; the point required is the inter-
section of the two lines.

Let ab, a'b', (Fig. 39), be the line and PaF
* I .v^;

^^'^ ^"^'"a'-y line the intersection
ot Pal by one of the projecting planes of
the given lipe, abb\ for instance, may be
einployed.

To obtain the projections of this intersec-
tion, draw the perpendiculars bb" and ce' to the
ground line and join c'b" : cb, c'b" is the inter-
action. It méets the line ab a'b' at mm'
=^clrre^iire point wfiOTe tBëTWcuts the"
plane PaP'.

R

FigT^

JMi'j>,h



^DISTANCES.

18. Intersection of three planks Tho ;«*«» i- i. .

planes may bé found either by constructi^^^^^^^^ ll^T^T ""^ •*^'^"

isthe point of intersection of the three^ pkn^

meettITo™ u^rVo^dra^V T'^ ."^^ warcH w...

passed through the poin°t and èrof le Hnes' Th^^^"; "
iF^""\^«second line pierces the plane is ascertaS\s m P^'^J^^here the

this point of intersection to the Sven Doint tJi' ^ • ^^ T^^^^
obtained. " P^'°*' *"® required line is

(*ig. 40), be two points; to obtain their dis^^ce, one of the projecting planes of le liie^^may be revolved about its trace upon thecorrespondmg projection plane.
^

Let us revolve for instance AB ab around ab

ïï r /.."'r^*" ''^ ^^ on a perpendicufar
a^i to aô, the hne aA, being the height of A

iT^IhJA^l^^^l^ ^-^^'^ ^ perpendicularbJi^ to ai, and at a distance from b equal to ab'The required distance of the points i^A^B^

1Jtrwn trou^.^a^rr^^^^^^ r^ t--^ *^*t if a

^1^,; therefore.ins'teaSTcoitLtiAfVh V"'^''^r i'
^^"^^ *«

sufficient to erect a peroendicTr i^ A^. ?
trapezoïd aArB^b, it is

tance .oequal to theœtt;w1e;\6'LT'^^

giv'en '^n%S^ZLZZ"jm "^ ^"^«-Th. construction

2t^ (Fig 40) T/m f
h^P ^^ î?*" ^*y'°S «ff * gi^e'i length on a line

cular through JTotherrouS uL '
^"^^'^^''^-^ «^^ «'*' ^7 a perp'endi-

2

oâ^i^^
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ri I

: i

fi I

l! >

pomt to a straight line is obtabedbypassmg a plane thrbugh the H^and the point, and revolvLg it unon

ab ab, be^ t|ie ]ine and mm' th^P7^
f>,*^>- Through^nrVdraw

a parallel cd; cW' to «6, h'; the linl
«c- is the horizontal tra^e of the planecontammg the two ^parlllel finTRevolve th.s plane arpTad its traTe
a.^tU^^eo.neideswr|,heground

Let a5 and if, ^'Ôe revolved
positions of ai' and M^ From Jf,
lettall a perpendicular J/;^ to a^ •

::|23. DistanV/kr^m a point tÔ 'v pJt "^''tT'^
'''^"^'•^^-

"
to a plane maybeobtain«r?r I

^''''''''—The distance from a point
to the plane % mCâ^t ^^ ''^P'^^^ perpendicular from the pol'^t

and deLmilir^tre^^fTh" it po^tT^^^^
^'« ^^^^ ^^^ ^^)

one of the planes of nroiectinn ! '^«V^^^^^^ '^ around its tr^ce upon
of the proWem

P'^^J^"*^^". « «^'"PJ«'=«'^8tructiongives the solution
Let />«P' (Pig. 42) be the plane and^m' the point. Through mm'

pass the plane QfiQ' perpendicular toal and revo ve it around ^Q uponthe ground plane. The pomt^l de-scnbes the arc of circle AA,, and'JiA^ is the intersection of the two

plane'
'"^''"^''^ "P«" *1^« ground '

The point if is on a parallel to BQ
passing through m'. In reVolving the
auxiliary pkne m' describes the arc

cM„ still parallel to /?Ç. The point .M remaimng during the révolution

frn^ .1,^ "^ ^* * ''°°«*^«* distance
pa^aHel to the ground line passingThrouVm"^^^^^^ "" *
tbfr lateffiectioa of cJf, and mM

'"'^^°"§'' ^'^ > ^refera Jf^ eomes at
perpendicular Jf,1 from^ to «.< -f^ "T^'J^^

^^^^^ ^ J«* ^«" a1^1 xrom iKi to ^^j; it is the distance required.

Fig-. 42

V^
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ANGLES,.

|24. Distance of two par^llbl planfI t»,. ^- .t ^ KL PLAMîd._The distance of two parallel^ planes mav be ohf„,r.^*^u. V

; ;

Fie-. 43
«re paralie, .„d their dist«„ce i, the toLràTtlZ„«

OK -rw

v^.owOTiuw or two parallel
planes may be obtained by in-
tersect.„g the„ by a Jhird
Piane perpendicular to bothawl reyolving it upon one oL .

the planes of projection. fN
the parallel planes. Draw aypl^ne RO^' perpendicular tothe vertical traces and revolve
it upon the ground plane around

^' /!l *." /'"'"• Th« points
Ji and .S describe.the arcs ofcircle3 Ji'Ji,, S'S thJ v

^^î and SS,. being^the^inter-
sect,onsofthe,give^pIanerby

"

the auxihany one.- These'lines
distanpfi r.f fK^ „i

"*^^
" "' "'rc pianes

.

of AB, A for instance driw À n".^^
*"^ Po^^^t

and from a point GotCDTjA^^"^^^^^ ^^' <^« ^A
on the plane J?^/ Th,S '^ ^f"

a perpendicular ff^

,

Plane ^^/'drawfpa^aÏKVti?'' 1 ^W in the
^« another parallel KM^ffS T^V """^^ *^''-""«»' ^^

dicular to both lin^
^^ ^^« ^^'^^ ^^ is^rpen.-

Fig-, 44

^' "^'^^ *he planes of projection.
'^'

Plaie' t^^ll
""^ '^" ^^°« ^^*h the ground

tTeVotd'X - perpendicular U.

.^1^1* as aa axi« «pon the ^ertic^"

R

Fig: 45
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20 DESCRIP'^IVB OEOMETRY.

-nstftnce r the vert 0!^^^^ a- f"""".^ ?'"»« ^"''

«ml vertical planés respectively
8™""''

of.?4t^CttV4"r,Trii:e°r; r ^'r
'

-/--

/

Fig-. 40

plane, the a.,w£--SonX;:ri^:
'p^^^^^^^^^ two in-

plnnes of projection. Let ah ah.^ ? /l
'' ^^""'^ "P"" «"g of the

horizontal trice -of thdr pLfe i^ t^^'
(*'^- *7), be the lines. The

traces
;

it forms with Ztwo ines a rJ ,

«^ P^«i"g ^hrough their
angle to be found. ^' ^ * ^"''"«'^ «^« '« ^bich M is the

Revolve this triangle around ac upon theground planer the point if moves in th«

trace 18 the perpendicular mn t* ac ; it will

thedistal
/''*''"'" ^^» ^« *he sauie^aathe distance frorn n Uy M and the latter is

jt'"^^TÏrT 1^'^"-"^* -g'« triangleJ/m«. The side-Jfw of this triangle beiLthehe.ghtof ifabove the ground ^line h!tnangle can be constructed by erect n. at ma perpendicular to „m and la3dngoff„"
^'^^- 47 2T-^

*° T' ^' '« ^^^«'^ determfned by
M,c, the angle required is a'^'?

'^' ^""^^ ^ ^'- ^--"g ^i« and
It may happen that the traces of the lines are onf«,•,^. f *u ,mg, sind that the trace of their nlanP oln n!ffl *""*« *^« «^ the draw-

abo^e. In that case, the Hnes^ a?e eu? h ""^'^r^
^^ «^P'^^^^d

a.glettfeV;ToUh^ei;^^^^^^^^ Projection, their

auxiliary planesperp^uteX^^'rt^^^^^^^^^

^



ANGLES.

X—

81

Kg-. 48

pyen plane form a riirht an„l2!

circle y^r f
??«f"he8 an ace ofcircle y ^1, of which is the c^nfr/

the angle T, being the angle of ^i/'with the ground plane.

t.vfri''"''^'.
*^« «^"«^^ ^ith the ver-

the plane ^m" perpendicukr f« /^ J?
"® '^ obtained hy drawinc-

,

upon the gmund^pl^eln j^y TuT T'^'^T^ '^^ trilnglTsoi'
w,th the vertical ^lane '

' ^^^ ''"«'« '^^ ^i *« the angle of ?«?'

otherVreo'^L^^^^^^^ the plane /W^' .. an,
-hthegroundpla,eanaSgrs^;;e;rhan"?^,^-«"«^ to rT'for.I

;f^hiiTrr:;^er^fi,^^^^^^^^ ^^X betwop,anes
jected horizontally in ab cît tt .^''ù ^^•"^'' ''^tersection is pS '

. '^^V"*®'^^^^^'«"'^fthe;auxil-
lary plane with the projecting

ferîa'ir f
''

tt^
Pei-ndiculaf

Jet fal from the vertex of the

-^ perpendicular to the projectini
P'ane is perpendicular to ailmes contained in it passing
through its foot Z. The sa.nf

l^f/tf^V *''** Perpendicu- "iar to the intersection aô' of the
twogiven planes, because ah'
bem^perpendicalarnEo the a,^-

~

i,
*7 P'»»«. « perpendicular to

ail lines contained in that planeby which it is intersected

f ÂlH«=^''^f.\*i*

,

"Ji^^^ml^
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lo 71 /ïj. join /ic, M; c/<rf is the angle required.

I II

30. ThROÙGII a GIVEX LINE in a PLAXE TO DHAW iVOTHER PI AvrMAKIXC. A CEKTAIX AXO.E WITH THE GH-EX PLAXE.-The COnverseZbem consista m dmwing through a eiven Iftie^^rif -HuTJ fx

tne same as in I^ig. 49, but is inverted. The given line is the int^r

rz:'y?5; 'iTlr ^
?^^"'^"=^'^ "'^^^ ^^ '«"«^-«"«^ bytans :î

tLeof thenhn^ T^'a' 'l
^^^"' ^ P^^"^ '^ «^ the horizontaltrace ot the plane recjuired. Ahother point, of the trace is found at athen join ad, produce to ,S and join tok : the required ^lanë is ^h'.

oe erectea to the plane through a po nt of^the eiven line t& ^C\\ . fdangle of the" t^vo lines is then determined (§ 27)
^^ ^ '

*^^

,'*

fij»^

.a
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•'.m,,.

Fig-. 50

33. Rotation op a poivt r^f ;* k .

to rotate a point mm' œS^^^I'^ \ '^"^""^^^

has described'the arc ï th. T" ^" P^''^' "*

groundirntSïïht' witïr'^^^t/^ ^^^
samelinethroughm' '

^he parallel to the

Fig-. 51'

(*'g. 51), be a straight line to be rotatedaround a venical axis c, c'd' until paraiel to the vertical plane. From c let J^nthe perpendicular .;n on «6,Tnd rotlte

atnïïhTSfs '^r t4""*
an are o/^Sandtn;:^^^^^^^^^^

paranfr^n .K^ P'-^Jecting plane is then

of «5 is obtain^ed' b/dralLYSTr
a Parallel a

, 6 , to the ground Une anâ
height above tho ground plane^^f A? "'"t^ 7 """' *'"*! = b^- The
does-not change during the revolutL^rn' ^/.".^ ^ "^^^^ «"-«" »««
Project on <,' of the trafe a thereSe molT ..*^" ^''^' *^« ^««-««al
projection b' on a parallel ôT to tL ""1 î^^ ^'"«""d line and the
vertical prqjection^of a LW be on Z^^^ -But a',, the new
theèround «ne and since iÏTs aiso o^ thr^ ,''^^.^'' '^rough a„ to
their intersection in a\ . èmil^^^ 7 t Tu'"'^

^"^'^' '*' ">"«* bè at
*,ô', tothe ground line and^so on ih«

"
^.^ ?". '^« P^'-P^^dicular

must beat their intersection i' îhe
'^^1'^^ **^' ^^erefore. it

then a\ b\ .

"'"'
^^ï • -^lie rotated vertical, projection is

36. Rotation DP A pr A WD a i

ofits points, not on a straSlifer^^ '"'^'^ ^'^ ^"«-«'«g three
^^«rth^anerôrtwo ofiti^Sfcr^fr^^^a simple one :— % ""®*' ^S^V- The following method iL

', (Fig. 52), is a nlan^ tr. u^ _._.., ..,

a simple one :— % \û--/- -ii.« lonowing method is

R

ïr
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the rotated horLntal Z. oiÙe pW P^^P^^^^^^^ ^9 ^F. It is

<P'' \ „^?^ draw any horizontal line gh,
A X^; \ «• ?''

'.
^^ *he plane PaP'

; produce c/to
its intersection /with ^^A and rotate
the hne gh, g'K through the same

. F angle, <«. as the trace «P of the plane.
• Thej*point/of cd describes the arc of

circle ff^ and stops on ce/, produced.
Ihe rotated horizontal projection is

"

tue Ime 5-,/t, perpendicular to XY
To obtain the vertical projection,

It must beobserved that the height
ot gh gh above the ground plane is

'

99 and that it does not Aange dur-
ing the rotation. The vertical trace

fis. 52

9' moves on the parallel g'
h' to ïr^an/"*.^*'''"- .

The vertical trace

'\^JÙir-''h ^^ ^^^^^^^^ t^e^ntersection of

nowtntltedtt.^Z^l^^^^^^V^^^^^^ ^^f P'- -d is

foreitisitselfperpendrcularTth^^^^^^^^^ *P *^ vertical plane
; there-

tionis thepoiS^TrwwÏifalsoiÏÏr;!^^^^^^^
Its vertical pr<^ec-

of the vertical trLe of the rotateV p^^^^^^^^
of the new vertic.1 trace, therS'thfr^^ated p^ rf^'

^^^^^

*
' ,,^^ "< f'

(Fig53), be the points. Rotate
the vertical projecting plane containing a and
b around the vertical Une through a uhtil it
18 parallel to the vertical plane. The point bdescnbes an arc of circle bb^ and stops at 6,on the parallel aô to Xy\ 6' moves on a-^parallel to ^TFancf stops at b\ at the inte*
section of the parallel h, and^he Xen^l
çular h b to the ground line. The rotatedme ^6j, ab

, is parallel to the vertical plane:

..^^^^^"^fiH^}^ vertical proj^tio^^3-6,. The mëlmationof the line on the ground

IlS.^ . tical projection a'b\ and the ground line.
H

X --¥-*-



SPHBRICAL TRIANOLES.

Another solution of this problem is given in § 20.

25

^7. Solution op 8PHEHICAI, TRUNGLRfl a u • ,be assimilated to a trihedral anaU K^ •
^P^e^cal triangle mav

to be at the centre oiVCS^^ %h?'^''"«/^! ^««^^ «^ thea^
are then subtended by tFe £?Jw of^e'V*^'

'P?^"«*^ *"4le

^«^«'opthemon theground
Piane, placing one of the
edges. OÇ, (Rg. 54)^
pendicular to the ground
Une and revolve the faces
«andc about theedges OQ
and OR, upon the ground

{î*'f-.
The intersection of

the tnhedral angle by the
vertical plane is the base

..
• ot a pyramid of which is
the vertex and OQR one
ot the faces in its natural

• position. Since OÇ is per-

- Figr. 54 / pendicular to the vertical
faces mtersecting along OQ are also r^^ a^ y' *^® ^^"^^ «^ *he t^o
therefore OÇP, 1 «ne of theTa^roftT" "^"^*^ '*^^ ^«'•^^««J P^ane.
ground plane about OQ, ^ndOP L tl TT^2 ^^'''^«^ "Po« thé
the vertical trace of which is owL ^'^^^^^fd «dge of the pyramid
a centre witb QP^ as rldiu^ '^" *'"' **^ "''''^^ ^«««"^ed fSn Ç^
take'n%t^^Sp:V^^^^ "- «'^^"- ^" ^^^ ^^^^^^ -- be
edge OP revolved'upon"the\«^" ^ *?* ^*''^^"*^ *»*«« «^ the thi^
•;evolvedbacktoitsCuraîSn.t"r ^' ^^ *»»« face c S
horizontal projection of / wirmoS ^^ .1™^ '^ '''^"^ ^^•- the
fall rôm P on OR, and whlnP Z^. ! ^'T!'^^^^''' P^rn let
ver^ca^ plafe, ita hôrizonta? pr^^S !.m T °"«^'»»' P^»^ in the
up toits intersection « with fh!^ " 7?' ^*^® '"«^«i along P^m
w^theT^beon^e^lrUtuTr":'^^^^^^ gJe'p

Hav ng now ohtain^ +k 1 ^' *^®*'' intersection.
*^

plane, thf S^ed^U,! ^^^^^ *»»« «^ge 0/* on the vertical
are perpendicular iK^ffverlIcllX^!

^'^'^ '" ^«^' «°<« both t^ei



join OP^ : HOP.,
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Generally, only one angle iS^equired
: iu inakiW th. .« ' ,. *

the angle A of the spherTcaftiaLe « il t^ P^T' ^"^i^^ ^^

in i 29 or by any othev^^^X^^^^' '" ««"«^ructed as explained

Place the intersection of„ andi in' ^^Tf'" ' ^T''^ '=' ^ «^^ ^•
XY, and the face i onîhe ^ul nllA^ '^V^l^'

perpendicular to

^<?r equal to C : Ç/> is the'X lfc'^T.K^^>'^^^'^S *h« ««^le
angle (?0/>, equal ïo ^ oS/ iftir. '^.J*""

"• ^''^^^ *he

revolvedabou?0^on'thegr;^„d pkne Ta\il '«
P '"^^^^^^^ ^"^^^

the point P is the vertical trace of the third ete SfZ .T'j *f
^^-

To obtain A, let fall from P inH «fh ^ j- ,
*"*ie<iral angle.

^rand OR r^pectzvily" RfvoTve^aW^^^
triangle formed in space by /land ««? /^ «".J^e vertical plane the
Th^n pr.xi.ce,.Ld ^LÎVpX^^ Z^,- '''^^^^'

is c. /^ is obtained as explained in § 29. "

THfHr,ro7iorir.rr Tt rr'^r^r^ ™-' - --
c, h and c.

ANGLE.-Let a, A, and j9 be giv*n : required

in ^'r(%/?5rp:;fndifur't'\r
^"' *l;«,-^-ection of a and cV g "^;, perpendicular to the ground line. Through F draw

-o
; / <»> 18 the vertical trace of

the face a, since a and c are
both perpendicular to the ver-
tical plane. Draw C><?, mak-

'

"^«^•^he angle a with PO;
lyjQ^ IS the face a of th^ tri-
hedral angle revolved opbn the
ground plane about ÔP as an
axis, Ç, is the revalved ver-
tical trace of the edge OQ
Makmg then PC equal to /'O

Pig..55 gives the trace <?. Through^
with XY, and let fall the perpendicular^rto'^^'^Frr '^"

^""^Vand qm. as radius. descrili« tC n-» ^e • \
^^ ^^- *rom g^ as a centre

the tinrent o/t^ the drct Th
'"""^

"T' *'^** *»''-°"«»» (^d^aw
the groLd planeTs equal" ^ ^lAoo •'%!?'T ^^^ *'*^
JrMr*L*ngle.^pIr^^ ^̂-^1^9B^^^^^^^^^

6
and the angle C are obtained as in former cases

'

'

iéi^Aifi^i^ii^'Aj.

aX



SPHBRICAL TRIANGLES.
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41. GlVEN TWO SIDES AND thp Avr^rm -,

to a and b respectively •

^POO
is the face b of the trihedml
angle revolved about OP on the
ground plane, therefore the ver-
tical trace Q of the edge oppo-
site to a 18 on a circle described
rronl Z' as a centre with PO «s
radius. Through P p^^ ^
plane perpendicular to OU its
horizontal trace is a line>m
perpendicular to OE and its

-,.. , ^ff.'^^^'ir'^
the perpendicular

of this plane with the two planes of J.- ?^ ' J*"^ intersectîpns-.
face c form in space a triangle SvC fnT^T ^"^ ''^^ P'^°« «^ 'hèm is the angle A RevolvinAhis ^H«n T 't

^ '' "^ ''^^^ «°g>« and
tical plane in .y/>^,, the pointV is ot '^^T î^ "PP'^ «^^^ -«'-
tl?e vertical plane of projection Id •

?^^'''^- But -S is a point of
face c, therefore it is Holnt of Th /'

^''^ * P*'^"*^ «^ ^l^e plane ôf the
theni?^, the inters'ctirof this Lr%'.! lu'

'^^ P'^^ ^oL^S
tical trace of the edge of the rihei^al anï

'^' "'*"'" ^' ^ ^« ^he ver^
A, C and c are now constrnpl^^ • J^^""

opposite to a.

42. Other casesJ^suppiÏ«kI.
*' '" ^^""«'^ «««««•

Bpherical triangles are^ne^
j^^^/J^^^^^^^

other .ases ofh iiy solved by the yse of the supplementarv

Teruent
' th ^^'^r'ï^^^' ^« "«^ so .on-venient. ,Ihe angles^, R r r^ft^u

p e^enu^ tri.„„e ar^ .h'e'X'fetl-

*rom any point 0, (Fi» 571 ,„ .1,.
mteriorof thrtrihed'rai a^7',et Sî
laces The angle of 0^ and Fis the^^^ent of the angle of the ^^^

Fig-. 57

'3f

#1

m

i±LÉâ.^'i'9:
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Siinilarly
:

DESCRIPTIVE OEOMETRY
t

The plane TOV onnf
-^='"»^^^^°-^•

perpendicular to bothrthtS iffr^^^^l^^ to ,a and c, i.

8amerea8onsZ?i?isperpeLfclrrr^? w^^ For the
fore thé angle of DQ and i)^ or a Ifu^^^ ^f '« ^^^- There-

>

formed by TOT and ^O^or^, •
' ^ ««Pplement of the angle

In the same manner, it may be 8hown that • ^

and. 5i=180°_6,

.^Hencethetrihedral angle Or.r . the .ppWntary angle of ,

4e SX^rntrrppSn'TtT--?^-^-- «^-
tnangles. When an angle isowXtL' .'^'"*^°" of spherical
not ,n the horizontal pi of the obSr^r th«

^"^ ^^"^ ^**'"*^ ^™ '

a correction to reduce it M tj,. , 1 ® '
*^"® observed ancle reouirea

points on th» gJnTA^/''C£,'°™;^!>7 *e p^jeofionÏÏS

observer and ™:oteLrr"°''"'epla»e pasiing thr„„gh th,
plajeof ob«rvationa„dSw eh™r,^rr'°V^' <^8- «). »» ît

«uay De tound by revolvini? the face A Pttof the pynunid around i/» Tl lu
ve^^cal plane m^ft ^^U "eCet
angf^;n5'*'^«^«'**^^-« the observas

Kg-. 68

Sliecfcîvfiï^ 4,„;- ...r:^^** «entres wit^:4». -nrf „» ._ "T.?~

i|%^b^>.à.dui«
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DEFINITIONS.

CHAPTER II.

Perspective.

44. General Remark «j p„

Itwcalled •>«(„„;„;„„<," £.7 ""»,""*'«'eis a vertical plane'•™ « o( pers^tive,^i ^ ht*'"^tV "" j'' -""«i-ï «»"hs
.he^a^e .„p^.„. aa *"bjec^ tir^tr^-lnC^ri

«?«*«» of the flrst one
''' P"""' "'•'«h i» oaUed the •>/

When the line is a curvp +K« •
i

a conic surface whose verLx is at^tL
/^^' ï* '? ^*"°"« P^i'^ts form

the picture plane is the pe^^ctlve ^f {.r^
-hose intersection withsame nature is formed by the Si ^ ^"'''^®- ^ ««rface of the

of an olyect
;
the perspeTtive of tlT '^^^'u'

*" *^« ^'«ble outl „e
surface by.the picture plane

^^^"^ " ^^^ intersection of this

'
of the o^î^^^S^^^^^^^ the horizontal p^iection
the ground plan is thïtopoSnxMc^^r^.^^'^^^''^'''^''^^^^^

'

it 18 the horizontal or groKpt%X 'u'^?"^ ' ^'^^ «^ buildS'

Placed (iT^.r, 4«5^^ -j,^*^, p^ane on which the ground plai i,horizontal piane p^ssing throLVthe 1?"' '^ "^^^ ^' ^°^ '««tanïe^ theplan and for a HiildiL X 1^^"*"'^"^ of the topographi^t-^
==^ori2ontirplane mav^^h^eve^ T^^'^f <*'' fîrst floor ^pG

apmcai====

altitude be*^ taken Tnto^«Sf .^^ '^ ^"«^^ PJ^^efP^vided SI
whatever the altitude marc ' '^' «'^""^ P^^" does'nT^h^^^e^ '

.

j'. \ ,i<^ i- i^«t. jiiMS,iÉ#il

A
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30 PERSPECTIVE.

thèse rules is absolutT pLlct^^fl
^"^ ^^ represented, but none of

which are not veS'and ohwt
"""^ ««"^«t^es d^awn on planes

the picture pLrand the e^^^
represented ^hich are between

and not the exceptro„ n perspectives us^f" '' ^^^^'^'^ '' *^^ -'«
are ,.ken as reprLnt.;ron'sX X g-n"iS^^^^ ^^«^

ob^trL the oriCof llhT?o"?"r'^^^ ."^^^^ «^^^ behind tSe

shadows buttKmereW a l.'"f^^^^^^ ^" the
,
construction of

usualdefinition'oflVrïeetiv^edTsr^^^^^ ^ ^''-^ ^^«
"

plaît: ;Kg.t9).""''^
intersection of the g^uncf and picture

The '"station" is the
point supposed to be
oçcupied by the eye of
the observer. (S.VigM)

The "/oo/ o/ ^Ae
station" is the point .

where the vertical of
the station pierces the
ground plane, (s. 'Fia
59).

.

Ihe^jirincipai point"
is-the foot of the per-
pendiçular drawn from
the- station to the
picture plane

; it
shown in P, Fig. 59.

\^ fi

F

m

O '^

'.Y

5 êA 7rf .-- ^
t^ 'A^lV /^

Pig^.59 18

WtUU^of tltsiL^tS^ÏJpL^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^"^ ^^« «^^- -

sJ'ol"1frcrta£ThI dtlnce'r^'^!?^
plane passing through the

horizontal line pSir tLonir^
*"**

f
"*" *^« P'^*^"»^ Pl*°« on a

stetlT
P°^^^^^?™«>ound hne is equal to the altitude of Z^

È54>.a.:>v^-

/
tJéii «'J'î'
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POIXT IN OSOUND PLASE.
~. 31

picture pl„e and p««,i„g th«„lh Z .fr PftPfndicnlar to the

Tv'irr^ he lattera?The';^'„" p':,*Lr "<< "" '.orl^n

Ime pa-;.lle, to he pSj,'"p r'"""^ '" " '™' P'"-' ">-rfor<. a„y

In Fig. 60 thèse points linp., nnrl ^i
représentée! bv their nrfV. f P'**"®^ ^''^

ground planée ^vL f^^^^'^J^^^ projections; the

Jieture p ane or verL:.'
.'"'""'"-' ^^^'^^ ^'^^ ^^e

?the fo'torthestat r^^^^^^^^^^^
*^« ^^^HH' the horizon linè ' 7tL S r"'"^. ' P^^'^*'

«;-r the principal pL;r ^''^''^"^"^'"« ^"^

Fig-. 60

46. P^Hs^Ko^v. 0. . Po.^,
^^,^^ P...K.-Letxr.>^

I ^5 (Fig. 61) bé the ground plane, xA' thêpicture plane, 6' the station and J/^ a noin?in the ground olanp Ti,
» point

/l/-^^ *u .
P**"®- -Ine perspective of^ on the picture plane is the point where

^ne th^t 18 the vertical trace of SM M
,

being the horizontal trace. Thus weW
Fig- 61

*^^ first relation between a point of the
the traces of^the visual rafoTtJ^^"«

'^"^ ^*« P«-pecti've fthej fre
*^^«ly- ^ "*" *^^« «'•«""d «°d picture planes re^pe^

-y—,
K point of the gSd niai ^' -^^^T^

^'^^

and/.arethetScerofJa.'w ^''^ P^'°*» ^

Fig-. 62

«fl^ 'ilisS*' Q-^^.

.^i^iii^^i'
"'



Si PERSPECTIVE.

^M • section with the pictura plane of the

iven line**'"*''^
^^^ ^^*'''" *°^ ^"^^

hne ^5 and the station S (Fig. 63)The intersection «^ of this plani withthe picture plane is the perslpective of

^i fJL !
"^.«.^^^e this relation be-

^ tween a straight line in the ground
Figr. 63 P'*'^« *°d its perspective

; they are the
of the plane containing the statiraX^^riteeir' '"'"" ^''""'^

In ..««^J projection, t»^ I^ being in the g«>undvplane, the

1 ^ ^'
^f.^'

^''^ ''«'•^^««^ projection isthegroundhne. Topa8sa,îahith«,agh
the station sP and the Une A£, drawthrough ./^ a parallel to AB; th^ horTzontal projection is a parallel to^^through « and the vertical projection aparallel through P to the groind 7ne.

Jr ^r
' 7, -'^ Oh« Perpendicular c'c tothe ground line. The horizontal traceot the plane containing sP and ^^ is

ground plane. The vertical f!„ .
'^^^^' «'"«« '^ " in the

«c, Pc', ilhich is cSntafnX the nC" '^'f^^
"'> *^*«« «^ «^^^e «ne

through ^, therefore tîe VerticÎ, ^fcif î^f "f
'' î^"^* *'«« P»««

Hence Je' is the perspective of^/^ *^^ P^*''^'« <^h« «««^C.

48. ^--^"v.o..Po....ox:x.„K
OH,o.otir...._The eon-

- terp^i^-— -ri£

3&^torr-£r^
the perspective of the point mm' on the grZnd
rule, that the perspectives of r noi^f 1 A

Fig-. 64

p.-

mt'

.'ik

-Fïgrôr _«tviu»a^a picture^ptsaes are the traces offï.^Ime joinmg the station to the point

«'gtv^'i^^S,' •-ij> ««sÉ*. J^à-fc- sA»*i<. ?"



VANISHINO POINT.
l

S3

?*•(*'«• 66). be a linenot in
rr ^^^.^6' ^« ««^".nd plane : to obtain its

perspective, * plane muet b^

^—r and the Ime oé, a'ô'; the inter
-ction of this plane withfhe
piçture plane, that is the verti-
cal t^ace of the plane, is the per-
spective of the line.

Fig-.ee
sd,Pdto ab, alb'; both lines. ' "^ "V ""» » o ; Doth Jines

drawn, tlierefore the traces of th« ^i
'""^ ^«"^["«d in the plane to be

the traces of same denSation nf fï**"^ *m.*^'
"'^^^ «^' ^'*' J^ining

% trace of the plane. '^ C^l^^^l^::^'^^^ '
^"^^ ^'''' ^^^ --'^-^

*

plat%"^3rn7trXtT:Î':%''r^ to a,,^V the
the paLlel ',e/, pTfhrfû/thTstltrZ t ""ï ^^^'^ -^t^«
of the plane, which is the persr^ct've T^/ JT^"""! '^I*

^"'^'^'^^ trace
the vertical traces of the t^o pïraul R "^ '

.'u
'^^ ^'°^'^^' J«'"i"g

line parallel to «*, a'6' wm pZ thL ?^°P^
the perspective of any

œuld be foreseen. b;cause whfnTsvsZ^ïfT T^'.^' '^^^^ '^^^^
m,perspective, ail the planes 8PrJ£. P^'^llels bas to be placetj
P ane hâve a common ifne of [S^^r P'-^J^^t them on the picl^
direction of the svstem «i!^

'*'.t«'^ection, parallel to the eeneraT
on the pioture ^lalt^t'fheKeVt^"' ^'^ «^*^^«'^- ^^'"-t
«ection of the perspective ThiT n!; . • *'°'^,f^ P^^"t of inter-

fo»«^"of thepamlJlinesTi^ÏJe
?t rL"

''"'^
t^^

" ^<^-i^hing _
hnes which are atinfinity/tS^^LX'^'T *^" P^'-t^ «^ th^
point. ' '

""«^^ perspective ends or vapishes at that

HUeuIntrt^ tZfX^t-'^^a^^^^ of the- par-
plane, they aU meâ in a cC^on ^.^^T^''^'''^ «^ the picture
of the parallel Une thi^uTTh^sE"; ""v '\^t

'^" ^«"«>°tal trac^
the perspectives of the gnfund pU^X'k?i^^^^^ Point of
aplane is drawn throui tt^S^^^^^^*^!' ^t is seen thatwh^n
fe plane on the picture and^^X^J "Vk''

'^^' '^"^ traces^f^
hoe on tho«e pla^s. ^^ P^"*' *" **»« perepectivee of the

,,'r^'r

;aâte»v.v4i«*'-^te»--j À'



34 PERSPIÛCTIVE.

/•

The vanishing points of horizontal lines making an ande of 4^^° v„fKthe d^ce hn« are called ^< distance point./Êl^(^^^^^ tleÎ

ftrnSTin^e'înZeX^^
in which SP ==PD ' ''^ isosceles triangle ^-i'D

JS- D

8

Linea in the principal plane hâve their van-
isbuig point on the principal line. Two of
•thesp lines" form angles of 45" with the distance
liné, one above and the other below the hori-
zon. Their vanishing points are knoWn as
''uppei- and lower distance points"; they are
also at the same distance from the principal
point as the station.

Lines parallel to the picture plane hâve no vanishing point. It will

ty^^r\}'''V^^^ ^^^'' perspectives are parallel tJ the lines them-seives and do not meet.

I
I

Figr. 68

ol Vanishing line.—Through the station
sP (Fig. 68), paas a plane TVZ parallel to a
given plane QEM. The vertical trace VZ
contains the traces of ail the lines drawn
through the station parallel to QRM, it is
therefore the locus of the vanishing points of
parallels to the plane QRM. This trace VZ
may be called the. " vanishing Une " of the
pla,ne QJiM or of any other plane parallel to

The horizontal trace VT is in like manner
the vanishing line of the perspectives of the
.ground plane. '

llellinïï-'îd^tHÏ!j*r?^K'°*^"**"'''"»"*"y- ?PP"«'^ ^ *he perspectives of

•'.•-JiU»' M



FIGURER IN FRONT PLANES.
36

<o the lirst „„e. Por the "l„ "! "^ ,™ " """""«'raightline p«™lr.î

1-
•

;

drawn from «^ f L ^^® ''"es

Fir69 „h.„a p;ratd"?rc„?rrpfat:

"'::,:• '"' ""'^"™ "- '^" »-" -^^^^^^^^^ "'
Ifc foliows that a curve in thfi fr«,.f i •

s
•

•larcurve in perspective! CulTuol ^'^ '" ™P'^«ented by a sim-

tJX'c^lv:Ts?iJ\,^^^^^^^^^ the picture plane, a. i„ p^, «^
the front plane is betwe/n thlVatira^r .'^"'"^ '' ^ larger wh?^
either case it is an exact repr^8ente«l*"A.*h« P'«t»re plane, but in

'

ent scale. This scale, or theTrCtSn ItJ ^^""2 '^«'^' «»^ biffer
the onginal figure is called the "S "/-^T""/''! Perspective and

' s^^t^^c^\r;ts:î^f'^^^ --^«ed inVf.:
therefore parallel lines, whlh^aTat„ ' ^ n

/'"^ P*'''^"«^ to itsel?
hâve parallellines for UraDecH^l^ff*"®^ ^ *he picture plane
^aranel to the^nW^g th^ugh^r TT^inlpoint. ^'Zto the picture plkne. bas nrSacf nnT^'' ^^" ^^t^^»^' being paraUel

«^^Ji^KC^^I^e^^ ^'-« -^ ^«--n Pe.

<>^

^.

. <iib4Â^3ëë«;:,e< Jjiï lA 'iW. ^ '.r'^i' ùi»'^»' > 1 .•%<,



<^

J#
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86 PERSPECTIVE.

Horizontal iines parallel to the picture plane are in perspective par-
allel to the horizon line. \

53. MeaSUBING LINES A«D. MEASUBINO POINTS.—Let Pi>' (Fiff 70)
be the picture plane, S the station and AB a straight line pi'ercing thé

picture plane at A. Through S, draw the
parallel SV to AB: V is the vanishing
point o£ AB whose perspective is VA,
since the vertical trace A is a point of thé

g perspective and 'the vanishing point is" another one.

Through F, draw VM equal to VS and
through A the line AD parallel to VM.

Take a poitft C of AB and join CS, the
intersection ^ with VA is the perspective
of C. Join M Y and produce to its inter-
section Cl with ^Z>.

Fig-.70

The triangles VI
to ^Cj, theref«»r^^

yS and AB being parallel the triangles
F 7- »S and -4 ^ Ç give the proportion :

\- VS Vr •
"'

ad ^Ci r are also similar, Fif being parallel

Hence frém (1) and (2)

Vr VM \

27= le, (2)

Bu|^by construction

yM= VS
therefûre

AC = ^C,
The line ^C, represented in perspective at Ay, is equal to the Une

A\j j. ,

Fig. 71 showB th« picture plane with the same lettere as in Fig. 70.
The part of the line seen in perspective at ^^ is equal to JC, . Oa
AC, take another poin t /), join to i/> and oall #tho intersection with^
F^. The Une aeen m Ad is equal to AD, therefore the part seen in
yà IS equal to C^Z).



'^^f'v^<

)art seen tn

Fig". 71

seALE.
37

^ is the "measurtuff point " '

.
j»:" ôï^rh^J^iThit:" s:r> "i»

-"-- «-e „e.„ri„g
point is on th,t line. M\ Uni*" i"™" 'T'

''""' ">" """«hing
then formeasuring li„e Ae vêrticS tracer .t"'","""»' P'""" l>»vf
the ground plane hâve the ground «L " " •"'""'^ "»>^ ''"« i-

th;'fr„^re:,zi--ïï^^
plane has to be employed whenlheSri^'u*" ^'''•' °' 'he front
ThSdistance pointa are^l * ™°'' " """ '" ™"'«<1-

distance line.
^ "' ""««"no» point» for Unes parallei to the

-.e in /rder n-^^; eitTnSrof£ p';;;-"'"^ "> * ^^

drav' thelf|f„, J^Hf^gl? "j/^
=» w.„__.: -^ ir "'. w ^L, and let us tiseTt aa

^r i. ^, anS 'rh.rh7p*p:;;;:r"^'"^ '»

Fig; 72 -^_Z^ i^

ilj^îifÂl^^ji'mV ^i*3iikf îmil.'"
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Thus the Jengths obtained are ail reduced in the piroportion of X^'

Therefore, in order to obtain at once the length, on a certain scale, of
a Une seen in perspective, it is sufficient to reduce the distance betwèen
the ineasuring Une and the vanishing point in the proportion of the
scale to be eniployed. Thus, if Va be made. the one-thousandth part
of VA, the distances will be obtained on a scale of ^A^. M is the
measuring point, and ac the measuring Une, of a Une having V for
vanishing point and a for trace on the picture plane; the new Une is
therefore parallel to the Une joining V to the station and to the
original Une seen in perspective, but its distance from the station bas
been reduced to the scale adopted.

Hence, to obtain the length reduced to scale of a Une seen in per-
.spective, reduce to scale the distance of the Une from the station
moving it parajlel to itself in the plane containing the station.

'

c

The same conclusion is otherwise
•.. g arrived at in a more direct manner.
-/.-> A figure ABCD (Fig. 73) forms, with

the Visual rays joining it to the sta-
tion, a pyramid, the intersection of
which by the picture plane is the
perspective a^yô,

Fig-. 73

Let the pyramid be eut by a plane parallel to the base ABCD; the
intersection ^^B^C^D^ is similar to ABCD, the proportion being

~SÂ^ "^^^ ^^"®^ -^1-^1. ^1^1 measured by means of their per-

spectives a^,Pr are therefore the Unes AB, BC reduced to
, «S'il

,

the scale -^. The same démonstration applies to any systein of

figures, whenever every point of the System has been moved in a
straight Une towards the station, so as to reduce its distance from the
station in the proportion of the scale given. Hence we deduce the
foUowing important rule :

—

To lay off" dimensions reduced to scale or to measure them from a
-pcrapcctive, amume -fehalr the systenr fbrtrred by thë^tâtion and the
original figures or objects had been reduced to scale when the perspec-
tive waa executed.
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COJ^STBUCTip^ OF THE PERSPECTIVE.
__ 38
00. To PLACE IN PERSPECTIVP A pnrxr^

Le' M, (Fig. 74), be the p„i„,, XY tY.. g„„„d „„, ^ ^ . .
,,

2.d. B, .ean, of the di.a„oe o£ .he poiat f.„ ,,, gro„„d „„,

'l!i*r„d?l^''^-"-'-'»^^-^ 'ake .^ e,„a, . UB-^.
3rd. By mean> of the statioa and principal point. ,

Join the foot of the station . (Fi» n\ ,„ ,k.point vïA Thftl:n=„ï^- .1. , ' '6- 'o^ to the

. AC\ndPmi^lylt ^^^'^^^'^
/j (intersection of

. " ^"°7 ï8 the perspective of M
Pig:.75

4th. By means of the projection on the principal plane.

dicular to sm' and ioin .S'»,' • ,f .• IZ
P^'^P®""

fi'nn ^« *u • .
J.

1 ' " 18 the proiec-

-Kfrom f», f7''"P*^ P''*"« «f the Visual iayJ-trom the station to the point M and S
-^

ground linéT the

Fig-. 76

-^^Wtorthê .....nu ane; the perspec-

>
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PERSPECTIVE.
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G

pj Wben a ^reat number of points hâve to be placed in perspective, this*
^ last method is very conyenient: In practice the perspective is not

con^tructed on the ground plan jtself, aa the opérations would become
contused

; thè plan and perspective are kept separate.

-LetABCD, (Fig. 77), be the ground plan, X^ Y^ the ground line, aiid

^2^2 tne trace of the principal plane. Join s^ to A, B, C &nA D.

On the paper which is to
serve for the perspective,
draw the ground line XY
and take a point p as inter-
section of the principal
plane. Take on the edge of a
pièce of paper the distances
from

/î^ to «3, ^3, ^-3, ,îg, and
carry them on XY in a^, ySg,

^2, '^2 '} ^^ the last mentioned
points erect perpendiculars to
the ground line.

At another place draw «i line

Sji^i to represent the inter-
section of the ground and
principal planes

; place the
station 6'^ at its height h above
the ground plane, take a^p^
equal to the distance line and
draw the trace of the picture

'A

s.t ;

- fis. 77

plane, pj^Sj perpendicular to «jJ5,.

On the edge of a pièce of paper, take the distances oî A, B C D
from the ground line ^272 and carry them onp.B^. Joms[ to'^„'
Bi, Cy, D^. Again take on the edge of a pièce of paper'the distances

"y f *' ^^' '^ /'"*"" Pi' *"^ W *bem on the perpendiculars
«2«. P-iPiXir, '^2'^- '^This gives «yS^^ as the perspective of ABCD.

56. To PÈACE IN PERSPECTIVE A LINE OP FIGURE OF THE GROUNDPLANE—A \iM of the ground plane may be placed in perspective bvdetennmmg the perspectives of two of its points.
^

When the vanishing poidt is known, orily one Idditional point is
required to define the perspective.

.

With a figure composed of straight Hnes, the perspectives of the
points of intersection are tixed and joined together by straight lines.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE PERSPECTIVE.
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0'. To PLACE IN PERSPEmv» * «^
PLAXE.-When a point xî noT Ithe ^ro^n/T'^"^ ™« «««"^'>
its horizontal projection is first found ^Z K P^T' ^-^^ perspective of

plane and Ia.d on the vertical of the^J^^e:^^^^^^^^^^^

the'^t^T^pil^^^
tained as in §^55 Frolt et Sfr'^"' °^ "'' ''^

point. Join m' to the nrinoTn f
*^%^»gl't olthe .

perspective of the nerS-^ , ^'''f' ^ ' ^^' i« ^^^e "

J- picture plane tWefor?^^^
through^to the

on Prn^ But the g^ent^^^^^^
line passing throuj I! wC '^ '" ^" ^^e vertical •

pendicular^. to thVl T/'''P^!^**^« '« ^^^ Per-

A.
-».

Fig-. 78

58. To PLACE IN PEIÎSPFPTivn. é V
'

•

«pal point h«vi„« the- Min» o^t,!! ""«f"" ''"•nce from theprin-

-,fô.^A«)!i- j
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60. GiVEN THE HEIGHT8 OF TWO POINTS AND tHEIR PEtlSPECTIVES, TO
FIND THE VANISHING POINT AND TRACE ON PICTURE PLA^E DP h-HE LINE
JOINING THE GIVEN POINTS.—Let HH and P, (Fig. 79), be the horizon
Une and principal point, a and /S two points o£ the perspective. Draw

EF parallel to the horizon Une at a distance
equal to the heisçht of a ; it is the trace o£

the horizontal plane containing the point of

space seen in a, '

, . The perspective of the perpendicular to

the picture plane passing through this point

is Pa : its vertical trace is C. Draw CD
perpendicular to the horizon Une and equal

Fig". 79 to the height of /5 above the plane of «. D is

à point of the picture plane at the same
height as /9, and PD is thé perspective of the perpendicular to the pic-

ture plane passing through D ; PD is in the same vertical plane as

PC and if produced will meet the vertical of a seen in perspective at
aB. ^The point df intersection A is at the s.ame height as 2> and P,
therefore A^ is a horizontal Une and its vanishing point is on the
horizon Une at G. But A^ and o/9 are in tlie sanie vertical plane having
for vertical trace the perpendicular GV Ui the 'horizon Une, therefore

the vanishing point of a/S is at its intersection V with G V.

To find the trace, draw through D the parallel DL to the horizon
Une : it is the trace on the picture plane of the horizontal plane con-
taining AG, and the trace of AG is at its intersection L with DL.
But A G and « V being in the same vertical plane, the trace of « F is in
M, on the perpendicular LM to the horizon Une.

1 1

aG is a horizontal Une also in the same vertical plane a& AG and aV :

consequently its trace is A', on LM produced. But aG is in the hori-

zontal plane whose trace is EF, therefore A" is the intersection of aG
and EF.

61. To FIND THE INTERSECTIONS OF A VERTICAL LINE BY A SERIES
op HORIZONTAL PLANES.—Let HW and FG, (Fig. QO), be the horizon
and principal liries of a perspective, n a point of the perspective ijtf of

~fr vertio^Hine, of whteb the altitude above or below the station ^r
known. Take PM equal to this altitude : M \b a. point of the picture
plane at the same altitude as //. Join nM: it is the perspective of
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"*?Sf" '^i»ri«?"

Lt with Se pin
• ""'y'^^mg ii.& con.
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Anoàer solution comists in proiectin, tl,.

.

front ^laneion^ttaftt^St":
h' .'il''principal plane. Markon/otï? .

' ^.""'
ot the horizontal pl„e^ ,C^*'

">J*™»«ionB

oa the pnnciH plane oter;tt:X"u^--"-4^)StC

In practice, the construction îs madeon the perspective: r,ff(Fig. 82) i?î?!
perspective of the ierticf1 £« W^'

V taken on the horizon line equal tothedi"\*anee hne and JSy equaJ t2 the disten e

Pi§-.82
18 compteted as in Fig. gi^^*^'*^*^'^^'»^»

.jî'«*\^ii.U,ik'(i\ï».'t. iM^tÂA^ *..,
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44 PERSPECTIVE.

Contour planes being equidistant, tbe divisions a^, y? of the
perspective are equal : it is therefore sufficient to fin4 the length of
one division and to carry it on the perspective of the vertical Une.

62. To MARK ON THE PERSPECTIVE OP ANY LIÏIE OR CUR¥E CONTAINED
IN A VERTICAL PLANE, THE INTERSECTIONS Dt Â SERIES OP HORIZONTAL
PLANES.—Let iJ.d (Fig. 83), be the persppctiv§ of a line containéd in a
vertical plane : that plane conlains the vertical seen in- perspective at
5M, perpendicular to the htrizonTline. Mark the points of division
A,B,C, of âM by th'ii* horizontal planes, (§61) and join fi to the point

of the perspective ôMoi same altitude,

ïhis being the perspective of a hori-

zontal line, its vanishing point is F.

Join V to A, B,C: thèse Unes are the
perspectives of paralléls to Mu, there-
fore they are in the plane /^i/'îand
intersect the curve seen in perspective
at !J.<i, but they are also contained in
the horizontal planeS; hence a, /9, y,
are the points required.

Instead of first dividing the vertical

line tlM, the trace on the picture plane
and vanisliing point of /t-M may be
determined as in § 60 and the points
of intersection marked at once on the
line*/>'î by placing the equidistance

scale on the perpendiculaf to the horizon line passing through the
vertical trace and joining the points of division to the vanishing point.

When the horizontal projection of the line is known, the vanishing
point and trace are oljjbained as follows: let a/5, (Fig. 84), be the- per-
spective of the lin^a6'Hg.i»o»zontal projection, HH' the horizon and

-TF.the ground line. The intersection of
the ground plane by the projecting plane
containing the line seen at «/S is oô ^ the
trace on the picture plane of this intersec-

tion is at F, where ab produced meets XY.
Through the foot of the station s, draw

8v parallel to ab and v V perpendicular to

^Y, meeting iho horizon Une in V.

Fis the vanilshing point of paralléls to
ab. But the intersections of the hori-

zontal j)lanes_by^the_plane^f^^j being

Fig: 83

\a

Fig. 84 ¥"""païâlleT to a6, F is théîFvânishing poinFjT
and since they are ail in the same vertical plane, their traces are
on the vertical ED oi the picture plane. Hence the equidistance
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mEBSECTIOys BY CONTOUR PLANES.
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)

8<»le ia fco be plaoed alon» Fn f u-
the «,ale oorreepoadB to the altitude o?^.h?" *^^^ ^^"^ P«'«<> ^ of
.lonsof the scaJe are joined to th« vani ï^r""'! P'**^"' *^« <livi-
their intersection with the perspect^e ^^ ^'"* ^""^ P'^"^^ ^

^^P^~^^^^
or . P

I

of a plane hy a seriez of horizontel 2ni i.^'1,^^-The intersectio^/
to the trace, on the ground plane offî^!!,^

honzontal lines parallel
jng point of^these liis is the p^„foftfcf^! '."'"'^f

«^ ' '^e ^vanish
by a parallel to this trace drawn tLouJh'îrXn? ''' '^""^^ '^«

I^fc «r ('Fig,^5) be the perspective nf^v 4,

pW'tv 1 "^
''f

^"*^«^'ï the plane

ta] nlanfift T»,^ *
pmne py the horizon-

C to the vanishing point Thp«« i-

' *^® '"^^e' ««d join ^' «'

r ^

w4. Intbimiections O» • A
«RIES OF HORIZONTAL P^a™' >Î?-''; ""^ ''^''^^ «"«''^Clï. BT A

plane formug the bu. o£ th, «m. ° '"'™ <"* ">. ground

fis- 85

•^t^Ailu
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65. To PLACE A POINT OF THE GROUND PLANE BY MEANS OF IT8
PERSPECTIVE.—To restore'a figure by rneans of its perspective js the
converse of perspective. Let us consider first the oafee of a point ôf
the ground plane

; its place can be found by inverting any of the
constructions given in § 55.

For instance, in Fig. 74, the perspective /i of the point is joined to
the principal and distance points, P and Z>. At ^ a perpendicularBM is erected to the ground line and from A a, line AM is drawn at
an angle of ,45° with the ground line. Mis the point of the ground
plar-^

In Fig. 75, join Pu and draw nA and BM perpe'ndicular to the
ground line. Join sA and produce to intersection with BM.

In Fig. 76, p/ij is taken equal to the distance nm of the perspective
fi from the ground line and //, is joined to the station S^ revolved on
the ground plane. The foot of the station s, is joined to the foot of
the perpendicular //»t to the ground line and the point M is at the
intersection of «m produced with the parallel to the ground line m M.

"When a number of points hâve to be placed, the constructions are'
made as in Fig. 77, but in inverse order. The perspective a^fè is
given ; the distances pa^, pp^, are carried on X^ Y^ ; aa^,

PPi on /»i^i. Then Sg is joined to a^^^ and on
thèse lines produced the points A, B, C, D, are so placed that their
idîstances from the ground line are equal ^ PiA^, p^^B^, p C^y p^D

\. ' m

66, To PLACE A LINE ON THE GROJUND PLANE BY MEANS OF ITS PER-
SPECTIVE,—The trace of the line on the picture plane is the point
where its perspective intersects the ground line : this point is common
to the perspective and to the line (/9, Fig, 86).

The vanishing point, V, is the intersection of
the perspective by the horizon line ; it gives the
direction of the line of the ground plane.

From V, let fall the perpendicular Vv to XY
and join vs. Through /9 draw ^A parallel to sv ;
it is the required line.

In the case of a front line, a
rtg. oo jg fijjgj |jy Q^g ^f j.jjg methods of § 65 and a

parallel to the ground line drawn through the point.
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the figure beiHg determined ^^arately
^^ summits of

ing^T^ïre: ^irre^^^^^^^
bydel^rminingeachof the HnesW

^^^
irregular figure is inclos^ "l^tween straight lines and d.j„ at

perpendicul^r to the ground liie iT^'^l ^^. ^'"«^ P*'-*»«l and
jectedon the perspectif ""^ II? :,1^_^.

network of squares is pro-
in the corre-

jectedon the perspective 3 h? fi.,

network of squares is pro-
sponding squares.

^^"""^ '^^^'i «t sight "
" ^

To cous

g aquares. "
-" '"ë"»' *" tne corre-

V jointag the^ j,i„^3 roThetrinXl pot:/™""''
"* »" "''^'-à

;s:'i^'*'lhe':;:earr;/rr"i

.«'è.''t;.'li^j;^t;eM^'L»l'»:,--r^ ^ /-^thl d.stance:'£r^%tX
^^V.^V & l tli>-o«gh the M „,., "

Fi» 87

It is not necessary that the sides ofthe squares be parallel or perpendicuIaT to

8outft?*'^/°^^"«^°''«. «orth and

^opographical perspectif
^^''^

:^t^-:.
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Oromd flan

The vanishing points F and F],

(Fig- B8), of thèse lines are found aa

usual by drawing through the statk)n

parallels to their directions until they

meet the horizon Une. „

The points of intersection with the

ground Une of the north and south

Unes, which wiU be supposed to van-

bh at r^, are taken from the ground
plan, carried to the ground Une of

the perspective, in ^, ^, (7, 2>, E, F,

and joined to V^ : thia gives the per-

spective of one set of paraUel Unes.

The other set is obtained by a similar

process, carrying the points G y, U-^,

K-i frOm the ground plan to the per-

spective and joining to the vanishing

point V.

The squares must be made sraall

enough to guide the draughtsman'

FkmuOM accurately in< transferting the figure

from the perspective to the ground
.Pig-jSS. plan.

68. Vanishing 8cai.e.—The dirjection of % |>^nt of the ground plane

is easy to find : it is suffioient to join tl^e |oot of the station '''to the

projection of the perspective on tlie grqund lili^^ Were the distance

of the point determined, it could be lopài^'atl^e. This is done by
meansof the "vanishing^ scale". !"

i'"^'..k^--f'

Figv 89 représenta the principal Tpl&neii^-^Ê^.^àpA are the traces of

the picture and ground planes and S the sl^tioni^i^ b<eight h above the

ground pltftie. On pA and on eaeh side of p, mar'^^ual distances, 100,

200, etc. : they represent the intersections of pA^^^m<i^^a.rai\e\s to the

ground Une?' Join thèse points to «S' : the perspectives of the above

^i parallels are parallels to the ground Une
passing through the pointa of division of pP.
Suppose now that the distance of a point of

the perspective from the ground Une be
found equal to pm : then the point of

the perspective is on a parallel to the ground
Une passing through m. But this Une is the

perspective of a parallel to the ground Une
passing through Àf, therefore the point to be
found, being on that partiel, is at the dis-

,.—"tancepM^iKimthe çrooifl^ine. "MvoA m~
Fig". 89 corresponding to thé^uune divisions of the

scales pP and pA, the distance of the point is obtained at once by
reading the division of pA corresponding to m. ,

.t<!

w1^

.iè&'. K
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The8calecon8truct^a8aboveon»>i«..,,^
«

—*——_K 69 n '^*"^»^**«^«'«^-."

in a horiintal Xe "1? ÎT^^^*''
««"«"e

. point ris taConfK l' ^' '" ^'«- 90. A
two Unes Ïra^n'Um 1î"'"? ''"« «"«'^ *^*t

Draw thte paTallels Ô7tr''''"« *^'"' '« ^•

;[,
iS-, and ^%. andX^:jSr^ P^^- in

the measurini point hvTl^TÏ^'^P««tive

the distances from /' and r^ t^ !i. ' •

^'"*^

^e method o£ ««„„-„„ .^ . . .

^n oeL ^~\
,

"' """ number can be

Fie-. 90

or

-H

mil ^n

X (')

^-.dxM
(2)

«[yf^;,$M*^^'KîV\^&^^''.-^-*^

i ). ^.

sfât ^ ' 1 z^M * î^"
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M

''*

So the error in the position of M caused by an

error. in the perspective increas* as the square of

the distance : therefore the method must not be em-

-t p'.oyed for points or figures at too great a distance

from th,e station.
"

Fig-.91

Ihe error decreases as the height of the station increases: thus if

the height be dou^led, the error will be reduced to one half. Hence,

perspectives intended for the reproduction of figures in the ground

plane should be taken from as great-a height- as possible.

The error decreases also as l increases, or as the size of the per-

spective increases.

,71. To DETERMINE fROM THE PERSPECTIVE, THE PROJECTIONS OF A

POINT NOT IN THE GROUND PI^ANE, BUT OF WHICH THE HEIGHT IS KNOWN.

The perspective of a point is not sufficient to détermine its position
;

other data must be furnished, such as the traces of a plane containing

it, its distance, or its height above the ground pli(.ne.

If the height be known, draw a parallel RT, Fig.

92, to the ground line representing the trace on the

picture plane of the horizontal plane containing the

y point. The projections of the visual ray joining the

station to the point are s/^t,, Pii- (§47): it pierces

the horizontal plane RT in «i, m', and as the point to

be found iê in that plane and on the line s/^i, PA, it

is the point of intersection, mm

.

The «onstruction is not fftways possible. For ih-

this means that the point is in the

Pr-.

\

'^-.y-

^
\

.,---'K

Fig-: 92

„8tance RT v^ p* s through P
horizon plane.in which case it cannot be located by means of its per-

spective.

P/i may coincide, or very nearly, with Ps, and the construction be-

^me impossible or uncei tain. The visual r«|y joining the station to

nie point is then projected on the principal and ground planes instead

of the picture and ground planes : the différent steps are precisely

Ahe same in both methods.

d

CONgTRUGT FBOM ITS i

TAL PiaWB.—The methods given in
§65^f6

and 67"ap^ ^ figures in

any horizontel plane, by using the planes of 1^ figures as ground

ijfhat is required t^ing to shift the ground line on the*planes; allj

perspective to its proper position.

"X
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TRACES.

plane of . fig„re and the traL^inj^; ."ÎZ'Jn ^ 1"°" •»" '"^
^ à determined

tive and horizon al ^ectirT' \^'V-^^P-o-
draw a perpendicular In .ï

°^ ^ ^'"«- ^^ ^
trace on the pfctû

"
tj

'^ ^'^^ ««-«"«d line : the
pendicular and alTo^in''' TU ^ "'^ ^^^^ P^r-
their intersectionT "'^' '^"'"^^'^

^*^ ^« «^

alleuUh:'Hn?i,Cth" ^^ ^^« «^ ^ P-
horizontal p^lecZ of îl!^^

'^'' «'^"«^
^ ^he

drawnthroLrthefoo/nf;i ^^''^^'^^
^« «^.

to «6, and its^race is on1 '^^'^^'^ P^'-^"^^

•;S2 7- «^ «^^ ^^-^: ni t- i f ^^^^îî^^v^
Produced. »* the intersection of t;Fand a^

The line joinine F t^ ,. • xi.

trace on the ground plane mav also h« f« ^ uV Projectinjplane J ""* ^^ ''"^«^^^"g the
^ \ - trace b^ Œi^HU.^^ T""^ ^'« ^«^'i^*^

Draw tt\Ô?izot^i?e Î>J''
P;«^^^ P'^-

Siven line on th^ K • ' .
^^''^ «^ the

-J::^^ r on the perspectL "r^^^""" '« «««'^ ^^

-^ ^^^Tth^J^^^.'^-^iontJ^
When the proieS'"^;'"^"'" '-^ ^ ^^
«cribe« the^irt "^.P^r"' '"^^'^««'

'^ de-

centre: the îi^Lt ofT' ^'" ''•t'» * a«

therefo^ it c^^^ V JL .JT^Î' P'**^" '

Fig.. 94 «* *he intersection wfthth« ""^.^ ^^^'

É>
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The angle formed in a, by the revohed Une and XY h the angle of

the Une with the ground plài:e. ,

A tlurd method consists in determining from the perspective the

heights of two points of the given line, as will be explained later on.

Fig-.^£

The projecting plane of the line is

revolved on the ground plane around the

horizontal projection ah, Fig. 9b. The'

points A and B fall in A^ and 5,, the

perpendiculars aA j and bB.^ to cd being

the heights of A and B above the ground
plane. , A\B^ is the revolved Jine and
c its trace on the ground plane. The
revolved trace on the picture plane is at

the intersection of A.yB^ produced with

the perpendicular dD^ to cd ; it is

revolved back to the picture plane by
drawing a perpendicular dd' to XY and describing an arc of circle

with rf as centre o?Z) , as radius.
• ')

74. Given the slope dp a une ahd the horizontal projection of

ONE.OF its points, TO FIND THE HORIZONTAL PROJECTION AND TRACES OF

THE LINE.—Let a (Fig. 96), be the horizontal projection gf a point of

the line seen in perspective in «/S, s the foot of the station and XY
the ground line. Join an, pro-

duce to VI and erect the perpen-

dicular ni'i io XY ; a and a are

the perspective and projection

of the same point. A, of the

given line. Draw the horizon

line UH' : 'î is the perspective

of the trace of the given line on
the horizon plane. Rotate the

projecting plane of the line

around the vertical of a until

parallel to the vertical plane
;

the point A of the given line,

being on the vertical of a, does

not move, and its perspective

on thfl horizon niane

Fig-.9Q,

j:eiaftins- ia-«x TM perspective A gi.Ahe„trage
FTTT

raoves on • the horizon line : when the projecting plane is paralUl to

the vertical plane, the perspective of the rotated line is parallel to the

line itself and may be drawn in ««îj, since the angle ««^jZ/^ is given.

!>i^4A,~'«À^^iÉ^Li(^ÏL<
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^'

jection corresponding to ? of ;he nti ? ^'- °^*^« horizontal pr
°

P ane to ita original position, rSsi ^T^^"^^ the projecting
of the horizontal projection bqiig on the ]L '^.^^««P^nding poin!
the8tat..o(|tothefo^tof the^™^^^^^^

*n jorfimg the foït of
But this correspondin- point £ tTrn. ^^^"^ ^ H^^e ground line
on an arc o^circle witl^as centra there7o''"/

"^
'^' ^^ ^' '"-"««

the horizontal projection of the gi^en ïfne
'1' '

'"""'^ ^" ^ ^^^ '^ i«

The vertical trace is foundaaf .• k *u
vertical projection and horizontal tracJn ^^""f

construction
: the

or the triangle forraed by ce' c6 a„d f^P ^ determined as in § 73
around ce on the vertical Sâne ^^^n •^'''f^

^'"^ '"'^^ ^e revolved
onthe^tf„dlineand:Lt;p"then^^^^^^^ not move, ci fa,^
Revolvmg the triangle back tn if! ^ • \' ^^"'""^^ P*''»"»! to «,î,
which is the trace,%n the . ^und T^'''^\ Pr*'««. K cornes in ô,"

now the tw^traces the vertiSï nr ^T' ""^ ^^fr^i^en line. Havin

J

construction. ^ '^^'*''*^ Projection can be drawn by the3
"Ô. To FIÎU) THE TRACES OF THE Pr avp ^

^
.

THE PLANE CONTAINING THBEE ftlVE^
POINTS OR TWO GIVEN LINES.!!
Whether two lines or three
points be given, the problem
consisting m passing a plane
through them is the san^ef and
consists in finding the traces ^Pthe given Imes or of those joiM^'"ing the given points. The trace?
ot same dénomination are joinedby straight lines, which are the
traces of the required plane.

nK?^* iT^' °^ **^« 'ines are

otrerzaVrT/^'^P---

to t^LtV:;nd'l'n;ace^aÏ^^^^^
K^

^^^ ^- -pposed
jecting planes on the gmund pTne roTnïf? K^

"^'"'"'"^ ^^^^^
ah and 6c; (^ 73). go5g is theC:iL7,f

j'^ ^""^""'^^ P'-QJections

Sometimes th© tracfis nt ».« i

principal planes: RevXele priSp7oUn?""'r '^« P^«*"- -^le principal plane around its trace Rp, (Fig

' <

fc
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ill;

iiii'l»-

ma

98) on the picture plane, the front part

of the principal plane tu rnfîig to thç

left. The station cornes in S.

Let a, P; Y, be^the perspectives of

three points A,B,C, of which the pro- -

jections on the grbund plane are given,

a and c the traces on the pitture and

principal planés of the horizontal pro-

jection of the line AB, d and b those

„i QQ of the horizontal projection oiAC.

Produce a/î to the intersection/ with the principal line
; f is the per-

spective of the trace on the principal plane, of the line of space AB,

therefore the trace on the revolved principal plane is on Sf. But the

trace is on the vertical of c,^herefore it is at c'. The trace of the other

Une is found in a similar manner at d and the trace of the plane con-

tajning the two Unes is cd.

The traces of the two Unes AB and AC on the picttire plane are

obtained in d and V us in § 73, and being joined, give the trace of

their pjane on the picture plaide. The resuit is the plane ^ QRI.

76. GiVEN THE LINE OF GREATEST SLOPE, TO FIND THE TRACES pF THE

/lane.—The line of greatest slope of a plane is perpendicular to the

trace bû the ground plane. Hence, to draw the

traces of the plane, find those of the line and

through the ground plane trace a, Fig. 99,

draw aQ perpendicular to the horizontal pro-

jection, ah, of the line : it is the ground plane

trace of the required plane. The trace of the

plane on the picture plaoe is obtained by

joining Q to the vertical trace, /î, of the line.

In Fig. 59 the line of greatest slope is sup-

posed to be given by its horizontal projection,

a6, and its perspective «^ ; the traces are found

by the method of § 73. Should the line be

known by the heights and perspectives of two of its points or by the

heights and horizontal projections, or by its slope,' the traces could

be determined by the methods given in § 60, 73 and 74.

Fig: 99

77. Change of ground plane.—A change in the ground plane

does not produce any change in the points or Unes of the ground plan ;

the traces ôf pîanœ are d^tâcêd, irârremaifi jHsratle^to the original-

tr^ce. »

.A'
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f'OUBBSm ISOLINED PLASm..
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ûand figure contains
the projections^ of a
PQiçt, of a line and''
thè traces of a plane
before the change of

;
groupd plane.

In the firsl place, i/
nray be observed that
there is no change in

Fi^. 100 ' ^'*
- .

ijje vertical plane, be-
ground line from XY to X 7 .

- ^"^ m o v i n g the

oJ^'rtKrl^^^^ point m and of the line
The new trace is oh^rZhrvrlduo^'^^^^ b. .

' across the old ground line x/tAtZ '^^ ^
T^'"*'^*' projection aV

.

cular c'a and produçing ab to m^et c'c.

""""' "^'^^'"^ '^^ P^'-P^^di- .

tJn:v:re,;^r^;s ï::t!s^r:^-r- ^^ - ^. a- to «nd

fr to the new one ^^/r /and throu^h ^h ^•"•^^.^V^"
^^'^ «''«"'^d ««e

draw O^r, parallel toOT. ^ ^^ P"'°* °^ intersection 0,

CULARTOTHEPWmCIPAL PTAVP t I ^ • "^ ^^^'^^ ^ERPE^DI-
tHe pr,ncipal p.ane I^S î^^^î^rï^lt^^^^^^ "

line. Let ^ be the station, s the foot of thestation, nn' a point ojUhe given fiflttre and
|^«' its perspective, fthe gi>en plafe be'nl/erpendicular^^e principal plane^Cver
tical projectio»any point of th^|Èer^
8 Qn the tracée. The picture plSSoT
s perpendicular to both planes of projSSon

picture plane are on its tr^r "' ''^ ^^-^J^^^'^- «^ «"^ P^in If th
'

Fig-.lOl

^rodmci

. -, . \

• t»"'-'

i

. « ;l
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above «. Join S'%n,' and produce it to meet tÛ

spective o

I

line aS'tc' passes throùgh

M,
\m\

ides6^,6.5„ikXî;||**^

,
lence the trianglet n'bQ, QsA are similar, as having one angle equal

and the sides about it proportional, conséquent!* 6w' is parallel to sA
or perpendicula^ to XY and the point n is the trace on the grouwd
plane of the vis<<aj ray sn, S^b. Were the eye placbd in S, , the point
of the ground plane which would be found to correspond to mm of
the perspective wOul<J be the, horizontal projection t^ of the point of

. the plane QZ. Shèuld the new station S^ be used iiTconhection with
Khe perspective of a figure in the plane QZ, the resuit obtained, when
constructing the 'fcorresponding figure of the ground plane, would be
the homontal projection of the figure ôf the plane *ÇZ,

Therefore to obtain the horizontal projection of a figure in a plane

£ perpendiculaj: to the principal plane, take for ground^ line the trace XY, (Fig. 102), of the given plane on the
picture plane, tinH the height of the station above the
point of intersection of its

m «pace.

y (S 75) use it as height of the
the horizon line a^IT^ on^'
height above the' ground

"

from the perspective f
66 or 67 will hw fh» hn

by the given plane
^station an(^ Ar^-v,

Srspective at that
figure constructed

methodsiof § 65,
tieotion

'IT-
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FIGUBES IN INGLINED PLANES.

-u,t (§ 70> is inor^ i„ »he p.op„„i„„ „, ^.^ ,^ ,,^ .^.^,i_^^.^_^
.

of the plane of the figure WprA tK^ ^i e „•
front of the observer X woulrl h« ^T^ t"'"^ ''^<**^ «^ "«^ng in
would be decreased '

'' ^ ^ ''"*""'' ''^^'^ '^^ ^^^ the precisio^

method of squares of 8 67 can beanS 7."^' 'T'^'*"
P^ANE—The

plane, by conceiving vertical Sane. Z^.
"^ ^^^'^ '"^ «"^ >«««"ed

The intersections of%hese làesTy the fnT^^'^",
«'^es of the squares.

paralIelogra.scor.spondiSgrthts\\i;^^^^^^^^^^^^

Let Ç^ (Fig. 103) be the
trace on the picture plane of a •

plane perpendicuJaF to it; JTF
the ground line, P the principal

'

point, and abcd one of the
squares of the ground plan.
1jie projecting planes of ab and

-F
^"^ ^"* <^^« trace (?i? in m and
w. Ihrough the station, 'Sdraw a par^llel to the inter-
section of the projecting planes '

.with the plane Ç^; the horf-
zontal projection st is parallel to •

ab and cd ; the vertical pro-
jection passes fchrough P and ^ "

r, ,^^: V^projected verticalt'oTo^
*^

ffl T'' f ""««
'

'

^_,alarIT^ thè^round 'inp ? ^ . ^ °" ^^- At < draw the per-
lîntersectionsoirtbe^rctilnr' •\*^''^ vanishing point of the
Vm and Tn arlVhe^^^^^^ ^^e plane çê a^nd the lines "

mn caïf b, carried on OR^Z mJnv '° f
T"'^"^' ^he distance

as necessafy.
^

' ^f *lr *^ ""^^^ P^ral|el8 placed in perspective

àê^'^
Fiç.ioa

«>«s>

!
(-;.
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PERSPECTIVbS.. '

1

Another^rocess consista in constructing the figure in the inclined
plane bjT'one o£ tl^e mefchods of § 65, 66 or 67, using the plane of the
figure as ground plane (§ 59).

Let QR, (Fig. 104) be the tVace of the plane of the figure on the
picture plane, HW the horizon line and P the principal point.

To construct the figure in the plane QR, that
line is taken as groundrlîne : the new horizon line

g- is a pairallel H^H\ to QR through the principal

point.
I
The height of the station is the distance

betwte.en thèse two Unes, Pp^. The line which'
will appear as the projection of the principal line

on the constructed figure is the perpendicular to

the picture plane at j9j. On the 'true ground
plane, the distance between the two projections
of the principal line ia equal to pp^.

Fig'.104

Having obtained the figure in the plane QR, let us now take for true
ground plane Ihe horizontal plane oi p^, tlie ground line being XY.

Let ABCD, (Fig. 105), be the figure in its plane,

«ijOi the projection of the distance line, QR the
trace of the picture plane and 8^ the foot of the sta-

tion. The projection of A on the true ground plane
is at th« same distancer from the ground iine as ^ is

from QR, but the distance of this^ojection from s^t

is equal to mA multiplied by the ^sine of the incli-

nation ot of the plane QR, for let a, (Fig. 104), be
Flg'.105 the vertical projection of A ; the right-angled triangle

/>!«'« gives :
'

. ,
^

Pin= p^a' ce», w.

Therefore, if Ârri (Fig. 105), be drawn parallel ko QR, am taken equal
to Am COS. u) and t^e samé opération r«^peated for B, C, and D, the re-

sulting figure abcd is the ground plan of ABCD.
The ground plan piay be obtained in another way. For join s^A :

the intersection a with QR is the projection on QR df the point of the
perspective corrésponding to ^. Take «,/>' equal tov 8,/j^ sec. w and
through jo' draw Çj^i parallel to QR : join s^a. The similar tri-

angles «j/)j a, «^m.4, give :
,

.'

p[a mA ^f-W *
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FIGURES IN INCLINED PLANES. \.

From the similar triangles ^iP^i, «ima, we hâve

p'«i ma

'}

59

(2)

Dividing (1) by (2). replacing «!;,' and nui bv« resoectivfl V w^ a^A .
* ^^ "* "jrespectiveljr, we find :

^iP\ sec. u> and mA coa.>

, J5^= j9ja.

and a d.tanceJine ince^ed in the p™p„.«„„^. ..fJ^^^;^

sr„.t^t.:t:,ï^svir"""°-^^^^^^ tal pro-

PlanfInd „ ,-f
P^'-pendicular to the pSf

' '- ^'^
the filnpL

perspective. Take the plane ofthe figure as ground plane and let.,«, be the trace

^rinciLrpW P""r^ plane.'^'RevolvVZ
principal plfl ne around its trace on the eroundplane

:
the station cornes in S, b and 6 Lin^theprojections of a and a' the projection of ^ of theassumed principal plane. M^ov'e the perspective to

b,b\ so that.,/ = _^, , being^l,^^ of

'^T^^sl^ '''it^r''^
planes >iSeen

o^A on the true ground pane r^v!,^!» "!?'"" "^ ^he ^«,jection
ground plane. Thé visnal

P„ "^/^®^«*^ed around a^p^ on the assumed
plane in a, iS pro^^ctfon o^Se n"'""'' tV "^' P'«^«« ^^e ground
from ^'ô' t^ Sb' h^é!TÂ^^ P^'^^Pf P^ane having been changed

T'^att^ - -->tifpt^^^^^^^
P«-P««\- But joini?

theliHnf fl,o„o j
P.

.
"® plane passmg through c • a'a Ta

aJhfpt^rr.fcrc/r :-
j'- -- fund^r:

^^H^ently this trace isat thTj^L .^^"^"^ on thélairplane.

r drawn from a^ti M'
*^' intersection of .,a with the pe%en-

Pigaoe

t

I

'^wK^,
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îvé t|ie following proportions

p7 c6' rfô'

è'7M b'm

pa fia

* and
t,

ib\

p'a! z=3.da\

'4fe., '.;?;:

'5%J^)ï p'a' being equal to da' , the figure ;>W, a' is a paraUelogram and a!1
Wf^' 18 perpendicular to s, a', therefore the visual ray will^ierce the new

ground plane in a.

Hence if the perspective be moved from p^top' and s'a', taken asground plane, the perspective viewed from the station correspoiidson the new ground plane to the projection of the figure on thetrue

Si^iArj tl ll^'tf''''
''''' oonsequently be construc|d by

thff^ethods of §^65, 66, 67.

i^jig. 106 gives the propor|ion :

\

%^.^'!¥,

or
'*E

Ss' se
: COS. lO.

Ss'=:Ssi <m:|0S. tu.

The heights Ss', Ss^, of the station above the varioua.^round planes
being equal to the distn^cesof the principal point from tHcorrespond-
ing ground Unes, tffà nèar ground aiid distance Unes can be found as
lollows ;

*' ^'/•

••%

fis?'

'V^-'
*

I^t QM, (Fig. 107), be the trace on the picture
plane of the plane containing the figure. From the

'A principal point P/ let falJ; P/>i perpendicular to QH
-* and draw ^and,pijM|prpendicu4ar and parallel to^^the trueiH^zon liiie Wli'. T&ke Pd equal to PvD and dr^ ^i'^ iMi-rallel to #0; it % the ground

line to be i^j^ct^hie constructioi^^cause

Figr.107

% length to be used aa diàpiice line.

PdjzzPp^ C08.'W. J

%tance point, draw i)Z)
j perpendi

idBraw PD^ parallel to QR : PD^ i

cular

is the

=1=

Thô hei^ht of the station Pd used for the construction is alwiys
jm^jl^^than the_rtal height Pjp, above the plane of_jhe figure, theri
1».^ Ut«-prtci8ionôf the coustructwrTs Tesrthan if the fië^e h^been m a horizontal plaite.

^

T''
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FIGURJIS IN INOLINRD PLANES. g,

..V o£ squares can be Again employée!m this case. Let QOH, Fie. 108
be the traces -rf the plane of thé
ftgure on the ground and picture
planes, and abcdoneot the squares
of the ground plan. The project-
ing plane of ad intersects the
traces of QOJijn Q and Z .- the
vertical projection^of the intersec-
tion of the two planes being La'.

yThrough the station draw a
parallel toa.^, Lq' : the horizontal
projection is m, parallel to ad, the
vertical projection is /^ F parallel
to Lq and the vertical trace, V is
the vanishing point of the interv
section of QOR with the projecting
plane of ad. The perspective of
this intersection is VL : the per
spective of the intersection of the
the linng raz-iin'».,^ . i -,

Fis-. 108

4:

projecting plane of cb is FA' and «II fh! r
the intersection of the

in perspective by carryWthedisî^nîï/i^"''!"^"^'^ «"^^ ^ ^'^^^
ge points of division toT ^•'^'^''^^^°'^ ^he trace 07? and joining

iecS^^ir^^1^:^^ S^;!^h the ph^ne QOM, of the pi^
ing through the station a p^ÏÏi:^t«t t'R r''^''.'"^""^'- ï^^

^'•—

fe vanishing point V Jr Td T the tsult/nT fi""'
*"^ J«'»^»g

responds„on the perspective, to the squl':Z'oI^lJ'^lr
thhK^^^'' T^T^}^ ^ construct a vanishing sceLlÉJmr.rthe distances of the varions points from the^pict^Se""'"'"'''"^

' t^STt'he'g^^^^^^^^^ <Jra.n perpendicular to the vertical

pi.tureandpe?pendictplfnes':S^^^^^^^ f ^^«.^^"- -^^ the
their actual positions and the vanishl» i

*"" P"'"* ^''^ P^*^^*^ ^^
ing equal disLces from'thttreîï^ttrptnr^^ '^'"^""^-

result ?stZrjlTZ,^:ZZ^^^^^ r^-.™ -Thes^me
perspective and groundpE ^''^' P^^'"'^'^^ *^^ '^^ '"^'^^^

«ii, ï.,.
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i PERSPECTIVE.

Let QB, (Fig. 109;, be the trace, on the principal plane, of the
plane containing the figure, which we will call A.
Take for ground plane the horizontal plane passing

Je-L-v-w through the intersection p of this trace with the
: ^ principal line and suppose the principal plane
""

La revolved around its trace sp on the ground plane.

Let S be the station and /i.a' the perspective of
the point mm', in the plane A. Take SS, equal
to Qs and suppose that S, be used as station in
connection with a new plane pàssing through sp
and the trace on the picture plane of the plane A.
Call this plane B. The visual ray from the new
station to //,//, is projected in S^/j-', s//..

Cut the planes A and B by a third one parallel to the principal
plane and passing through the point mm'.

The horizontal projection o| ijoth intersections is mn, parallel to sp
The projection on the principal plane of the intersection with plane A
18 m'n parallel to QB and the intersection with plane B is proiected
in n'a parallel to sp.

Join S/m' a,nd produce it to m' ; produce S,.'i' to its intersection with
la, mn and «a to their intersection with S.O. Join ma. Similar

Fig-. 109

n'a, m'n and n'a to their intersection with S^ Q.
triangles give :

n'/i.' m'f/
(1)

n'//' a.'i

S-,i:~aS^ (2)

t.r^"'fnr'^f/1;^^^=/^.-^*,^ =
'^^-^'^^'^= '^^^' hence the first

terms of (1) and (2) are identical and we hâve :

which is transformed into :

m'fi' a/x

m'S aSi

m',i' au

'''•S nâi

The tnanglër^^i// and arri'/x' having one angle equal and thè two
sides about it proportional, are similar, and m'a is parallel to SS,.
U)nsequently a is on the perpendicular mm to sp.
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REFLEGTED IMAGES. --

pUne Bot the verS^lgh "mr'
""'"'

'' ""' "" "~='' "^ ">"

Theproblem is thu, reduced to constA>ct fro,. it. pe^,pecUve the
'

horizonfl projection „t a figure contained in a plane
\r. porpendicular to the piciare plane, »hieh is doneby a chanse of ground and pictnre plane» (« 79)Ihe process now involve» changes of station, Bn,und

foriôws'"'
" ""' "'°°'' °' principal plane as

Let Ç/;^, (Fig 1 10), be the principal line. Revolve
the pnjfc.pal plane on the picture plane around
J>/x,

the front part of the principal plane beingturned to the left : the station cornes in S, and
Pig-. UO 1' T ^

''^'"^''i^^
""^ ^^^ «<^tion. Let TQR beS-- ^" the plane containing the figure seen m perspective

U>sT. Dr.. .V,/>,^pr,i?r£7rthrpotf^t ^be^^^ T^'principal point of the perspective
^ /^, is to be used as

ïïsleS'gr^i^d liL
""^' ^ '^^" ^^^^ P*'^^^^' ^ ^^^- i^ - tL

.

^^P^oduceÇ/^toA^• ÇiT is the length to be assumed as distance

P. wmïpZrS'â^;he''''
perpendicular to the picture plane atVi appear.^^a^^ the principal plane on the ground plane.

The traces of lfift.p4ne containing the figure are found as in § 75.

the st«t,on above the reflecting surface h^ known.
^

SI
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64 PERSPECTIVE.

Take for ground plane the reflecting surface and revtijve the
principal plane on it, around its tra^e. Let a, a, Fig. ,111, be the
point in space, a, «' its perspective and « a\ the perspective of its re-
flected image. The horizontal projection is the sarae for both .jttiages,

because the reflecting surface being horizontaJf the direct and reflected
Visual rays are in the same vertical plane having for trace sa. . .

Let sa, SOa, be the \reflected visual ray : according to the laws of
reflection,,the directioirt>f- .S'O is the same as if a' were placed at a
distance equal to ca belovr the reflecting surface and on the saii^e
vertical. '1

. .

^ 4\ . .

Produce a'O^toS^ : c6 being equal to ca\ sS is equal to^^^. • Hsnce
to find the position in «pace of a, a, take sS^ equal to sS : join Sa'^
Sa [ and S^O : the point of intersection of Sa and S^iO is the vertical
projection of the point of space. „

«'
*

n

V l.'il

1^,

5-,,

Join sa and produce to the intersection with a a, ^erpendicular to"
the ground line , iia is the required point.

The construction give» not only the position -d..

of the point on the ground plane, but also its

heigbt ca..^
'

%.^^
The niiddle of the vertical between the direct

and reflected images corresponds -^;o a, the horl- ^
zontal l^ojection of the point' on thè grouild ^
plané. ' This slifews tiiat when the shore,o*f a
lake, for'înstance, fs ^indistinct on a perspective,*
it woulc^be incorrect to take for shore line the

^ middle line between objects and jbheir images iii

the lake, because. this would give for the djstapce
of the slmre that of the objects themselVes. 'v • .^vr . .»

f
v^~ ,

<X

*s
oc-,

>•'
ê 0,' ,

^.'

> -.--' *
., -' >,»

sr'
*

• * I* 1 Iff. 1: .1

m
84. SuADô\\s.—Thesubjeotof shadows is an important branch of

perspective, but only those cast by thg,'sun need.be cortsidered hère.

I^t« and ^1 (Fig. 112) betjie perspectives of two points A and B,
and m their shddows. The line IginiDg A to |ts sha/inw i^ tli^
BctîonôT^hè suri, and so îsTEJBlînëJominè i* to ïts'own shadb\^

;

therefore thèse Unes are parallels and their' vaH^lSting mi nt is F, at ^'

the intersection of ma and n3. > \ i,'
'^'

4*

JkA*
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SHADOWS.
65

A Une drawn from the "station to the sua is parallel to the first twomes, because it is alao the direction o£thesun; therefore Fis its trace on the
^ fZ^fT "^

t."
P^'-^P^^Oive of the sun.From Fdraw Vv perpendicular toXY-

of Sr '^^
r^^l^ P^^^«' <^he directionof the sun. On the horizon liné' take CFequal to sv and join FV : FVC reori,

/^O the triangle having its vcrtex at thestation and r^ as opposit. .de. There^e r/C IS thp altitude of the sun.Hav^ing the sun's altitude, the az.imuth
oalculated, providedW latit^d^tl;';;^^;;;^^^. ''

picture plane -it has to 4 nroTu.LTn
.' '"" ''^'' ""^ P'^''^^ ^^e

.line. The trace of tins line œTthe Iw " ?'"'
''x/'"'"^

^'>« '»^" ''^«n

considered as the perspecÏve of the ^nn '? "^ '/ ^''«-
* '^' '« «*'"

manner as when the ^sunis 'n front adulai/
V^î"'^ '"^ '*" ^^"^«

one case as wejl as to th$ othw
^'e-nôn^trations apply fo

Fig-. 112
iv

/ i^idthp«uih^,.r^rof th^^sun

#mah«^ A M equai to tho oolatituUe
1

he p!ao« and /T^ to ,|v. p„1m

«I h CA iiiu) A,l/ mHiHj^volv as
'•miM, d,v,vu>H> A,x<« of r*3| L*'

TT--

'Wheu the perspective, kiri»ee«.

J
Wg^^S

:/:: ' . :V

1 é H
4'i

t A
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66 PBRSPECTI VE.

In the afternoon, the angle Z should be plotted on the right of sv.
The rules are reversed when the perspective of the sun is above the
horizon line.

85. Heuîhts.—As a rule, one perspective is not suHicient to deter
mine the height of a point, although there are excepUons, as for instance,
points on tlie horizon line which are at the same ^ight as the -station.

fi

il»'

The horizontol projection of the point being known, the height abo-Ve
theground plane isjneasured with a scale in the saine mannor as a
vertical is divided into equal parts (;< 61).

î
;

1
ii

li

For instance, a and a, Fig. 114, heing the perspective and horizontal
projectMsn of a point, and ,«» the foot of the station, draw f^ /•' parallel
to XY.

Froiii the trace y; of tho principal lîne, take jt>^
equal to tins distance of '/ from XY. Join .si^,

and /'/; is the height of t\\< point above a.

L.

Pigr. 114

fis. U5

,1. Tins height being a fourth proportional to three
known lines, cun be found' with aii ordinary

;
sector. Take with a pair" of compassés the dis-
tance froni -/ to XY, place X)ne of the points on
the division p (tf the sector (Fig. 115) which

^
expres.ses fclie length of the distance line, and
open the sector until the second point of the
comparses coincides with the corresponding
division of the other branch, ><p and kB bein<r

f~yj equal. Now take with the compas.ses the distance
' //^ from rr to XY (Fig. J 14) and place one of the points

in ;> (Fig. 115). The other point being placed on wjo,

will coincide with a division of the scale, E for
instance; then tum the cdmpasses around and take
the distance fron^fcj^ the same division /' of the
othiTRcale J?/'iMK height of the point above the
ground plane. V>

<ï .

>i

..4L..--'.w.._ j..^.i>i.
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Iim.A TIONS BBTWEEN TWO PERSPECTIVES.
57

l-rof. G Hauck* has Shown some usefui
properties of two perspectiverof thé

tions In Fig. llf>, ^ ^nd ,Ç' are tiietwo stations, . is the perspective ofion the picture plane of'i; and A tlfeperspective of ^' on the picture plâneo?
.

-S
. Prof Hauck calls ^ ançl ^' theW^oj.... Por-facility of référence 4:will,calany plane containù.g the two

-

-î-v^m points, a,Aem plane.

/
Mg". 116

_
tlnough the point A of the object

plane.s pierces the kern plane in i" TdT ^"^
H

'''' '"" ^'•^'-«

in. W^>ints mJthi int-:^p ^l^^^^l^^Tt

Revolve the two picture
planes around their inter-
sect.on/yc, untirtheycoin-
cide(Fig 11 7^- GO' is the
f,'rpund line, >, y>'

^are the
principal points. Ifascale
is placed on .i9C, the zéro
being on the ground line—^ f^fr

,
it is Jntersected at the

saœe division by «,r and
V «^, and the space inter-

cepted in ////' between the
two horizon lines is eaua!
to the différence' of altitude

Fig-. H7
of the stations. So when fhn n^c^A.- *° ^^^ différence' of altitude
on' «h, Ii„. ^c „„ thltotX^Sfet'wh'Tl,"^''™''''' """»» P'»"d

« »

- ";v;'i-
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relation holds good for the perspectives /S and /9' of any other point
;

P<T and /9'rt-' iheet the same division B of the scales.

The scales niay be placed els«where, as at DE and FTC parallel to
BC, provided

i^~ <t'Z

Similar triangles show that

DX=FZ

m-i

The spaces intercepted on the scales ar^ still the same, but the zéros
are no .longer on the ground line unless the stations are at the saine
altitude.

- The scales can be placed oh the opposite sides of the kern points at
fjR and MQ. The spaces Intercepted are equal provided

nO _ <t'0
^

Instead of setting the scales in DX and FZ, the second ohe may
. be placed at FZ The spaces intercepted, DX and È'Z\ are equal
^when ,• ..

'
.

' '

'

?'^ — <^Z'.

But, it must be obserVed that in this c&se»the graduations run in
opposite directions^ ' 2)^ being upright; FZ' must b% put upside
down. « '

'^
.

As amènerai rate, the 8C3,les must be at distances from the kern
V .

' y
poipts proportional to tl^e dîstancei^

^
-

" - — ^ from the latter io the intersection
of the picture planes. The proper
positions are readily fouftd from
the ground plan.

, 'ÉÊki'

JjetAa, Bn', (Fig. 118), be t;he

traces of the ,picture planes, p, p'

the traces ôf the pri|idipal line

Fig 118 -»nà- 9, n' thft atifttiinnB. Tïyiiw A
pwalWto af A scale parallel to,

and at the distance Ap from the principal line of tl|e first perspective

*.••
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which îs the condition to be fulfiUed.

'*"'
..1' ..

'x

' ^ /':-
li' :..\
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>)!.^f'

CHAPTER III.

^Perspective IgsTRUMBïrrs.

j
y^n^

u
i-

î

87. SiMPLEST FORM OF PERSPECTIVE iNSTRUMExIi^^Many instru-ments haye been devi^d for prod«cing perapectîVes, either bvmechanical or optasal means.
o r r ^y

\
One of the simpiest forms is probably fehl wire grating represented^

in Fig. 119. Wires are
stretched on a frame so
as to divide ît into small
8(](uares. The frame is

placed in front o;f the
object or. view to be
reproduced, and the
draughtsman looks
through an eye-hole in a
fixed position. Dividirig
his paper into squares in
the sanie manner as the
frame, he is able to i-e^'

produce the outlines of
the subject by drawing
his Unes through the
squares of the paper cor-

responding to those of
the frame. The distance
from the frame to the eye-
hole is the distance line
of the perspectflve when

Fig-. 119

the squares of the paper are equal to those of the frame

88. Du«»APH.—While for artistic purposes the gratinf m quite
samcient, there la *ome uncerUinty in drawing the flffures of the
correspondiug squagg. To »k„;„^.^ *u:„ j.r-_ ^'. , .

*>

nhviftt^ thJP dpffPt, it hna baaa piwp.,,,^
to tomm the ouOrnes af the subject with a pointer mo^^rthe
hatno, «a m Fig. 1 20.

t 'iîÉir
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-
A drawipg board on which is stretched a' pièce of paper is placedm an ujpnght position in front of the subject of the perspective tÎ

down_an^d\rigHtorTek^L::\Ï-^-J,^^^

Fig-.120
a^ways parallel to the same direction. At the middle it oarries a pencilresting on the paper and at the end it has a pointer corre^E
t^^rhiyL'ntand'pra^"^'T^^ '^^T

draughtlan tak^s^p^et^
tinter thronthnJ^''!^ ""T ^'

f^^
">^"-^«'«' ^^ ^ollows with the

Kction S "„H? '^'J''^.i^'' ^y «"«^i^g thenxiinthepropermrection ihe penciI reproducing exactly the motion of the pointVrdescribes the perspective on the drawing board.
^ '

uJ}^
Pjane in wîïieh.the pointer moves is the picture plane the eve-

pencil ^y a ef>nj a^d pullëy.

None of thèse inatrawats hâve corne internerai use.

^1

^*!PS*!lfck
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89. Caméra LuciDA.-The caméra lucida is the invention of
Wollaston. It con-
sista ess^ntially of a
four sided prism
having a right angle,
two angles of 67° 30'
land ^ne angle of
135° ^ig. 121). The
eye is placed close
to and above the
edge of the prism, so
that the pupil re-

ceives at the same
time the rays of
Kght emitted by
objecta placed in
front and those com-
ing from the surface
of the paper. The
outlines of 'the sub,

s
Fig-. 121 J^*^\ ™*^y be followed

^1 „ •
i. r 1 • , . ,

^" tfie paner with athe point of which is seen directly ^hile the subject appearsdouble reflection. ». 'S. appears
pencil,

after a

c

i i> il

\ #

Va "^

A

û

f..Y 1 f '^ "^ instrument the eye receives impressions sîinul-taneously from objects at différent distance. The pencil and nfperare quite close and the object is generally far away. The eye cann«t •

V accommodate itself to both distances; one of the imag^sT aZys^more or less confused, and the work is very trying.
'^^aya

In lookmg at a point of the perspective througli Vhe diagraph \v
^^ " the caméra lucida/ it will be

not^ed that the corresponding
position of the pencil is liable
to slight variations. This is
the effect of piarallax, and will
be understood better by ^con-
sidering a perspective drawn
o« a pane of glass, B C (Fig.
122), placed in front of the
subject. By looking through

^ the eye-hole D . thft distant point

I^fg:. 122
A will be swB in the directions
E^ or I<\ according to the
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ir^

position of the éve TKo i ^ '"

«till coincide wifi, j KlSt *^"'.^' P/*''^'^ «^^^er at a or 6 and
equal to the diameter of the^ev^ ^oî^ ^'fP^^'^^»* «f the peneH «
makingthehojevery

small h,fr f'^'î'^
""«^^ be eUmina^d bvthan tié punir becaLT"' ^^i

pract.cally it cannot be niad« 1..,^

. - .-u wie aiameter of the evP hnl^
--f""^ç,u«ni ot the pencil is

makingthehojevery
small h,fr f'^'î'^

""«^^ be eUmina^d bvthan tIé pupii, becaLTt iouri 0^0^"^'' Hr^î ^« -adet^aHer
and the ,,ages would be^^S^Z^,-^^ ^e

0.

fi^. 123

Bf/,.^?r^„,^"«'^;^^«-betweenthe

' r"-ux tne Ught entering fche
Theparallaxcanbeeliminated

Substitute for the eje-holea pJano-concave Jens £ (Fig

i ^'"'
^^^l

Pa^ing through

ot the lens, and the appear-
ance to the eye is as if yi had
beenbroughttocoincidewith

subject and the prîsm of the
caméra lucida. close toh^laTr^nd t.'^^ *"^ ^^^^ prîsm of the
equal to t!he distance between tt.^

'"*'"° ^ ^P"« «^ ^^ocal leneth^mage of the subject is brought in o C", "'^ '^ P^^P^' ^^e Sal
ailax disappeafs, and the eye^ accommoH ^^ ''"^^ ^he paper, the par!

-^^mS îsrL5? ---^^ :i^^.è
S'- -- p^eonr^;:s^--^^^

r^^^'^^^^t:h^^ ^^^0, that the «.t pe^
Laussecl^t devised for surveying is £h7h '"^ instrument M^hich Coî^

il\u^"'^^f 1'^ ^«"^^'"«treVf^r the radi "'T.rT^ eamer^ lucidam the upperfaceof the prism arid nl.fVI ° ^^ spherical concavitv
perpendicular to the upper Sce "t ^K

''^"^''^ °^ ^he sphère onY«dge (Pig. 124). TheS ^oinfiftVas'r ""^T'
^hro^g? its^^

,

^^-^inneredgeof^thep sL tiSt T^-^^^-'y «» 3^'
^^ .^^tion. Unless these^wTcond ? 'V^' ^'^'^ «^ '•^^«a-

of the prism roun^the^'t"' ^'^ ^"'^'^^ ^ «^'«tion
of the image on the naper Th T'T/ ^^^Placement
30 centimètres, whicIt^tL al '

'^J'-^
'""^*'^' ^« ^^^out

vision, and for whTch^he nJ m^^ "^'f
*"^" «^ ^'«^i^ct

Fig-, 1^4 ^« «ntirely eliminated ItCJ ^.l'V*'"
instran^en^

amountof pai-aiiny i'

":, •°":">^'^ '^'^om the- »«, pai>|j«,, ^* rt.îhusC be noted thât
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it would nôt be availàble for copying or enlarging drawings, although

it might aaswer for ' reducing. In copying a drawing full size, the

parallax is the same as when looking at a distant point through a

prisiu with a plane upper face. For work of this kind, the mounting

of the prisra should hâve a second eye hole to the right or left of the

concave portion. The parallax may then be eliminated and the rays

of light brought to the same divergence by means of auxiliary lenses.

Laussedat's caméra lucida is fixed to the drawing board by two

arms with clamps, which are set ej^actly opposite each other by means

of the scales drawn on 'the edges of the board (Fig, 126). The ad-

justments are made in the following order :

—

1. The drawing board is levelled in the same way as ajplane table.

2. The upper face of the prism is levelled by means of the level

shown above (Fig. 125) and the slow motion screw at the side.

3. The principal point is found with a plumb Une touching the

edge of the prism (Fig. 126). The distance from this edge to the

principal point is the distance line : it is measured with a scale. It

can be maide longer or shorter by changing the length of the two side

arms of the instrument.

4. Horizon and principal lines—Suspend a plumb line at some

distance in front : turn the drawing board àround its vertical axis

till the image of the plumb line is seen passing through the principal

_pain.t. This image_ia the principal line i it is traced with the pencil.^

A perpendicUlar through the principal point is the horizon Une.

Other constructions for thèse lines will be found in Col. Laussedat's

memoir.

Il
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H! . 'am -m

Pig:. 126

"0. Caméra obscdra a

m the focal plane of the lens an imIL -T^'-tf^' ?^ '^' ^^ ^eing
objecte situated in front of the îeïï

^ "°^ ^° '' «^ ^^e distant
fii»g*rdiag^ the

drawnon a picture planeŒd n 'f
'/^ f ''^^ »*'»« as would b^

'

equalto the focal length ^ "" ^'^"*' ""^ ^^e lens at a distant
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Fiër.127

r—

I*t 0, (Fig. 127) be the optical centre of the lens and OA, OB OC
.. . three rays of light coniing froip'

three distant points of space.
The images of the points forin
a triante ABC in the focal
plane R of the caméra The
same rays form, by their inter-
section with a pkne Çparallel
to R and at^ same distance
from 0, anoéher triangle abc
in which every sîde is equal and
parallel to the corresponding
side^yf ABC, therefore, àlcl

canXTbÏrStrat^^^^^^^
on the plafie R is the same as on tTie nl,l, T^^'"' ^^^ ^^"'^ «^tained
on Q is the perspective Teen from tL^ ÏT ^ '^''^'^^' ^"^ *he figure
therefore the' imSge of the camera^bs uîa i^t^ *'^ P?-^"'"" ?'-« ^'
the optical centre of the lens on a nî.Vn . f^ P«'^Pective seei. from
The focal length of the WiHhe'dLS' ''' ^^««^«^ ^^^

purpose.
' "^ '°™'' "ère tlevHed to adapt it to th«t

I

One form consists of a rectanmil»,. r.
•

and a plane hypothenuse fléchi Lr^r''' '",? ;^P^^"^*^ ^-««
emitted by the subject are brôu^ht f!; f "^T^^^^

'"^^^ «^ "g^t
faces while they are iefiected^^::^X^^;2::^^,
boa'iii^'tth'p^^^rher^^^
the object gl^s. The tripoïis cor ^ '.^^«/«'•'"^d at the focus of
extraneous light. so L to enable ?hT 7''^!

''^'^'^ '^""'^ *« '^^' ««
projected on fhe paper and Zm:t\t:2'î'X^ '^^ '''^ -«^«

apo^ttU'trp:^^^ '-and the paper. casts
Bhown in Pig. 128 is not ooen tn 7^ ''u*^'^

The instrument
neither tripod^ drawing^l^nJ^^^^Xlc^t^f'%^"' ^^"^'^
box with a ^ens ig front anH L m^rpr L jST. ..S' .W' "«'^•^^^

"ôf ^he box.
~ «»rf©r ia /^ inelraed at 45" to the axis

'--3-,



OA, OB, OC,
t coniing frojp

nts of space.

î points forin
in the focal
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y their inter-
ne Q parallel
ame distance
triangle abc
>isequalgjn4

^rresponding
efore, abc=

'»„-

id as a figure
ire obtained
it the figure
uro plane Q,
e seei. from
B. first focus.

18 used for
' it to that

îrical faces

Ys of light
o spherical

muse face.

a drawing
le focus of
to shut off

the image

iper, casts

istrument

1 requires
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0

.77The ,ma^.e formed-by the lens is reflected bv fK
'

•

^^ ^
by the reflect on i 'now n^

"''''''''^
^ '"'^^'^^ *'™«

which covers he ~U?'^''' uP"«^'- ^he lid

open- at an angFe'^fafc ^^^^'^ ^^ - «-- -
suffioient light fo'r the 1^7,11 le visible 't ."^
thèse conditions thi^ ;r^„

'""«visible. Under

ground .lass, buï with a bllck cloth"^ *?"
box and tlie head of f^ i ^

^«^^ring the

possible t„woATl:'/;/i™t!^-„, " *=

Fig". 128 91. Perspectooraph T},«

Sï^ (I), i. obie^^y:;--ta:^?^~ ^^^^^^^
folltf''*."^ "°* ^«-«"^ the'-subjectTtselflr- r' ^''""^ *^'« P^^"« «^

bv « 1 ""'"^ ^ *'"''^^«'-' ^"d the perToe t 1 ; J T ""^ ^^e plans areby another part of the instrument!^
"^''^^^ ^^^ ^ P«"«'l «arried

adapted for drawing p^rsoS, L Tt.'""^ P'^^*^^ «^ métal
; wel

plansjjgtuselessfor dmXf . .
^"''^'"g^ ^rom an archi e^t's

t-e. ItisrepresentedrFif
i^sJ:^?^^-?^^-!

plan from a pe^^pt

^^^^^^S'^CVTr^ ^\^' '^ ^' -^" «^-. '«ade
should work ea.Hy and the L^^nt of Sd ' ^'^^ "^'^ P''^^-^^^- It
as possible.

"^ '^"""""'^ «^ dead motion should be as small

«pe'ctl'TnTtrlt\^t;fÏor"^ .^PP]--ble to any other per-

^

the use of the perspectoVrani; •!^''" '' ^^^«'^ ^ere at length but
mended for pho^o^Tp^Sv^r ''' ^"^^"^ '°^"'—

^ bf-^ .

final rfesultso'merr^o.^orroTrlT/o';
W^^"^^^

^'^^-^-- - t...

:.\^!:L^J-^--^3. -d t. thtSi.tr±'^ -!!:-AÎ« imperfectiJ^:,

itlP

in the adj„,,
------

-Jdue^^^^^^^^^ ^,,;„^ t^i^perfecJi
^mation of the constants wttlverTh

""*'"-^"*''" ^" *h« detV-
reqmres It, a geometrical constructIorL u kP''^''^^^^ of the survey
of perspective instruments shouSbetsïn ^TP^^^'ed, and the nZ
rough survey., in which rapiS is ^ ^« ^^ ^ reconnaissance or
^onr&cy.

rapidity ig mpre important than ferfA^^

vonïw^rrw'- ^'^^^^*~^^^^^^
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The principle o£ the apparatus is as follows :—

Let S (Fig. 130) he the station, M a point
of the <,'roun(l i)laiie and //. its perspective.
Take .s.V, parai loi to tho ground line and

j, equal to ,s,b'
;
join S^M.

The siniilar triangles .svS'J/ and OnM give

'Oit

Ms
JW

Fig-. 130 t'

From the triangles A^S'^i^f and 0;i.^JU, also siniilar, we hâve

Hence,

On

But, by construction, sS is equa} to s5'j, therefore

On — O:,.^

This relation furnishes a new niethod for constructing a perspective.
Take on the ground plan (Fig. l.']l) ,s-.S\ parallel to the ground line

and equal to the height of the station. To find tlie perspective of a

5 j)oint M of the plan, join hM and
aS'iJ/, which intersect the ground
line in and //,. On another

^^'^Y part of the paper, draw the ground
line of the perspective X T and
take on it a point 0' to represent

the point of the ground plan.

At 0' erect O'// perpendicular to

X' Y' and equ<al to 0/', ;
// is the

perspective of M. Owing to the
position of the figure, Ahe perspective appears upside down.

The perspective of another point N of the ground plan is obtained
in a similar manner by taking O'Q' equal to OQ and Ç^ equal to Çv,.

ïhis is done mechanically by the perspectograph : sM and S^M
^(Fig. 132) are two -wooden arms joined in M ohà carrying the tracer.

They slide through four adjustable pièces—«, S^, and a^i .' « and S^

Fig-. 131
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can be adapteJ to any part of a rnl^ PT a .the ground plan representL the iJtot V' \ 'l^'''^
^* '^ ?«'"* of

slide JiT is lirmly clamped to thp1 . i""''""'
*"^^ *he rule or

line The second pie7^' t XcT^t7 P^"^ "''f''
'" ^^« ^'-^d

height of the statiin and «xeJlrthat posS"" '"'^ ^ ^'^"^' *° *^«

The third pièce a is cjttached
to a rod which inoves in the
groove of a slide XV, and car-
nes a panto^rraph system, with
axis at Z> fixed to the r^d, so
th.it the distance from <9 to D is
mvanable wJule the instrument

^^ iBinuse When thearms.}/is
"loved, ,v being a fixed point,
fol ows the motion of the amand carnes with it, along thé«roove XV, the movable'' rodanU the pantograph system.

Fig-.132' The fourth pièce v, is eon
necte<l with the joint 'a of the

',^ is invariable durinrr the irT"^ '^'''''"' «" that the
the movable rod.

''"""« *^« «P^'-'^tion
; it is also bo.md to

distance

slide on

a They are j„i„ed i„ ^; g^ J n"/'*!:* ''»',« '«kt angle, i„'

parallelograms ^j52>e and _Or>J-'ir-' '
,,

'"'' "• "'e sides ot the
Pf' are double the leng™, of Vne ,1"'''

; ,

"''"'''• '^'"' """» ':' "nd
Peno.Wh.h

1, to dieHbe
ê^'SAt ra7t';S\rthlr'?„'

t»o re„,a,o.„g o„es „,„3t be equkfe'-^'^'htTngts'IhlHs
°' '"^

H^M'LXTraTr "" '"- °' '- «"i—' angle, is e<,„a, .„ tw'o

hence,

EDG = DCA.
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Therefore the two parallelograms are equiangular and their sides being
equal, th^ parallelograms are equal, but not placed in the sarae direc-
tion. The diagonal DA of one ia equal to the diagonal GE o£ the other,
and BC is equBjl feo DF.

The Une ////' is parallel to GE beôause Fii. is equal tp Fn' ; it is there-
fore perpendicular to -J^Fsince the'diagonals of a rh6mbus intersect at
right angles, and it passes through D, because Ep. is equal and parallel

to GD. We hâve also

D!t = GE= DA

It is now easy to understand the workin^ of the instrument.

The slide XF is placed on the groi^gt-line or rathei' on the line

representing the trace of the*picture .plane^ the ground plan. When^
the tracer in ^ is m(^ved on a p^i;aHp; fo XY, the aflai Ms carries
with it the moVable rbd and ^he^pantograph system attached. The
distance from ro //^ does net vary, since the t*imilar triangles MsS^
and 3fO,'i-^ always give tbe same proportion between O/i^ aijd the
constant length sS^. The distance from //.j to yj and from to D
being invariable, and O/i^ being constant, AD and conseguencly D/j.

do not change, and the pencil in /i describes a parallel ter XY : it is

the perspective of a line of the ground plane, parallel to the picture
plane.

When the tracer is moved away from XY, in the direction of Ms,
"the points and D do not change, but O/i^ is lengthened and ;i^

moves towards the right carrying with it the joint A and increasing
'

the diagonal DA to the same extent as 0,'ij ; D,'i. being equal to DA,
is also lengthened and //, moves down, precisely the same distance
as /Xj moved to the right.

The construction thus efFected mechanically is that of Fig.
131. The ground line of the perspective, X' Y', is the line which
would be described by the pencil in //, if the tracer Af could be brought
to the centre of the groove and moved along XY : and /x j would then
coincide.

Drawing the tracer away from XY, but in the direction sM, /i^ sep- •

arates from 0, and n moves down by the same quantity from its for-

mer position 0' on the ground line, O'm being perpendicular to X 7'

and CX/i = Oni

Now if M be placed on any other point of the ground plan, the per-
pendicular Z)/i to X'Y' will he carried away the same distance as the
point 0, and /i will ,be at a distance irom X'Y' equal to the new value ^
of O/i,.
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The end // of t^e arm F;^ describp«, f V,perspective, or the image which wouîd be seen'"'"''"'^*'
^^"'"^ «^ ^hethefixedpomt^

placedonthelf^nf ^ '" a mirrpr, but were
perspective, the d/4t,onSthe il il\f "^^^'l

^?^'^^- the Tr":The ends ,. and ,< of the arms of^he n«L " f^ '^ ^^""g reversed

and the station, but the oblinûrtv^f *l ™°" ""> Pi"'"™ pl«ne
""""^ '™''^ -" *' -^'»« «' '^e °"--eTtrnrtï:,X^^^

n.jTite^'-'t'^'j^^-^^^^^
f the .t.„e

otlT^ 'rf
*' Po-P'cWve fr„m<„r, de of h *" ''? °' ' <>» 'he

.

Ji.gph^':!^^^^^^ in it, «.„„™, .,,
«i.

,

The pencil does not require to Cchln"!! t ^\t '»»™''le arm
*,/_. for instance, iMtead of bein. betl^^'UMS' l'"' ''™ "«arinson the other side of XY.

' **" *«". -"', will no» bl

A scale mnst l)e drawn on PT tK=
carried by the sliding ^ece

"
^

the L^!"
«orresponding to the pointer

^ft, and the pointer^^'e siidin'g pi!:fr i^Lr"^^^ "^ "^^^^ ^°d
eorresponding to the height of ^t^:^ZT^llT^Z^Ï'^ZT''

^^t^^Z'^'^''^'"''^-'''^--^^^^ to the distance Jine of

\^^^7::IY^::i&t:^^^^ T^-^i-w . the
involves changes in the distance lile • th« J^" '°i"?°°,

°^ P^^lems
mus^ therefore, carry graduations ^ pe^r^i^*^^^^^^^

board
given quantity, keeping it parallel toS ^'''« '"^^«^i. ^^y

-telS«^Ç^^

r 3^

ii: i
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89 PBR8PBOTIVE.

slide RT is firmly clamped to the drawing board andXF placed parallel
to RT. . AU that is necessary now, is to draw the scales and détermine
the position of the varions lines and points on which rests the construc-
tion of the perspective. Hitherto, it haa been assumed that the points
«. S\, 0, II, etc., were n.athematical points and that ti^ir distances
could be measured directly, but, there is nothing on ifie instrument
to define their exact position and no such measure c^uld be taken
with précision, consequently thèse quantities, which are the constants
of the instrument, hâve to be determined indirectly.

.

92. To DRAW THE TRACE OF THE PRINCIPAL PLANE ON THE DRAWING
BOARD.—It is assumed that the grooves in the slides RT and XY are
parallel to their edges, and that the sliding motion in thèse grooves is

also parallel to the same direction. This assumption is practically
correct. -,*

!

Place S^ above s (Fig. 183) and draw a
perpendicular MM^ to RT, which, if prO-
duced, would pàss as nearly as possible
through,s. Should this Une pass exactly
through », it would be the trace of the
principal plane on, the ground plane, and
were the tracer M moved along Éhe Une
from M to M^, the point of the slide XY
would not move. To ascertain whether
has moved or not, mark the position of ii

when the tracer is in M, then place the
tracer in if^ and if /x bas moved to the
right, in Mj, this shows that MM^ is too

Shotild MO and M^^ be equal respectively to one-
half and twice the distance Une, the error in the position of MM^
would be equal, to three limes the displacemènt of /i, but it is sufficient
for estimating the quantity by which MM^ has to be shifted to repeat
the trial two or three times. The motion of is indicated by the
displacement of /z to the right or to the left : a motion of // perpenr
dicularly to XY indicates merely that S^ is not precisely over-*.

93.i To FIND THÈ DISTANCE FROM THE STATION TO A FRONT LINE OF
THE OROUND PLANE.—The trace of the principal plane on the drawing
board being now determined, the ground plan could be placed in its
proper position on the board were it possible to measure exactly the
distance from the point « of the instrument to a front Une AB, (Fig.
134), of the drawing board. This détermination ia made as foUowg :

—

Draw a second Une CD parallel to AB ; place the two long arms one
above the other and bring the tracer to M ; mark the position of /t.

Thwi carry tb» tracer to CD, and fbllow the line until thè penoil has

Fie: 133

much to the left.

^^
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x = d

*»The two lines ana the pointa

*
•

^ ''^ ^*^« instrument wiJl allow

Draw a JË^ttli Hna ad/xm. . .

in*^' ÎÏLuî"*^"''.
fi-^* i« ^ and\ *^'

ip)- '"«' tne tracer firsf {„ a j

m AB

^
^Fig-.135

d=ni

/
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84 PERSPECTIVE. ' f
Tié''three lengths which form the secohd 'tepin 'cali be measured and
thé value of rfcalculated.

'

•

, 95. To DRAW THE fiRADUATION FOU THE HEUJIIT OF THE STATIOÎ?.
The height of the station ia represented on the instrument by aS
(Fig. 132). It is ne,ce8sary to détermine this distance for one positîoa
of 8 and 5, in order to draw the grajluation for setting, S^ to any
required height-

"
•

a,

*'

Place the tracer M on the trace of the principal plane at a distance
il/«'e(iual to one and a half times hO, and hot^ the place occupied by
the pencil //. In this position of the instrument we hâve :

Then place the tracer M, still on the trace of th^principal plane, but
at a distance Ma equal to three times sO : we hâve :

The change in the value of 0."
, is thus equal to one-third of the

Ijieight of the station ;'but, thi's change is represented by the displace-
inent of the pencil ,u, which can be measured with a^scale. Three
times this displacement is the height Of t^ station.

The tracer, instead of being placed at €he distances from thç foot of
the station given above, may be set at any distance which may be
convenient

; the fraction of the height of the station obtained will
be différent, but the process will be the same.

96. To DRAW THE HORIZON, G«0UND AND PRINCIPAL LINÉS OF THE
PERSPECTIVE.—The principal line is the perspective of the trace of the
principal plane on the ground plane. The latter bas been marked on
the board (§ 92) ; foUowing it with the tracer, the pencjl descrîbes the
principal Une.

The ground Une cannot be drawitdirectly, because-the tracer would
.. " . hâve to be carried along the front slide,

and the construction of ^the instrument
doès not permit it. The diflSculty is over-
come by drawing the perspective of.a front
line betvj'een the groiind and ho^-izon Unes.

Let Fig. 136 represent the principal
plane knd M the trace of a front line of
the ground plane at a distance sM ftDm
the foot of the station equal to twice the
distance* line. The similar triangles <5>'«i/,

fipM giveFie. 136

pM

j

\v\ I

J

/
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" ^^

StCU *' ""'«"''''^ •" '>" P"-iP«' point .bov. th» g„„,d

at!°i,irrw the StioT"' '"r
!'"'' "" •'™""- ™ "« l-««i

57. Centholinïtad.—Tn addition tr. tu^ • . -

scribed, others hâve l.en deled Tne eV oSS» '"^'r^
.^«-.

of perspect ves. Thev are nof r^^r^rl i

''^ tacilitaté«^o construction *

inenta, «ince they doLrenlrZl '^îf
'"- P^-P^^'^ive instru-

spective directly
^ '^'^ draughtsinao^ to drawjhe per- ; .

the paper, in>which ca"e soeoil l
P''f:P^}i>oîht, njay fall oïtside

oJJ ge l,r,g. 1 ,1, )^w,th two arms whose inclination to

1
•I

/

S:.t^A.:^'strMS4r^'^^^^

i:^- «^ ^^':'«j^^^M^.âl'
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86 PERSPECTIVE.

the centrolinead being placed in contact with the studs, the varioasdirections of the straight edge intersect at a cominon poiAt.
^

anH^«/2«% ^^^l^
the straight edge, OA and OB the-arma, 4

clamld thï ,

^hrough^.Oand^passacircle; the arms being

Wnn! '

J^f.
*"S^.« ? !« constant and is bound to move on the circum-

t::ilClZrOC^'Sr'' *'^ P^^^*^°" ^' ^^ centrolinead is

Produce OC and„ O'C to their second intersection with the circum-terence
: they must eut it at the same point V because the angle AOV

being invariable, must always
subtend the same arc A F, no
matter on what' point of the
circumference the ^pex may
be. Consequently the straight
edge will draw ail the Unes
vanishing at V.

In plotting surveys, the cen-
trolinead is employed only for
horizontal Unes, whose vanish-
ing point is on the horizon Une.
The studs A and B are placed

,^„ 1- 1 , ,.
^^^ perpendicular to the hori-

?^' rs?dt
' ;^"1?f""'T ^'^

'''' '' f^f'owsthat the horizon UneUli 18 a diameter of the circle, and,

'¥A =VB
The armg are equally inclined to .the straight edge. The Une OC

The distance of the vaniçhing point, V, can be varied either bychanging the positions of the studs or the inclination of the avmlIncreasing the distance AB between the studs, the size of the^ circle isincreased m the same proportion and V moved to the left.

thelinllw "™*l<^ ^iflturb the studs, the changes in the distance ofthe vanishmg point bemg obtamed by altering the inclination of thearms of the centrolinead. Were the arms perpendicular to the .straight

J^UZ ^^/"«h^»^» point would be at infinitum, and the instrumentwould describe parallels to the horizon Une.

Closingthe arms gradually, F cornes ne&r to AB , when AOB be-comes a nght angle, the intersection of AB and"^//' being the centreof the circle, the distance ofrfromJiSis onehalf^of th^ Ltter. ^
evSÏÏi1llî^^"*

**^*'"' ^ continues to move towards A£ without

rig-. 138
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rested against the axes of the^çylTAderr '

* ^' '^ '^" ^'"^^

A • The direction of the vanishing pointmay be given by a line of the ground
plan or by a line of the pê^6pective

-yH' In either case, the arms of the centro-
iinead hâve to bç set to correspond to
the vanishing point.

In the first case, revolve the picture
plane on the horizon plane around the

Fig-.iaQ.
horizon line as an axis. The station

tance line, A anAthe two stur^LeT/A'Ïthf^iiSilt^ tgvenhneon thîfound plan. F is its Vanishfng^nrThrol^^^^^^and Fpassacircle; the centrolinead should be set so ehnfflf

'

straight edge beingon DH', the arms should bel^Jand^Join VB; the angle VDB, the inclination of the arm oiïthe ftrai^ht

?oS'c^Td JV^r'" /;^^, because they subtend equafafcsJoin C^ and ^^ and draw Me and cv parallel to AB and HH- ioTn

the angV'"''"
"' ''^ ""'^^"^^ «^ ^"-g'-' ^' - parallefto F^lnS

6
«6f= VBC =^BDr. ^-P'-

Ç^i;:;tie;?:rrs^ iZe^^^ts^r^isir ^i;^

straight edge on the horizon line, the arm b^hig a L/ aHuTt^
^'

contact with the stud B and moving the otl^Tr arm ^t^il i. i
?"

contact with the stùd A.
'

''^'^ "^ '^^'"^^ ^"

The lines BS, CS, Me and cv are drawn once for ail />., n«.,i . u

When the given line belongs to
the perspective, the construction
raust be slightly modified. VU
(Fig. 140), being the given line,
take any point, /', on the horizon
line, join FE and FB, knd drawcM parallel to AB. Through e
draw ev parallel to JE" F and join vb.

-— ~ ^>wing to the sirnîlàrîty of tn-^^="=

Fig-. 140 *^^^®^' ''^ is parallel to VB and
incH„.«oa o, the .™ „„ .te str^uZtt:^:^^^'''- ""
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88 PERSPECTIVE.

fnff
^""^

•
^ ^r^

^'"^^.'^ '^''^^ ^^'^ ^"' but J^^ and ve hâve to be marked

Hn!f ^^««ï'f
TOMETER.-In §67, a method has been given for transfer-ring a figure froîpthe perspective to the ground plan by means ofsquares formed of lines parallel and perpendicular to the^d neTheobject of the " perspertomet,r " is 'to dispense with tirconJu:tion ot the squares perspectfve. >

On a pièce of transparent material, glass, horn or celluloid draw

lake D1,PD, pA and pB equal to the distance line, and from p, lay^ ' J>' "n -^^ equal distances pni,
mn, pm Join to F the
points of division m, n, m',
n

. . . . Part of thèse lines in-

^
tersect AD and BD' at r, t,

^§*'ir ^ '.^' •
•'^^^^ corresponding

points are joined togetherby
lines which are parallel to
AB and DD'.

Fig". 141 The instrument is now
P^on the principal point .nd Z>i)' on th^etlrn Hn^I^^Ç^^^^^^^^^^
line falls m XF for instance : it is divided into equal parts b7 theImes convergmg m P, and the figure of the perspectonieterTs thé nt

F„ IhI . "^V '• ^y '•efernng to § 67, it will be seon that this
18 the construction given for the " raeth8d of squares."

This instrument isusefur for constructing from the perspective afigure of the ground plane. By plàcing ft on the perspective thesquares covenng the figure are at once apparent S'ontlhoserequired are drawn on the ground plan.
^

The side of the squares is eqqal to the length intercepted on fch«ground Ime between two of the converging lines : tlKstance islaid on the ground plan from the trace of the principal Xne andparallèle drawn to the trace through the points of diviïfon.

Dla?ei/w\"''^\''^?'* ^î" *^' «"^"'^^ line, is laid on the groundplan either by estimating its distance from the ground line or bv.^xmtructrng xt The estimation is made t>y notmg Sraction of asquare's side which représenta tbe distance f^m theVrïund ite

-vV̂
V

„-^^^'^-^i^Mi.'Stt.:c'>' vi j& '.-.

. .,: 9..



DJiA WINO THE GROVND PLAN.
p. 89

,

Of the perspectométer on the princ.n?! noin.^ !! ^P^^^'^^g
^he centre

the direction of the trace of thë"Sned ni
^""^ *he parai lel lines in

The trapezoidsof the instrument Lrethprf T ^^^ P^^^^''^ Pl'^ne.

ni "f/i""^'
"h'^h squarerare proieoted

7'''^'' ?^ '^""''«^ ^" '^e
plane (§ 79 . The longest sides ofTh« . . «"«f

*«gles on the ground
to the picture plane, and equllto the Ln.Th f

^'' ^'*^ P^'^Pendicular
converging lines of the instru nent on thftr^ 7?.''^ ^'''''''' '^o

^-nd'^it U,:7reïr7 %^^?^-^"^« *he picture and
principal line, so as Jp,oS tlfe faVu^Jt "*, ^^ ^'^^^^^^^ «^ '^é
the picture plane and having the sS L "" P.b"' P^rpendicular to
the probiem is then the sa/e Is thïïast on"

" '' ^^^''^ P'^"^' (§ «2)

distaffirnCThts^^l^^^^^^^^^ having the sa.e
'

samelens; every distance linr^.,,,! ^^^J^'^*" ^^'^«n ^ith the
^/^ should be eqtzai to the hlht' of th^ "h'"" ^"^^'i^-^"*-

The width
.of the picture; the length Dn'Led rof t T"""

^'"^ *^^« ^^^ ^oot
the distance points being placed on tïe fi

'""S'^^*han the picture,
of démonstration. ^ ^ *"'' ^^^^ ^^"'•« merely for the purposê

accuracy required. Thèse divSf i^ ^^''^^ ^«'^ <^he degree of
rectangles o? the ground ptand Te f'

"'^^^^^ ''^^ '^^'^^^ or
accurate wiUbe the transfe?of the figure.

'^"" **'"''' '^'"' *^« ^««« -

The instrument can be ma^A K„ ^
*

• .

•ndtaking. ^„„«, «X 'LrwS'"'' '''''^«'= '"'=''* P»!»'.
traiisparency plate Thf which a positive is m'ade nn 1
-rcu% and^^arl^hed^t^e^reToS^^^^ IT^'^ ^'^ bi^Si^o?
clear glass.

""^« origmally black, are now white on

disLt-:n^rt:e7n\rprur?::dT^^^ -- Imkh. ;,e:n.lThe
ventional; the picture plaCmay^f ST ^T"'^ P^"""'' '« P"rely con!
ground plane for pictur^ pkna'^I^X "hl"n

^''""^ P'"°«' ^"^ ^^«A Qf the ground plane, inversely ^ il thl
P«''«P««t^^« of the figure
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formerly the height of the station, and inversely, the new height o£ the
station being the for-

s mer distance line.

Fiff. 142

With the caméra
lucida, the prism must
be fixed permanently
so that the height of

the virtual station

S'P (Fig. 142)above
the plane on which
the perspective is

placed, is equal to the
distance line of the
perspective (§89). As
long as the latter does
not change, the prism
must remain in the
same position. The
perspective is placed
in HH'XY, in such al^lA AJLJ.J. ^±. JL j lU. OUI./!! Cb

manner that the Une S'P joining the virtual station to the principal
point of the perspective is perpendicular to the plane of the table or
drawing board.

The ground plan is on a platform aX^Y^, parallel to the plane of
the table, and which eau be moved up or down. It must be so plaqed
that the perpendicular aS"» from the real station to the platform, is
equal to the height of the station ; s is the foot of the station, and the
ground line is somewhere in X^ Y^^.

The eye looks by reflection at the perspective and sees directly the
pejrcil on the platform. ., -

The détermination of the constants is made by methods similar to
those of the perspectograph (§ 92, 93, 94, 95, 96),

With the caméra lucida, the ground plan may be drawn either within
or beyond the ground line ; it is a very great advantage. The par-
allax must be eliminated by concave or convex lenses of appropriate
focal length.

100. Drawing the ground plan with the caméra obscura.—In
order to transfer a figure from the perspective to the ground filane, the
ramera obscura would bave to be set as in Fig^ 143, tb© perspective^
iTTTi vv u_: I ] ^'-.i __j^i 11 1. . ,^ ._HH'X'Y' being placed vertical and the ground plan horizontal xtisAD.
The distance from the optical centre of the lens, S, to the perspective
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should be e,ual ^ the distant Ii.e, and the height of S above l
. pane .^Z) equal to the heiglft

ofthes^tioD.
Thedifficultyie

y that onlyone line would be in
properfocus the other portions

blurred. It might be possible,

and a pm hole diaphraem to
obtain fair definitio^n Sn^
bmited space J^Ci?, but it is
doubtful if the procUs would
prove practical.

/:
•

4.. X

'
/' ''y'/s »/

b r 6

rig-.143

onler;.^dZXeg"rndrnf"'.r"' "" pkhsp.cxockaph.:-I„
tograph, the distant beWeen Ï7 S Pr7f^*^^« "^*'^ <^he perspec
to the height of the stattoland «^ to thf l'^f'^- ^?-^^ ^"«* «^^ -^"-I
pal point of the perspective must t ni T^"^ ^'T ^^^ P"n«i^
under ^T' and th^gln^line Lder'^Ï?^ Th*'

the ho^i^on line
arranged would not work with tL^ T ^^® instrument thus

.
could^not even be set. the oblVuiL ^^^t^

''
"'f •''^ «urveying

; it
inay, howeve,|4,e em^loyed to trï^lf l

^'""^
i^'"^^ fe"-«at It

other planesJLn tC'gZ^JT!^Lf^:' 1 *'^ P«-Pective to
élévation oftrBulldin.r fmm tK^ ^ ' ^' ^""^ '"sUnce, to obtain the
is fully desbribed rrêit^s pa^^Z^ ^^

'' ''^ ''^^"'^^ ''"^ ^^^^^

pei"irmu:t\rp1LTfn7l?.ftt ^ ^P^^'-^Ph-al puiTH>ses, the
placed under /.^with the ground and nrin?'"T (

'^'^^ P^^ïe^tlve is

rr/^^.-^-ked on the drLTng LardT^ §6 t\-°"
the Hnes pre-

hand, the arms are moved so af to fnu!. .u l ^^^'""^ ^ ^^th the
with the tracer ,.. The opemt on li

'^'
''°"-l

«^ ^^e perspective
drawing the perspective ToTZ ^•°^/T'^'y the same as for
that thepencil in^Jf wilî now rep JuTth.'^

'^^ V^) it is évident
of the instrument in th,« rnT

'^®P'^P^"<^e the ground plan. The use
the point M being guiS by t^rhanV' îf \"^*'^ ^'ffi^'*' -in^to
traced with ,., wlfose mSon s entirllv H V^'

perspective has fcJbe
necessarybefore being ableVL:tt'«utt?^^^^ Some practice is

o^^^^'^^:;^Z^r^tXJSZ^^ r'>^>« - - instrument
perpendicular to the sliJes X^and 17 ï' t'"'*''^"

"^ ^^^ '"«tion
^hiçh thia would introduce;theWnS V t ""u

' ^ *"^^^ ^*»« «''«>«-

(i; See note, page 77. _» ^"

tî-*

|i.P
'
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« n

man cornes to a part of a line or Curve which is directed towards XYhe should hft the pencil, push M back to the other end of the curve'and trace it in the opposite direction.
'

t

The position of the , horizon line
HH' of the perspective (Fig. 144)
varies each time the distance from
s to ^j is changed, for it corresponds
to the tracer !>. when M is at iiifini-

tum and the two arms parall«l ; fi^

would then be in N. Now, change
the height of the station from aS', to
S.,: N cornes in Q, carrying with it

the joint A of the pantograph Sys-
tem to which it is rigidly fixed

; DA
is increased by NQ and ji moves
down the same quantity. So the
horizon line is moved towards the
front of the drawing board the

is moved up. The ground line is

is provided with means of adjiist-

Fig-. 144

same distance as the station
not afïected. The instrument .. ^ _„, „, ^ .

ment tor the distance from A to //,, thèse two points being connected
by an iron rod sliding in a ring at ^, to which it can be fixed by a
clamping screw. A graduation placed alongside the rod permits the
increase m the height of the station to be added to ^//,. This adjust^
ment prevents the displacement of the horizon line. Both the perspec-
tive and the ground plan occupy invariable positions on the drawing
board, no matter what ground plane may be used.

When the distance line is changed, as for figures in inclined planes,
the simplest manner to place the perspective on the board is to put
the pencil in M on the trace of the principal plane (Fig. 144), MO
beingequal tt^Os; then si ide the perspective under the tracer until
the latter is'ianVpoin€' midway between the ground and horizon Unes.
Ihe principal hne of the perspective must, of course, coincide with the
Une preyiously drawn on the drawing board.

102. Change dp scale.—The perspectograph, set as in Fig 132
will only work on points beyond the picture plane. It is possible, by
placing the slide XY on the other aide of RT, to reach within the
picture plane, but the instrument does not work well. It is préférable
to use it as set in Fig. 132, and to lesort to a change of scale when
ligures within the picture plane are to be operated upon.

. Let eXY and XYX^Y, (Fig. 145), be the grotmd anct picture
planes. Take a new ground plane, s^X^ Y^ , at a distance as^ below the
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other plane e,ual to theheighj , the station Ss .- the,^. obtained on
. ^ the new-plane from the perspective, wiUl^ on a scale double th^e foLer sJle

Is 04)^ rhe new ground line X, Y corréponds to the front line ABoi the planeSX Y, midway between the foot of thestation,
., and the picture plane, so thatit 18 now possible to ^ork with the pTrspectograph on the part of the groï^dplane comped between AB and Tfbu the resuit has to be reduced toS

Pig: 145
^^^^-

^e spa^ between AB and . 1'^^:^^^?.^::^^^^^^^^^

^y^oT:S:'i:^lf^^t:''Zr T^-^^
on the «gures

plane, he moves S,, (Fig 13^ so ^T^'m^ *^'° '« ^^e ground
«round line on th^ ^erspe tivi brd^ubiw'tA?^ ^^^^« « ««-
one from theprincipal point Heîhen ÏÏ ^.k

'^''*''°'^ °^ ^^e first
position for the new'^ground line and Z? ^! P^^-^P^^^ive in proper^
ment as befoi-e.

""* continues to operate the instru-

fou?:izri^4\\t V^V^r,^..in, s.uar^ of
squares are divided into four smaHer n!ïr K-"f

''''*^'^- ^'^^ ^^««t
four. The sides of the squaresTp « ^- ^l^'"^

^'^ *^«« dividedinto
the scale is increased two^ orSurtimer^ï^'^T .'^^ ^'^^ «-'«• ^hen
by transferring the figures from one5 f

'''^"'^•°"
^« ""«^^ ^^ sight

lines hâve been marked on the dmwfn?!^'^"^"'
'° '^' «*^«'-- Front

the foot of the station. The cross sJ^Z "^ *' "• "'^ ^^«^"««« f™'»
with ^me of its lines uport^front Crf;.''f"^^ ^ '^' board
dioular to the former .n^he tt^o^t^Trincipal ^^^f

^"^ ^ P^'^-

fiui^^^^^^^^^^^ -ked o. one of the
with the trace of the princinfl nlan« 1 ' î T^'^ '' *^^'« distance,
gênerai ground plan the^^or fon o it wE^h' t "-'^t'^^'S *« '^^
perspectograph.

P"roion or it which has been obtained by the

marked 10 on the drawina bna:v1 ^T '^^"b'^^' ^^e front line
^-nd ffiusrbe so maS of SiTpa^r^^"*^' *" * "*^ ^^^^^"'^ «^ 5

=

•.MM
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103 Lenses.—The photographie lens is perhaps the most important
part of the mstruraental outfit : upon ita careful sélection dépends the
pertection and accuracy of the results.

There is no perfect lens
; ail are subject to aberrations and deficien-

cies of vanous kinds. By combining glasses and lenses of différent
shapes, the optician corrects some of thesê imperfections, and
it 18 Jfor the photographer to sélect from the numerous combina-
tioné^vailable that particular oijie the deficiencies of which will hâve
the least detrimental effect on the work coritemplated.
The curves ascribed to lenses are spherical. The line joining the

centres of the sphères forming the faces of a lens is the principal axis
Ihe lens is centered when the principal axis is perpendicular to the
planes of the circumferences limiting the faces,

Let Cl and Cj,
Figs. 146 and 147,
be the centres ofthe
sphères

; E^ and
-ff2 their r a d i i

.

Draw the parallel

radiiCi/andCa^^
and join lE. The
tangent planes at /
and S being paral-
lel, the incident ray
PI, which is re-

fracted along lEf
émerges parallel to
its original direc-
tion. is the opti-

cal centre of the
lens ; it is fixed by

FiE". 146/ *^* relation :

The
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LBNBES.

ir, .ad ^„ ,b,^,i, i.^,,„, ^^, ^^^^^_^^ _^^^ .__^_^^ ^^^ ^^

*

^ are the nodal
points. Their
position is con-
stant for raya
making a small
angle with ijhe

optical axis.
Their distances
from the corre-
sponding sum-
mits of the len-
ses are given by
the équationsFig--U7

AN. = ~ -

' n

^ H

c,o

0,0
in which n is the refractive index of the gLs.

— ^ and ^llil?
C,0

become ^u oy y, and g-j, the équations

w

n
The distance befî^een the nodal points is :

'

n ,

in which « iB the thicknesB of the I«nn

a p«.oi. co.i„, ««.."tKr^iSrCvf^it.f!"'"^^

<ft
^ÊÀïà-JÏ^.-''*''-
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two ^mia &rQ the principal foci. Their distances /,, /, from the
correspondmg nodal points N„ N,, are equal : this distance is called
the Joccd lerigth The planes F, K, /', S, perpendicul^r to the axis at
J'.J'.^are the focal planes. ,It is customary to number fche planes
and points of a lens from the side fi-ora which the light cornes Thus in

'

Pig:148 ^

Fig. 148, the light coming froni the left, F, is the first principal
focus, i\r, the first nodal point, F^K the first focal plane "and GJ^ the
first principal planej F., and lY., are the second principal focus and
second nodal point, F.,S and LZ&re the second focal plane and second
principal plane. In formulas relatingto lenses, lengthsare considered
positive in the direction of the light's course" and négative in the
opposite direction. In Fig. 148, the light coming from the left, the
focal length, i'jTV, or /^ is négative and the focal length FoN or
f^ is positive. In Fig. 146, the radius R^ is positive and iî" la
négative. In Fig. 147 both R^ and R^ are négative.
The value of the focal length is

,

/'—/.= Ro Rt

K

(n-l) Jlji,~R, +^e]
n being the refractive index of the glass and e^the thickness of the
lens. A positive value of /^ indicates that parallel raya convergp to
the principal focus after refraction; a négative value of /^ indicates

^

that the rays diverge from the prinpipal focus. ' \..

.
In thin lenses, where e can be neglected, the formula becomes :

— =(w

—

K4i-k}

n. •

^

ii:U'fi..«(;i;.i.,Si*;:':-î)i«.i
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The average value of n iq l-^ï . ;«. -, ' A
the foca{j^h :

"' " ^^

j
^ ' ^' g'^es for the approximate value of

•

!)

7
1

/_

'2R, ><
An oblique pencil ^T?' 7»^/ p:„ i.ov ^

a po.nt ^' ia the focal plà^e-^^H
"' ^ ««^^«'•g«^ after refntction t^

.^44:^%r ^^^ ''^' ^-- i- ^-i' - r^.rand' ^le' ea„,,

-
The point A andita i.nage /> are called ronj.,ate .oints.

'

Designatin^: bv f anrl /*' n i •. ^ > '

/^
1
*"" ^^•'2. we hâve :

1 ^1 1

Also:
J^f\

1

i&^^
;i:.t,tr^'

"'"' »"" ^^^^ '- *»
'^^

\. The intersections X an^Z nf a» • v 1

plane are on . parallel to the pStaUxt '"' *" ""'""«' P'-i-oipal

~nd,t,o„, a™ »x,Ju,uSo:;r:^„er:^hra.ïïsr^

rays 18 easily found.
,

''"^" "^^ any ray or pncil of

the fir,t focu, is, after ^.J^/;ZZ fo'tjt LTin'
«"" """»»''

piaÇ°:f ^T.™s"™rb:i:gt™ti' i: 'r-^* '^- --«' p'-ipi
to the second focus.

^ parallel to the axis, is refracted jn z!p.

paSirp,^hthr:snr„s«^^^^^^
R

^11
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of A is at the intersection /*^ oCjt% three fefracted
Thé image

The course of any ray; TX, after refraction, is found by considering
a parallel ray /', /' t.hrough • • "

tion ia in //.Ç paraît. I to the
its image at S iu the seconc
refraction obn verge to S~ As

the first focuB. Its courne after" refrac"
axis. A pencil parallel to /'',// forma
focal plane

; TX must therefore after
the intersections of the incident and

retrarted raya with the princijjal planes are on a parallel to the axis,
the course of the refracted ray is obtained hy drawing XZ parallel
h\ l'\ and joining ZS. JPl
The conjugale foci 7' and Tare fixe^J in the same manneç.

^
The raya, of course, follôw thèse directions only beford&ent|S^j|b,the

lens and after emerging there^rom.
"

*jP®P^

TheircourSeinside'
of the Ions is shown
l)y solid lines in the
ligure.

Thèse construc-
tions and définitions

apply also to néga-
tive lenses, but in
the latter, a pencil
parallel to the axis '

diverges frqm the
principal focus after
refraction instead of
converging to it.

In Fig. 149, the
same constructions
hâve been made and
the same letters used
as in Fig. 148. With
the positive lens the
image P of the point

point between a

To find Ihe prin#âl and focal* v\^'^^M£^TJ!'\^Ê»'J*
''

number of lenses, a ray parallel to^lWllp'^"o::i^^^S
the lenses on one side

;
its course is. constructed as already explainedand the pomt where it mtersecta the axis after the last refraction is onêof the principal foc. oi the combination. The corresponding principal

oiZTr r^TK^
*'' -^--ti- f the original and^finalTeSs

Of,.the ray. The same process applied to a ray parallel to the axis andW opposite d iiection, givea the other focué and principal--

Fig-.UO

A ia real
:_ with the négative lens, it is

positive lens and its principal focal plan

i>
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ABERRATIONS. ^
k HH

^
.

^^
. ^ 2 iV ,. Tl.o roy .l/i parallrl to (haaxii

i:

u

2 '

axi3

\

,<^ ^m

Jit., and AV parallel to the axis • ED du^ v L . " parallel to
ray and/, the second focus of the^^ib n^tfon îf

"'
v'"
"^^^

of the original and refracted raya is a noTnf nf J^ ^«tersec£ion H
plane n„.

™"^ '^ * Po^n^- «^ the second principal

104. ABKK„.™.,^h^Je;«5j^.t„,,
„„„,,,^^^, ^_^ ^^^,,

..-•"/\ "

'"'«^andthepencils'of light
^yere.not niuch inclined on
the axis. When the condi-
tions are diffèrent, the rules
given above are onlyapproxi-
.mate. A pencU parallel to
the axis do^s no^^er^fHie.
Lion rntvMi^K « »i^av_

n
Pigr.161

tion through a sin^te convex
lens, converge exactly to one
point. The èentral raya Ôieet

^
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m
j (Fig. 151), and the marginal rays in F'. In tryîng witK this lens

tofocusaluminous point on the ground glass of the caméra, it is
iiniX)S8ible to obtain good définition. The focus' is somewhere between
^ and / and the image appeara as a circulai- patch o£ light d^creiisin-
in intensity from the centre to tho edge. FF' is the longitudinal aber*
ration

;
it increases as tl,e- square of the aperture of the lens andmversely as its focal length. 67/ is the latéral aberration : it increases

îl tl! ™T^f
' aperture and inversely as the square^qf the focallength .,The aperture is reduced by diaphragnas: their eftect is to

eut off the marginal r..ys. In focussing h oanler/, the gênerai practice
is to do so with a large diaphragm, and to ii^ePt a smaller one for expo-
sing. When thore is much uncorrected spgerical aberration, the two
foci may be quite ditterent.

-.'.' c-

B
..--

1

—

".,
/

Fig',152

The grçater refraction of
the- rnavginal rays towards
the axLs is the cause of an-
other imperfection, c;i\W\ dis-

tortion, in the images pro-
duced by single lenses with
diaphragms. Fig. ir)2 shows
the diaphragm C in front of
the lens : 'the S(juare grating

• , . . -^1, perj»endicular to the prin-
cipa axis, gives an image like B with "barrel-shape " distortion The
axial rays are ndt displaced, but the other rays are refracted more andmore towards the axis as they approach the edge of the lens The
single rays represented may be taken as the axes of i)encils. The

" i)in-cusliion " distortion oc-
curs when the diaphragm is

behind the lens (Fig. 'l5.'i).

The marginal rays are still

more refracted than the cen-
tral rays, but after they hâve
crossed the axis at the dia-

I)hragm, they become diver-
i^ent and the opposite dis-

by placing the

\

n j

c

4v
37

/
/ -U.

Fi;r.îr)3

tortion occurs This explanation suggestsa'œmedy
. uy p.ac.ng tne

diap.ragm between two lenses, the " pin-cushion " distortion of the
front one is compensate.l by the "barrel-shape" distortion of the back
one. Al^hough this is the simj.lest form of a rectangular lens, it is not
the only way to correct distortion.

In passing through a single len^,^he différent j-ays of which whito^ght is composed are unequaTTy refracted, the deflection bein^reater"
for the violet than for the^ed part of the spectrum. Witl'i a pencil of



ABERRATIONS.
jq^

^^''^.'^V''^^ '^y^ -"^« *« - fo-s at r(Fig. 154), the green
-- fays at G and the red

rays at H. At none of
thèse points is a sharp or
uncoloured image ob-
tained. This is called
chromatie aberration.
The brightest part of the

Fig-.154 spectruih is near the line

A positive le„, of f.all 1^^,™' ^oweTttoSl'edlT'™ ''°"'.™-

lens of great dispersive power can b« m,!î„ *f,?"'"<«
."'"; » négative

rpain f^ ,he';t;er.a^:'a:dT'rJ^'^,::;„XTc'if'\'':rr'?

active ravs on ordinarv drv nW ' t f/ k "'u'
""^'"'^ ^'"^ **^« «^««t

i. L..efo.?::tt g^^^ :tn.sr. rriî^s^vtr-^^^^
^-^-

In focussing a figure AB in ^ pl^ne perpendicular to the optical axis
.;-.c ^^.(Fig. 1.^5), différent positionsof the

^Tound glass will generally be found

ni.t 'T^''^ ^' ^"'^ *he sides C and

J »• ^?, i ^^"""^
'
^^'^ indicates ciorvature

' ^i/ ^Ae^j^rf. A diaphragm GH reduces
the curvature by cutting off the rays of
•shorter foci. The farther thediaphragm
is from the lens, the flatter the field
becomes-but the distortion is increased.

perieneed in focussing extra axiakft^'inî^'" f^'"''^^?}^
frequently exl

Fig-.i55

fil

;l
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direction, accordmg as the ground glass i/ nearest to the first or lastposition Ihx^ x^ astxgmatimn ; ib increases from the centre to themargin of the .field. It is due to the convergence after refractionbeing smaller m the plane containing the optical axis and fadiating

point, or me-
ridian plane,

than in the
perpendicu-
lar or sagittal

plane. Let^C
6'A'(Fig.lôG)

Ije a small
recta ngular
elemeiit of

which Farls a
pfn€il>of>i)ar-

allel 'rays
;BH being

the section ofthe lens by
plane. The

Fig-.156
fu„ • 1- 1 ,

' uiesectionot
the meridian plane and DE its section by the sa-ittal

fo. •. • .
™«"?i*n plane containing the. centres of the snhericalfaces, jts mtersections^// by the latter are great circles of the sphèresThe ntersectionsof the parallel planes J& and CA' are very nearTvgreat circles, because they are at very short distancesfrom the LridTanplane. The sagittal intersections A C, DE, GK are sinall ciides of thesphères

;
the curvature of the faces is thus greatest in the sadttaîplane and smallest in the meridian plane. The convergence of the

Inî^^?^"^^" '^''•"^"^^ greater thau the convergelice of Vand H, the hrst ones meeting in F' while the latter intersect at FThe convergence in the planes of parallel sections being approximateU:

e^tro'f\t S/""^'.'T ^^' '^"^^ù^"^' ^Vdire°cteKrd\tcentre ot the field or radial, and another one, /', farther ofi andtangential. In the other small rectangular élément^ of he Ions tïesagit al sections are still small circles ; the sections parallel to themeruhan plane are not exactly great circles, but the^same gênera!character is p.eserved throughout of greatest curvature in the sSu
he lens H "°'"t '" '^' "'"^^'^" ^««*^«"«' «^^ small élément othe lens giving m the same way a radial and a tangential image.

There are thus two focal surfaces tangent on the optical axis, „ndbecoming more and more .separated as the distance from the cent^mcreases. The length FF is the astigmatic différence. In focZing

^ÙP^t^f^W définition is^t r, on « tangentm^l
18 at /. The best mean focus is somewhere between the two, a<-gk beingthe image of the radiating point and the figure of least confusion ^
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DIAPHRAQMS.
j^g

Some lenses give what is called " a^flare spot "
; it is a circular Datrh nfhght, more or less intense, in the middle of the hnJejTtumeyer found by experiment that it wa« an image of thfopenin^'irthedxaphragm caused by the back lens of combinations, but he œÛld notunderstand how a real image was formed with such a short dilnn!beween the lens and the diaphragm. The explanationtas^tt b!Sir John Herschell. The rays entering the back lens are S Jlrefracted

;
some are reHected by the back Surface, and reHected a^aTn hv

î!

m

^

«nin'
^l^"/«^«MS—The aberrations increasing rapidly with theaperture of a lens, the use of diaphragms naturally sucrcfests itle f Tna s,ngle lens they are placed in front, because the bir ëfsCe d s LiJ^

miUpd hvfh'T
•'^ the image dépends on the quantity of light ad-

squa e o^ ts' driler XlT'^'lr'' '"^ ''' ^P^^^"- ^ *° 'h«

tocal length
;
for instance by doubling the focal le'^g h t^rensio^

S stHb.TT
"' ^'""^'"^ r^ *^« ^^^^' admitted thro^gh thriens "s

'C^rre'd:::^ inV;;ir. '- '-'- ^'^ '^^^---^^

le^^t^^^Zi:^::::;:^:^ ^ ^P--. -d by , the focal

/'

c™ ed ^r""''-'' 'T'""''
^^'^ ^'^^'•^"^ '«^««« «r diaphragms is.computed^ There are, however, several allowances to be made AP«r ion of the hght is lost by reflection on the surface of the lensetand some is absorbed by the glass. If an exposure of 100 secondsS

tenth ùf the hght, then the proper exposure with a double combination

The\ru"'o? tEf'," 'V
--"ds; with a triplet, it is 123 seconds'Ihe colour of the glass Jias a great. influence on the rapidity of a lens'
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I

* *06 axis is :
,

q cos a

But an object forms an image largerin^(F,g 157) than in y, the pro-
portion being :

^

AO 1

Fig-.157

OP ces a

The proportion of the areas is

1

cos- «

1

cos^ «

the''lS^^ol7h7fi"eLtin3T'r "'""r^^^"^
^^«^ *^^ -«^^^ to

in photoVaphstken w th wTdJ 1 T^î'
'^'"

'^f " ^*^ '« ^«" «"^'keci

tioL^^rfh:^iŒfofVet "'^^^^^^^ p.^--^*^ ^-^ ^^^^--^^ p-p-
in the ratio^

'^"«'^^"«^«^ «^ the in.age formed on its surface
; it increLs

(iï

tureof-^L_ ia te,kfiTi ao „,,,•+ „^j „_-i. i- . .is tekenas unit, and each diai

oorresponding exposure as folk^ws :—
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No. 2 for y^

\ 5-66
\

\ «

11-31

" 16 " JL^
16

" 32 '' _Z_
22-6

^eiss takes as unit J^ -. hj^ nu„.ber
100 l's are

:

,P^"meyer adopta for his

No. 1 for _^_
100

" 2 " _ ^

7T

" 4 " _/
5Ô~

" 8 " _jL.
36

'.' 16 « ^/_
25

" 32 " /
18^

" 64 " _Z_
12-5

" 128 " _/_
9

" 256 " ^Ji^
6-3

nnit

V- 10

105

^
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the International Congress of Photography has recommended'9 10

and several opticians hâve Systems of their own. Many mark on their
diaphragnis nothing but the value of '

/ .

that is not, perbaps, the most comvenient System, hut it is the least
liable to cause confusion.

The section of-the axial pencil passing through the lens is equal to
the opening of the diaphragni when it is in front of the lens : d is the
diameter of the aperture and may be measured with a scale. When a

' lens or leuses are in front of the diaphragm, the effective and real

apertures are no longer
equal. The axial pencil con-

are no
axial

verges after refraction to the
fpcjis F, Fig. 158, of the posi-
tive front combination, and its

section is reduced when it

reaches the diaphragm. The
diameter of the effective aper-
ture is :

-a/Fig-. 158
d'= d

f-l

â is the diameter of the opening,-/ the focal length of the front lens or
combination, and l the distance from its second nodal point to the
plane of the diaphragm.

The effective aperture d' and the co-efficienti •

_/_

'

f-l

may be founrf by the following poocess due to Steinheil. After focus-
sing on â distant object, replace fhe ground glass of the caméra by a
screen with a small hole in the middle. Place a bright light close to
and behind the hole. Cover the lens with a ground glass ; an illumi-
nated circje is seen on it whiçh js the effective aperture. The diame-
ters of this circle and of the diaphragm are measured ; their ratio is
the co-efficient by which d must be multiplied.
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106. A>fASTIGMAT8 Tho I e

,
Thèse oondltio^r'jafetKofcrrXr"'-

n, are as follows -1
^""^ ^ °^ *^^« spectrum,

PROXT nENS.

w = 1 -55247

•-^i = + l-'^H millimètres
^2= +6-61
e=l-25 «

Fig-. 159

w= 1-51720

^3= +6-61 millimètres
ff4=+H-71

e = l-76

BACK LEXS.

«=1-51674.

^5 = - 28-33 millimètres
^6 =+20-13 "

e = 1 -00

n ~ 1 -57360

-^7 = +20-13 millimétrés
^8 = - 28-33 "

i c = 2-89 «

The axial distance between the two lenses i^ ^.«s _•„• .
diaphragm is midway between the lenses Th

.^/Ij^metres. The
anastigmats cannot be illustrated betSr^h .

'P^"^' ^"^^"'"'^ «^ ^^e
extracts from a lecture CiTv-^T^A^f''}'^^ ^'T^ ^^^ following
vention of the United Kingdom * '^^ "' '^' Photographie Con^

*^"'''''*^'°'^™»î^fPh^togra^^

l I
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dex, and an achromatic posterior part in which ihe crown has the hiffher
refractive index. Thèse two cemented parts of the doublet possess,
theretore, opposite différences of refractiveness in the crown and Hint
glassea employed for achromatisation. "Orown" and "fllnt" are
hère placed in opposition, not with respect to their chemical composi-
tion, but are considered with respect to their optical properties. The
same orlass may therefore appear in two différent achromatic com-
binations either as crown or flint. In the following remarks, crown
glass is always underscqed to refer to that glass of a hinary lens
which is less in relative dispersion, while the term fliftt glass refers to
that glass which has the greater relative dispersive power.

The combination of the two cemented parts having opposite
ditterences of refractiveness in the crown and flint,...,, , embodies the
important prmciple by which it became possible to effect anastigmatic
aplanatism of asystemof lenses corrccted spherically and chromaticallv
lor large apertures. ^

The séries of new glasses produced by the works of Messrs. Schott
<te ^.o., ot Jena, rendered it possible to realize tins principle in the
construction of Zeiss anastigmatic lenses.

Refractive and dispersive powers were,- with the older glasses
dépendent upon each other in a certain manner ; an increase in thé
one corresponded to an increase in the other. In order that anastig-
mats may be constructed, it is, however, necessary that a range of
glasses be obtained in which any refractive index may be coupled
with any de-sired dispersion. This is accomplished by the glasses made
by Messrs. Schott <fe Co.

^ ^ »

Ail photographie lenses preceding the anastigmats had either avery much curved field, or, if flat, an astigmatic field. In the latter
case the image was perfect in the centre, but deteriorated towards the

JgSc"^ '"^ "^ '^""^ "'^^ ^^ ™^^"^ ^^ ^ --5|. flat and

Let the object be placed in à plane which is accurately normal tothe axis of the objective, or let the object be at so great a distancefrom the objective that the différence in the distance of the différent

Tb.
""^y ^,"f.g^««t«d- Then the field of an objective is consideredtobe curved if différent pos^tions^pf the focussing screen are required.

-forsharpmîocuesingappint in the axis (centra of the image) and apoint lyiVoutside the centre of the image
' «««^ »«« »
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' '"": ""'?"»l point, :t t^JlZhtnZ

Fig-.160 ;;-^- plane, whieh inte^'ect" the ax/s t

are a contained i„ a plane who. i at 1 '
r^'-" ^f"'^'*^^

P«i"t«
objectée, or if thèse points He in ^:U:Î;CÙ '^^^Z^^

^' ^^«

^^^'^:^£^l^^!,^ .;-n.I, .., ela-axia,.
sçreen. ïhe two images are not ex.oHv-P ?''""' "^ *'^« ^««»««-ng
then. SI.OWS clista.tions in the d ectirns'^^.r; ' '." "" "'^J*''^^ ' «"« of

nght angles to the radii (tan-'enTdi.f
?''':"' Z '''" directions at

be demonstrated by means of 1.
'

'''""^' ^his fact may easilv
smallcirculardiscWinT., vr

/^P'-'^^'^t'c " Jens, say, by usinrï
ated outside the axi^InT a te.np;- ^ t^J t' 7^ ""^^'«etr^s'si^u'^
near,er position of the focussin- Jcrë'n 'h.;^'""^'^

^"^"^ i*- With the
as a radial line of a breadth propor on to"f^ r

^ ''" '^''' '"^P'^-^W, h the longer distance of^tho scr
".' ?>,'^" '^'*'"*'^«'- "^ ^'le dise,

circle concentric to the axi« ..f Ti ^'^'^f^"'
^^e image is an arc of a

Thelengthsof the racltû^^ tl.Srti:!^'^ ' ^^"\^"^''^^ ^^''^^-^-n)
ally dépendent upon the dia4«"ceoflr/ ""'''^'^"^"*'^'««^^^^^
and increase continuously froT ce„t e fn

'^
^^'^'^"'^ ""^ '^e screen,

"aplanatic" lens. With obiô tK. ,
?•

'"'''^'"' ^" *be case of the
are thus tvvo image surfit '^^^^^^^^^^ ^^l -^^^-atic images, the':
Thes« two unage surfaces touch each ô h" ^"^,i^«

«'^!"« «bject plane,
and the distance between them iwêa'es . 'r

^"
'Y''"^^

""«^'° P^'^^.
«'argin. " Mean curvature " mâv brd.H '""°"u^^

^'"""^ '^"^^''^ ^
représente the arithmetical mean Jf the d".''' '^f

'"''^^"'^ ^'^'«^
jurftxcesfrom the ideai surface '^ë^LÏ^'^ri^^*^" '^° »'^ge™m the two image surfaces inter se and thT

'"^^''^""" '^^ d«t«"«
centre to the margin. The followin;! tnTnf" '.•"'''^"^ ^'•«'^ '^e"wing is an mteresting experiment :—
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Arrange in one plane (Fig. 161), along the radii of
concentric circles, bright dises. The angles between
the radii should bechosenaccording tatho astiginatic
aberrations and the focus of the objective. Direct
the axis of the objective fit right angles towards the
centre of the systern of radially grouped dises, and
focus one ol the extra-ajjial dises. Th\i image obtained
at the shorter distance oh the focussing screeu from
the objective is, as Fig. M)2 shows,,, a portion of a
radial line wiiich, in pVoj)ortion to the curvature of
the image plane, becomes more and more indistinct
tt)wards either side, and is more^r less interrupted
radially in proportion to the degçwe of astiginatic
déviation. Fig. 1 62 is an image olj^^ined by focussing
a (lise on a citcle situated niidwft;3RLetween the axis

,^ and the outside circle. It will» b* seeri that images
of ail the di.scs grouped along tlre'same circle are of
the sanie degree of distinetness or "indistinetness,

and also exhillit the same amount of .distortion.

Fig-. 162

^-,-sN
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\
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Focussing at the greater distance of the sereen
shows the object (Fig. 163) tangentially distorted.
The image tlius Ix-cohucs composed of a séries of
circles concentiic "^©Hk} centie of the image, which

are moie or less ihîen-upted, or perfectly uninter-,
rupted. The" dises grouped along another circle,

which lias net been sliarply focussed, are siniilarly

distorted, though in a léss marked degree.

V.

y Tf, now, a sereen having drawnupoait circles con-

/ centric to the axis of the objective and radii, be sub-
•"^

'stituted for the systeni of dises, the astiginatic ob-
jective would reproduce the original with partial
similarity, but both Systems of lines could not Bimul-

Fig-, 103 taneously be delineated with the same position of the
sereen. The shorter distance would yield sharpness

of the radial éléments, the circles at the same time being badly detined
;

the longer- distance would show the circles sharply, and at the same
time the radial éléments badly detined.

A sufficiently large sereen bearing the two Systems of lines, radial
and concentric circular lines, appears thus to form the most natural
test for astigmatism. Such a sereen would, however, be too unifoi"m
and too little adapted for exhaustive tests.

^ The sereen 2x2 mètres area, as it is used in the photographie lab-

Ofatory of Cari Zeiss, of Jena, is for this reason arranged somewhat
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arefixedto tho slreea witl/Z oV S' 7/ ''f f"P'"' '''«'"««Ives

manner that in each 'stnip tho ru).',!
''*' ^'^''^^^'i i» «"ch a

The .niddle of tho scre f. œntan a'«:.^^d''"'""''^'
^'"«^ '^^^--te

cross lines, which is intended > tin., ^i^
cons,st,n<^ of rectan^d^

tangential parallels fonn .nhZ^%^''^''''''f ^'^^^^n. '''Ihe
eirces, while the radial paralle e t ko t T''"'. "î eoncentric
ceeding f,,,m th^scentre. The (Ji il en.a I t

^ -f "^ '*'« '•^"'« P^-o-
the focussing .oreen for shar^ e itSTn , ",r"*^" ' "' P"''^''^'«'^« «^
the Systems of straight lines .vnrPsèn.

"^ '"'^'•«'nal j.ortions of
the purpose of den.onstratin,; S^^Z^^l'^T ''""••^'"«- ^'^^
ast.gmat.sm, the screen has s^quare oklsof n. ? ""i^^"

^''^"««^J ^^7
lar cross Unes, dia^onally attachéd to • T""' '^''^ ^''^ «-«ctangu
the System of lines is p.ilvUld td at i ^^t'^^

'

iT"'"'^'-
*'^'^' >" -«

d.agon,-d,, while in the other case hév are
^?^'f''''J^^'^'^^Jy.t'> the

by the te,t screen, il (Z^ing Ï2:ZS^'""-"'"'°^ '" ""'^M

In this case—representod by Fig

Pig-.164

16^,—in which J is the f>oint 6f
"'tersection of the a^^f theo >jectue and the pla^ of the

sinrof î», f
»™^ge-«ha>-p foc„s-

sins of the tangential lines causesthohnes winch are atright anglesto the radius to appear nearlv
«harp, while the lines which a^
Parallel to the radius are almo ^

smg of t^he radial lines producesthe converse of the last test. TheImes parallel to the radius appeau
«harp, the lines af right angfeÏÏo
it disappear (image b). Meanfocussmg résulta in a tota% UI
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defined image, and eventually in raore or leas raafked reversion of
the crosa lines, such as a white net in a blacft field; (

^. The straight linee of the iiet are inclined at 45° to thp radial
direction. In Pig. 165, let A
and A' again be the points of
intersection of the objective axis
with the plane^ of the object and
ymage^ re^pectively. TangerUial
fëcussing causes the rectangular
cross lines to be distorted so as to
présent the appearancé of tan-

)
gentially elongated hexagons,
and, in the case of great astig;

matic différence, it may resuit in
almost précise commutation of
the cross lines into a single System
of tangential Unes (image a, Fig.

r 165.)

A'

•^ Radial focussing produces
Fig-. 10^)

-- radially elongated hexagons and
may, with great astigmatic

différence, .resuit in chan;,'ing the cross lines into a single System of
radial lines (image 6, Fig. 165.)

If we focus between thèse two limits, thejietraay, similarly as above,
eventually be revet-sed so as to appear as blnck points in a white field • -

the same effçct may also be produced in anastigmatic images by un-
sharp focussing. Similar results of a more or less marked character
may be obtained by replacing the quadratic net by one formtd of oblongs,
rhombi, circles, »kc. . -

In order that fchese relations mightbe illustra'ted,pl«btographs of the
test screen were taken im the photographie laVjoratory of the optical
Works of Cari Zeiss, and the photograplis so obtained were reproduced
by photo-lithography. Tliere ^ire tour plates, of wliich the two most
characteristic ones are-No.s. I and IV. Hère an " apianat " and "an-
astigmat " are subjected to direct comparison. Plate I has been taken
v^ithan '.' apianat ". made by a renowned firm. The objective had a
Ibcal distance of 14 cm. and a relative aperture of F/6, and was stopped
down to F/12-5. Image and object are in the ratio of 75 to 1000, and
the angle subtended lîy the object is about 67°.

The centre of the screen is sharply focussed. In this part the
=^elineation is extremély good, a sufficîeiîr prbof that the "ôbjectîveT^
per se, was a good spécimen of its kind. As the margin is approached] *^

\
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lines are fairly sharp ipT^e eZ'?h '"T ,

."^^"^ '^' "^^^^^^^^
m définition past thô thizïpart 6f tL fi

.

'i^^'r'
'""'

'"^P'^^J^ '^''ease
the bounding^ Ii„es of wS a^ lï rS' ^f

'^" ^**?«"'^l «q»ar^«.
tively to the radius, it is Sed^h^f

"ght angles and parallel respec-
edly sharper than the rS Hnfes he U. '"l'"''"'

''"«^ '^••^. ™'^k-
and in the sqnares. whose^d^, «.e\cHn:dt 4?^? f^-V^^'^^^'^'

,

tion, the distortion at the mar«.in nf fï ? *^ ^^'^ '"'^«l»'^! direc-

in the former case. T^ere^ thl ^^f
'^' '""'^ '' '^^^' «--^ing

but barely any traces of 'th^; ItaT whT '^«"''-^^'y focussed,
imperfections of the margin ouLlt^: wllibe nSd'"

'"'^^'"^^^^

-fdtr Pla^I "LTe tslW'^' ^^™« "^P'^^^" - ^^at
werefocussed; in the seconcf cLe ^he n? ""''r'i

'"'^''g'-' >'"-
the critical partof the object. Wh le in tf"?' '^'^"'' ""«^^ ^^^'•«^«d

appeared to be fairly shaii. in the latt^r n
'''"^'' ""^^ '^'^'^ '^«"*'-«

less. The characteristics of^fiL f

•

'^^, '' ^^'^ ^^ally worth-
apparent in both plaTes

^^'ë^^^^^, «s above e^plained, becoine

singles; l^adlitTo/^^^^^^^^^
not at the same time be correcST fl T'™ ."' ^"' ''^"^ «•^"'^

-anastigmat" was the fi^tTens n wh^oh
'' ^^. '^"^^- ^he Zeiss

matic apianatism was co^binS wïh th«
'

T- ^«
P«'"<*d out, anastig-

of a good photographie l^r^
'^ *^' realization of other requisitt

W tn\r^i^:;t'-;^^^^^^^^^^^^ yields sharply defined points
fixed uDOn the plan! négative plate of thTr'";

«^'"^^^"«ously be
when tLe points^onstitutinrthe obieL ar/ *^^^^^^ *PP^™*"«
nght angles to the axis, or when fchVi ! °^^^7 '" ^'^^ P'^ne at
tance from the objective If^ l ^ T ^^.'' «^l^tively great dis-
these Sharp point^^n the p LeT w^uld be'^

«-"Itanfously fi,
curved sensitive surface corres£nH?nif *T ® «ecessary to use a
Clearly the use of such cu3 «3.^ ^.'"'^^'"'"^ «^ '^ i^age-
must not be forgottenJLtfTreaehienrt

'*'"*'"
ï impossible, for it

even each degree of maenifirL^n ^^''^^^P?' ^^^ ^ocal length, and
corresï^nding^urvatu'^^^'Srno^^^^^^ ^ .«» <^-tinct
enoe attached to curved nhr.fA„-7 u- ^. "® practical inconveni-
any rate. limita to^t neS^S'', P***"^ ^* P''^^^'»*^ ^e are, at
View tfate iâ n undesiSble Z^l^ ^^- ,^«^^ ôpticarpoînt ÔT^
and depth of the cuTvïï^l^iJ'^*^""'

"^''^ '"""«^^ ^««^ dSLtiou
il
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„ The flat plate cannot be covered uniformly and sharply from centre
to edge, unless the objects are grouped on a curved surface correspond-
ing to the curvature o£ the image. With portrait groups, photo-
graphers hâve a means o£ compensating the anomaly by arranging
the persons in a semicircle, in the centre of which the objective is
placed. With landscape and instantaneous photographe, however,
such an expédient is only rarely, if at ail, applicable.' In order to
obtain tolerable distinctness in the image froin centre to edge it
would be necessary to work with narrow angles or to stop the lenses
down considerably.

In working in this manner it must be borne in raind that both in
the centre and at the f.dge, near and far objects are to be depicted
simulta,neously

; the objective, yielding a curved image, causes, how-
ever, distinct objects,6n the photographie plate to appear indistinct,

and sufficiently near objects
sharp at the edge when the
focussing is sharp for the
centre. On tho oblong flat

négative plate ABCD (Fig.

166) letp near objects be
depicted at AB, distant

,

objects at CD; then, if the
centre. M, be accurately
focussed, the points of sharp
delineation are situated

upon a curve, and are
represented by E, which intersects AB in two points, and ia

symmetrical with respect to AB. By stopping the lens down
we obtain, as is well known, greater depth for distant objects
when focussing for near qbjects. In the présent case the depth
necfessarily dimiftishes from the centre' to the margin. The limits
may be graphically represented by curves 7\ and T^, which, being
symmetrical with respect to E, hâve their greatest distance apart
at M. The depth of focus is represented by the area copteined
between T, and 1\. By this area the imperfections of thê^arginal
image may readily he ascertained. When it is important to improve
the distinctness at the edge it is necessary to sharply focus a point
situated at a distance from the centre and to sacrifice the distinctness
at the centre. > ,^

The déficient depth of focus of a lens yielding a curved image does
not, under certain conditions, become apparent in street scènes. In -

such cases it may happen that the positioif of the caméra is such that
the rows of houses are delineated simultaneously on both sides of thé
Street, the distant houses being ^hus shown îii tfie centré, thëneàF^
ones at the edges of the plate. In such a case the curvature of the

Fig-. 166

D

fctïfe'.V as-
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Under theae cirit^n:;^^";^^^^^^^^ directions, in t^ tag^
anastigmatic correction of thfl L7 '

'?^«^e''. hâve to abandon

X

distinctness. Those oSnte nf f >,
•^*'' ^""^ *^ »•««' content with n^rf; ?

inasagittalseetiorS^^^^^^^^^^^^
directions), which touches the ilrmevL^f^^^T^^ P^'^'s of radiïï

a^tr^.l^;^,^^tion

section of thesetage'lurlce;^:":
i'^'^Paasmg, through the axL S ^k ^^"^

would Dresenf f},n
°* ^^^ ^«ns

Fig. 16^7 Tu,Îe ^PP"^'-^"^^ «hpwn in

ioiage points in tht
^PP^Ï^^^^ to the

Pi^.167
.
(tanUiaTl\lttn)T;^T' "f^

rep-ntsthea.softheIenrra'sernX^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^-^ ^^^

sufficp^idJ,t^::t ÎÏe^XrrJT« ^^ ^'^«^^ ^«^-s be

f,f
^^<^\^«' and the stopping downW t?rl

distmctness is then very
ail desired to obtain sharp definitiorat the

^'""'^ 7'-^ ^^'^ ^^ ^^ is S
tending over a considérable field

^*^«^ ^^ ^*''- définition ex-

An objective having an anasfiV

If
atically flat field, s^ucî as ife

whtrïï^^ig^^iei'^rp^^^
bounded bySs 1 r''^^^'',/^
to tho -

•'^ .®^ ^i ^2 paralJelto the focussmg line E Thisobjective delineates near and'

J
t^form

^harpness at centre. >nd .l

from centre to mar^ wiS

f

8*

Fig-. 168
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necessitating the saine amount of stopping down that is imperative
with the " aplanats." The aaastigmats hâve in proportion to their
covering power a considérable relative rapiditv.

Owing to the better concentration of light in the anastigmatic flat
image, ,-»s compared with the anastigmatic curved or astigmatic flat
images with an objective of the former type, the intensity necessarily
diminisheà 1. s ; trora centre to edge than with a lens belonging to
either of tho last named types. This advantage of the Zeiss anastig-
mats cannot be overrated, as the oblique incidence of rays at the
edge of the image is, in itself, productive of a continuous diminution
of intensity towards thé edge. The anastigmats yield a négative
which is uniformly exposed from centre to margin. The advantages
resulting from the anastigmatic flatness of field greatly extend the
range f the applicability of thèse lenses.

The advantage of being able to use a targe stop wheri a certain size
of plate is prescribed, ànd the advantage of thu uniformly bright field
assist in the solution of the probl^m of using short focus lenses for
relatively large plates. With S given rapidity of the objective, essen-
tially shorter foci may be used in the case of anastigmatic lenses than is

admissible with other types. For instance, anastigmat F/6-3 (Séries
II) of a focus of 105 to 120 mm. is quite sufficient for sharply cover-
ing a plate 9 x 12 cm. (3J x 5 inches) at F/9 ; with the older types the
focus would hâve to be 190 mm. (7^ inches) at least. In onder to
cover 13 X 18 cm. (5 x 7 inches) at F/9, it was necessary to eiiytloy a
lens of, say, 350 mm. (14 inches) focus, whereas, with the anastig-
mate this resuit can be obtained with a focus of 210 mm. (8i inches),
and even with 170 mm. (7 inches). Short foci give, however, at
equal distances of the object, a better depth than long foci ; they yield
a sharper image of objects situated at différent distances from the
apparatus. The anastigmatic lenses hâve, therefore, in another aense,
greater depth of focus than the older lenses.

Thèse advantages become particularly upparentin instantaneous and
wide-angle lenses, and in the photography of architecture and interiors
and in copying. Détective caméras may be.made of smaïler dimensions,
as they may be fitted with short-focus lenses. Photographs. of archi-
tecture and interiors, and reproductions of maps and paintings, may
be taken by means of rapid lenses, i.e., at short exposures.

In conclusion, the other advantages which the Zeiss anastigmats com-
bine with the anastigmatic flatness may be shortly enumerated. They
are as foUows :

—

1 jj The reflection images hâve a most favoural^e position.
" They admit of the mos^eolourless fflaBses beinjr used ; and =
3. The two parts of the doublet are in close proximity.

M
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injage. By this meàns the appelran^^^^^^^^ t'P"^ *he plane of the

With objectives of tbe sale^e f oetlnTe "!.
^'^^^ ^^^^^"^^'

can, with a given focal length onlv beX !i^u'''"°""*^^«Pfcb
stoppmg down of the lens. Thèî^l.r\

""^^ ^^ corresponding
is carried, tbe less becomes the LrwM;.h ^r"''"' '^^u

''°P^'"^ ^«-^
If. in addition to this, the scantv it^^ïT ^'^i

'^''^"^''^ ^^e lens.
impaired by detrimenta colouring S th!.!^^"'

^^'"'""^ ^« ^"''ther
the glasses formerly used in thl 1 . F-^'^"'

*' ^^•' ^^e case with
naturally m,os.i,lZt:^'^:Z^t^Zj ^^^^"^^^^ ^* ^---

being used. BeLe t^e appli attnTtr.'ït^^^^'^^^ ^^ Pl^^««
the construction of photog^raphtleLfs thîs £f'" ^^'^'^ ^'"«««« ^
ofimpossibilities. Even with 8torF/25^'ri!l**^ ^^^ P»^^

'

photograpbs are still obtainable ^ '^ ''^ ^/^^ instantaneous

JXSrt;' ^htrch^it^ m^L^rr •
^^^^^^'î^ ^^« ^^--«- «^

It diminishes that part of the de^SofthT? ^T ^^'^^''^ ^ «^ge-

(Fig. 169) be the lenses forming a doublet of a

fis- 160
di-e^. 2A i.e ^ U the p,«,e „, ehe di.ph™«„, ..a ,.t th, di.
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phragm be situated midwayHSetween L^ and L^. Let a be the dis^
tance of the diaphragm from the apex o£ the anterior surface, and let
2c? be the diameter of the aperture of the diaphragm.

'

If, for the sake of simplification, the collective efièct of the parts of
the doublet be neglected, i. e., if it be assumed that the diameter of
the pencil passing through the diaphragm 2rf is also 1d previous to the
passage through the lens, and also if we disregard the curvature of the
external surfaces and the thickness of the lenses, then the oblique
pencil passing through 2c? is stopped at that particular moment when
the principal ray, H, is of that degree of obliquity which is represented
by a straight line contained in a plane passing through the axis of the
objective, and Connecting the edge of the lens with the edge of the dia-
phragm on the same side of the axis, Let the atigle between this
principal ray. H, and the axis be a, then it will easily be seen that

tan. a
D—d

This limife is increased in a measuré as the différence D—d increases,
t. e., in a measure as the aperture of the diaphragm d becomes less.

When D—d is constant, then a increases in a measure as a de-
creases.

From this we infer : the shorter the distance of the diaphragm
from the extrême apices of the lenses, the later is the moment of the
stoppage of oblique pencils by the edge of the lenses.

107. SuRVEYiNG CAMERAS.—-The number of instruments devised or
proposed for photographie surveying is considérable, They are divided
into three classes :

—

Tst. Urdinary caméras.
2nd. Surveying caméras or " photogrammeters."
3rd. Photo-theodolites. -

The tirst and second ones reqyire an auxiliary instrument formeas-»
uring angles

; photo-theodolites are intended tb be employed alone.

Ordinary caméras must be provided with a level ; the relative posi-
tions of the plate and lens must be invariable, and when adjusted, the
plate must be exactly vertical,

The horizon line is determined by two zénith distances of well-defined
objecta as far apart as possible. The principal point is ascertained
from the azimuths of at least three points. It is expédient to make
thèse déterminations for every photograph.

:-J?lie enjployment oi^ ordinary eamera» for surveying oonnôt be re-
oommended

; satisfactory results cannot be expected from imperfect
instrumenta.

4.
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Onfort^^^^^^^^^^^^ or pbotogra..ete!.
bellows set on a horizontal circleittoi./ * '^°?^''* ^'^^ ^^^^^Sapd tangent screw serve to brinl the on?,.!

" ^ •''*^"*' ^*'«- ^clamp
Two métal roda connectrSZX^T' "^ any desired azin^utlT
the plate. The levellin-^ sfrews^l n ? ^ ff f

"** *^« ^'^"^^ bearing
horizontal circle restingVtC oror,ï

"' ''^^
^"^J'^ ^^e tripod. th^e

dispen.es with the usu^al J^Z^r^Î:T^"'!' ^^' -«-rangement
.
the height considerably.

^ '^ "* instruments and rèduces

trianguiar bai ^iri:^tCX^:z^it::t '^ ^^^^'^ ^^^ ^^^'-i

^^^^::^^::^.^:^^ -—^^^^ ^ -^^ in tVo
are changed through a bag placed'unde near^Tr'

'^"""^
'
'*^' P'*^^^

n a pecuhar manner
; it 1s placed on fTw ^ ^^""^^^ '" supported

is jointed to the head of a triS Se f^
^^ f VT'''''^ ^«^' ^^^^^

upper end of the vertical r"d are InLof\ ^^^" "^ ^''" *"P^ ^«^^ ^he
18 given by ratchet wheels and^aX ^ "''"''' '" ^*'>^'^ ^^'^^^«n

R. Lechner, of
Vienna, Austria,
makes the three
following patterns.W e r n e r's (Fig.
1 70), is an ordinary
folding caméra set
on a triangularbase
with 1 e V e 11 i n g
screws.

ir

I ;l

Fig. 17p.
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Pollack's photo^rammeter (Fig. 171) is a rectangular métal caméra
mourfted on a gra«|uatod circle with levelling screwa. The rîsing

front is movëd by a f'ack

and pinion, the displace-
ment heiiig read onascale

\^y g, microscope and ver-
nier. The object gkss is"

an anastigmut//18. In
front of the j^round glass
is a métal framç gradu-
ated in centimètres.
There is a spécial con-
trivance for pressing the
plate in the dark slide

against this frame, so*

that the centimètre scale
is impressed on the photo-
graph. This serves, fi rstly,

to détermine the vertical '

and . horizontal Unes,
secondly, to eliminate
any error in the registra-

tion qi the plate holder,

and, thirdly, to mark ariy

distortion of the paper.

In the middie of the
focussing screen is an eye
pièce with cross threads
exactly opposite the
object glassj with which
it forms a télescope. It
is so adjusted that the
intersection of the threads
côincides with the princi-

pal point of the perspec-
tive.

Adjuatibg screws are
provided for tilting the
caméra until the plate is

vertical, and for adjust-
ing the frame in front of
the photographie plate so
as to Jiring the liQrizoru

IFig. m.
and principal lines in
correct position.

T
plat

carr

top,'

pape
by n
alida

bein^

the,\
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SURVEYim CAMERAS. ^
i Huebl's " PJane table photogrammeter " h^ tK

'
'

172), 18 a compact and verv wpII • I -^^^ ^"""^^ maker (Fie.
(iamera base or carrier oi^whiT ""l'^'^'T^

instrument. It -^b a
tje tripod and the ZlZ ^ onn^ted ^^^^^^^^^^^

"""^ '' " P^^n
spiral spi^ng. The tops of the leveHin' soTlÎ «> " T^'^^ «''''«^ '^ith

of the caméra.
levelUng screws fat into slits at the bottom

Jig. 112.
The back fraone is lilcn P«ii..^i > i ,

plate is brought in c;nta:t ^ llt''^",'^'' 'ï -"«-«t--. «nd the
'

carrying the plat, holder. T e pLuLritv .T'.î
"'^''"" °^ ^^'^^ ««^^

top, which is disposed for use as an ^ u,
^^''^ ^««trument is the

Paper is fixed to it, and the dirècdoï of
"^

.
^ '^''' «^ ^'^^^^g

by means of an alidade witb tlll
«^ emportant points are drawi

aîîdaae is ëmployeHoS ti^S^
*^^ th^^

^ingi^giste^don^heXe tabiranHT* ^' .^^«^'^^6 azimuths
the vertical circle and noted

^'^'"''^ ^^^ ^«"^'b distances read off
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Paasing to photo-theodolites, we fihd among them the first instru-
ment specially constructed for surveying.purposes, Col. Laussedat's
photo-theodolite, mad'e by Brunner in 1858-59.

Fig. 173 shows this instrument as now constructed by E. Ducretet
and L. Lejeune. The base of the caméra is the lower part of a
théodolite, with levelling screws, graduated hoiizontal circle and vernier.
The caméra proper is a wooden rectangular box ; the sliding front
board carrying the object glass is moved up or down by a rack and
pinion. A télescope with striding level and vertical arc is fixed to one
side

; on thé other is a si^rht, for rapidly bringing the optical axis in
any given direction. The instrument is levelled by means of the strid-mg level in the sanie way as any other théodolite ; vertical and hori-
zontal angles iire mmsured »lso in the same manner. When the Une of

colIimatioQ of the télescope is horizontal, it must be directed on the
principal point of the perspective. Tlie registering marks of the horizon
and principal lines are checked l.y bringing, with the striding level,
the télescope to this position. It may occnsionally be desired to usé
the instrument for measuring angles only without taking photographs,
AS, for inatance, in makingasubsidiary triangulation^ It wouW be in^
convenient to carry the caméra when it is not needed. In this case, it
is detached and the télescope set up as in Fig. 174 ; reduced to this
form, it is an ordinary surveying transit.

'4 ^
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R. Lechner makes PoUack's photo-theodolite (Figs. 175, 176 and
177). The caméra is the same as in the photogrammeter, and there is

Fig. 176.

adied a vertical circle, télescope and striding level. Witliout the.//
caméra, the instrument is an ordinary théodolite. i ;

'

Fiff. 177.
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Hufficient, and most of the instruments are mode for vertical views only,

^ Fiff.179

The levelling screws are part of the tripod head, as in Meydenbauer's
photogrammeter, and they support the horizontal circle. The vertical

-^"""^^ i"i——
^-
—

i
1 1 -afe^ OBT an upright—art the ^îdcr-

—

fhw'
object glass moves in ito tube so that it can be adjusted to the focus
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o£ near objecta. The displafeement is read on a scale with a vemier.
"

The caméra can be detachfd and- the instrument used for measurihg

angles only, as ayi ordinary théodolite. It is pàoked in three boxes of

convenient shape for transport ; one contains > the caméra proper,

another one the two circles, trfcod head and télescope, and th^ last

one, the plate holders. •

^*;-;

P

Fig. 181.

BRiUNSCHWG.

The tripod is formed of the alpenstocks of the three men carrymg

the cases ; th^ are fixed with'thumb-screws to the tripod head. This

instrument was constructed for use in the Alpa, where men must hâve

alpenstocks and where the tripod is the most awkward part of the

engineer'9 «quipment. The alpenstocks being. very stroug mtike a firm
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a plate, the case is closed affT,!l • iu
*^® purpose of changing

inS^Brted thro^gh the sîeeve^the e^Z!^' T?''^ ^? ^'
'
*^« ^^^^^ ^'^

and the carieraS ' '' ^^''^ ^^"^"^ ^'•«"^ box ^3. put in position,

«rhile othera are desi^i to furnfl \ B^ometv\o^\ construction^,

the measuremenro^lhe pïZraZ t,' ^
'^'

T"^'- r^'«^°°
appliances and s«b.itted ^SSa. ^Sfe rht-thfl^

R
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Starke & Kammerer, of Vienna, is an instrument représentative of the
latter class, and wiU be described with a little more détail ; the remarks
apply to other instruïnents of the same kind* The gênerai principle
ot thèse instruments is to hâve a télescope moving in a plane parallel
to the principal plane of the perspective ; in this one, the object class
of the caméra takes the plaèe of the ohject glass of thètelescotoe, and
tor that purpose is combined with an eye pièce in the middle of the
ground glass With this télescope, not only can the horizontal angles
required by the survey be measured, but also vertical angles The
object, however, is not.to make extensive séries of angular measure-
ments but only to take readings on the points of fhe triangulation.
Ihe three levellmg screws of the base rest in slits on the head of the
tripod to which the base is fastened by a central screw and spiral
spring. In Fig. 183, the levelling screws apppar in A, A, A. The base

carneà the vertical axis and horizontal circle ; the latter is graduated
to 20' on its vertical face, and is read to 1' by means of a vernier N
and microscope L. The end of the vertical axis carries three arms,
-«1. ^2> -^3» t" which the vernier is screwed. The vertical axis is
adjusted by means of the three levelling screws and of the two levels
1-^,1 2- The plate, on which are the levels, is screwed to the arm BA clamp E and tangent screw M complète the base.

^

•This deHcription is from a paper by G. Starke in th^"^^tBchrift de- Oeeter-reiBchischen Ingénieur nnd Architekten Vereines." No. 5 of 1894. -

v^esier

m
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In the slitsr, r r of thearms B, B, B, rest the three levelling8crews F, F, F, of the caméra (Fig. 184) ; the caméra is screwed fn,m

Fig. 184.

liftin"'!f %h^'
'''''"

r*- ^
^^r^'"'

^'^« «^ *«P f^"- convenienee in

10/ l "
, ^' *'' *^dj"8tment with the foot screws Z', F, F Fi«

t1 "iSrJ^LT"'" ^'"'"/^t
^'^^ "^^'^ ^"d F'g- ï«^ from"abov^:

position of h^Z7 r"'' l
^^""'^ ^ **^« «^'"^'•^ ^hich fixes theposition of the focal plane

; the ground glass and the dry plates are

wiîh'tot^hr'r'
"''' ''• '' ^^"^^«*^ '

^ ^«- «-1- at'riS :„gie"with notches at every centimètre. Those in a, a., and h,b are the

Sctu^ ™th '

^^•'«^rr^^:
^he intersection Is 'the miàdie o7 h:

cÔnstn,;t.nJ^K
^'^

fu^^ P''*"'"^ ^^ 17-8 X 22-8 centimètres. By

ZiX te è è t,l -?^« Ji-«d that ^a, is exactlx^^jenaieaiaF te 6,62, thus when ttjWg is BbrTstontal, 6,6 'is m tSTvertical plane pei^igndicularto a, a,.
^ ^ '

®

9è

>
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* . *'

The lens is a Zeiss anastigmat, //18 of about 212 millimètres fociw

fferical motion, and xt is at such a distance that parallel rays fall nf'^n it ^converge after refraction .to points in the plane çf tL framfRR, m which plane also are the face of the dry plate, the duJl.side ôtthe ground gUss and the threads of the diaphragm in fr^n of thleye pxece. The distance of objecta photogîaphfd for sZveyUtgenerally so great that a fixed fc^us has no dPsadvantage, and the sfo^

^i» 185.

S^ IZ^ ?7n^ «"lP^*>y«ï throughout. For distances of 500 400300, 200 and 100 mètres and with a lens of 212 millimètres fc^uB.'

h^.^ ?
millimètres respectively. For shorter distances, the lensbas a motion m the direction of the axis to the «vf^nt «* i

millimètres. This bnngs in focus objecl. Za£^ at 23 met,^' ('Z
ï:rirs /s^^eJtTS^LttiL" ^^^^^^^^^^^

f

s

t

t

1

t:

Frg

Tb<
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^''
^«P-
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fL^I"" '""^^^«^f
«,»n the dh-ectioiï of the axis when the block t travèls

,400.
F0CU8,

015,
Biens

two
from
siens

nped

The
)tion

• " Fig. 186. '.
,

T^-i
7Jt««al motion is given to the lens by the raSk and pinionsK KFrgg 184 and 185

;
the latter, K,, is for slow wln K he c^'Jl^

th« vS''"'"V' "^T^r^ '^•^ * ^^*^« '" di-ided to miUiu^etres w7hthe vetmer n reading toOOS millimètre. This scale is 140 millime™
'

lu''^' • ^ *"* ^^ *^® «P*^<^»1 axis is directed below

Af7n"/''u'??,^'''""^^^** 140 is directed above.
A.t 7U it should be exaotly on thè horizon.

/ Two frames I and II i«gs: 'WZftincl 188^ servç toœake a light,.tight connection between the single
plate holders or groun^glass and the caméra. Th^y
fl*a-«»aîreoted by^ beîlowB TT/ TT^Îs fîiçd'to
the camer^, but II can ùjove iw far as the bellows
extend Each frame carnes two hooks; the frame
1 has the upper right one, h^, and an exactly similar

Fig. 187.

:/
^' i
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one lower left The frame II has the upper left hook A„ and à lowernght oae. .Thèse hooks fastefi t4ie ground gla3s and plâte-holdertothe caméra. The ground glass is shown in Fig. 189 ; in Fig 187 it i^
- represented in section attached to the\ caméra

Ihe outer womlen frame carries two '

metai
diagonals connected to a central ring. In the
middle of the ring is the eye pièce .novable on
the axis x^x.,, but which may be fastened by'
the two Haps;>,;j, in its normal position with
the optical axis perpendicular to the ground
glass. Oppo^te the notches a,a., b,b., of the
back fraite are four circuJar openings in the
ground glass, through which the notches may
•be examined for adjusting the instrument.
Ihe gfouiïd glass is attached as follows :—

The mov^le frame II, which does not corne
into, opération in this case, is fastened to I bv
the upper left hook h., and the lower right one
The ground glass is supported by the screws
^,^, (Figs. 187 and 189), the points of which
reston the plates - ^' of the fixed frame I
Figs 185 and 187). The face of the glass is
then brought in contact xvith the back frame
through the upper right ^nd L.wer left hooks.
Ihe position of the eye pièce is adjusted by the
screws^.Z, until the line of collimation 4s
horizontal when the object glass is in its nor-
mal position at 70 of the vertical scale. In
tins position, or not far from it, points can be
sighted through the eye pièce of the ground
glass, but when the lens is further away from

^vk * • ,.
^^ normal position, the use of the eve niècew^th its axis perpendicular to the ground glass becomes inconvénient orimpossible In such cases the flaps ;> .j„, are unfastened, and the eye

p ece is rotated on the axis x,x, untll its optical axis is iA the d rect^onof the object glass. No great précision is required • a few tr2 Zsufficient to find the inclination for which t^e'best image il seen
"

Dlal /whlï
''^'

?r'' ''' ''''•""' ^'«- 188. co^ntainsthe dry

f. hll V. ..
»« P™«««d by springs at tlie four corners. The hardrubber shutter < is completely withdrawn during exposure Theadjustment of the plate holder to the caméra take.s placerfolows-Frame II is set free from I, and the holder hung on frame H b^^ bentplate i; ^e projecting edge of the hol^^engZ£l^

^frl: n bTthe '.^f Th" l
""'''

""fl'
J^^"^- ^' '^ t^r^asTen^to trame II by the pair of hooks upper left and lower right. Fig. 188

Fig. 188.
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shows this position of the liolder. Having made sure that the cap ison the lens, the shutter can nôw be withdrawn, after which the pair
of hooks upper right an.l lower left are brought into j^y and dmw
the holder forward until the dry phite is brought in coi\ct with the
backframei?J?o£th6camerj. The exposure is then gi>en bv un-cappmg the lens and the holder withdrawn by repeating the same
opérations m inverse order, first unfastenirtg the pair of hooks upper
right ^nd lower left, inserting the shutter and drawing back the twd
last hooks, upper left and lower right.

fig. 189.

If the stations are pomts of the triangulation or hâve previously
been determined, the oi>ly\ngle8 to be ineasured are those required
to^t^ orientation oflhe viewa : a vertical 4wcQt^eiF€leisiifineeessanp^
But il may happen that the station bas not been fixed or cowld not
be seen from the summits of the triangulation ; in such cases, vertical
angles must be measured to obtain the altitude of the photographie
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<.

p is horizontal when^t lens i atVo of ^T'""!"' .'^^•"« ^^ "«^d!
be a known point from which the l^L^ Jhe vertical scar^. Let M
must be a^ceVtained

; ^^Ts the aCtS^ h
*^/ Photographié.station

1» turned in the di ection CJ^ and the^r' ^T^'
"^^^ «^^ ?'«««

image of J^ is seen at the interfection of th ^^^ f'^.'
'^^^«^ "'^t'^ ^^e

Fig". 190

ength and d is a constant of the instrumenTwh . ^u' *^^ ^°«^^
xt. Thèse two sin^ilar triangles gi^th^ pr^'oSf

''" '^ «''^'«^ ^

// being the diflTereft/TfVitù-aé iyj/^,
liierefore

,
P P

Forthis instrument (î= 100 « 91 o j ,

• "o^-^ r., h
'^^^^-™'"-''"d the maximum valueof'"'

" '"""«* «^«««d 0.33 mm., a quantity which

h is

always be neglected, the expression of H taking the simpler form of

V
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error of H due to anû error of a A in the readin^

J A is

A^=:^AA
read on the scale to 05

P
mm., 80

Air= ±0000118 2?.

This gives 120 mm. for i)= lOOO mètres.

t^^t^^:'^^ré^^^ ""'-^^^ «^ ^h« ^«-.^-els so .s to fulfij

1 mu- ... . •

^

1. The axis of the instrument must be vertical

^lV"ToitSf^Tt^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^« -"«t be^
„j

^«cuwjf, o^Oo 18 vertical when t.ho no,;!*?^— j.-^- . •

horizontal
: ^S^^Z^UTtrZt'f .""^ ''?^'' 'ï*' »°" ^

fulaUed.
"' '^ "ortioal when the, neitfcondition is

The plane of the'back frame must be vertical.

witht^tiii»ï:t?!ï:"„nri:!Sr'*''''"^'-"«" -'-'<<«

1>. That the line of collim.tion be horizontal

of%.11'^V^' °' "*' ''"'•'^»«°' '» i» *e plane „, the duU dde

axL- of'ltnt'rort^r^^f»*» O-P"'-*- "o-dee with the

p.^il.tttiirctr£",:'ei.^°r *"- »-•"'»«-.. -i^o,

follow are made bj the enginêër ^ "• ™°=<' "''i"''

thiS^lIt:
'"" '''* °' *<' '»- »- «'J-t"! aain any other

ooincidence with . n,.g„U„K 1 '''\"'°^'' »... "<• ™ri*y the
gn.andgta. Then revâVe^hf S*^^"*"^ «aroolar hole In (Jm-
thei„.|ee„„e» il7hê„:tch „ Sh"ouM°?

»? vertical ..i, „ntil
the apex, then the line a,a, i^ horizontal if ir'f"''' "^"^ "'*
by the levelHngscw u„jer'»,.'"'ïïer«-e' ^^îl iTbl'^ ^{^^

A

', * ,SiÉf
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bubble brought between its marks.

1 ^^u î;®r*^<'»'i*^y ^f the plane of the back frame is checked by a Haht
plumb bob suspended from one of the hooks. It is adjusted by means
of the foot screw F.^ under the object glass. When exactly vertical,
the level l^ is adjusted until the bubble cornes within the marks It is
clear now that a^a., will be horizontal and b^h^ vertical whenever the
caméra is levelled, so long as the adjustment? of the cross levels does
not change.

4. Selecting a distant point very close to the horizon, its image is
brought in^ theapex of one of the notches a^ or a^ and brouglit to exact
coinciden<îe by a vertical motion of the object glass. The instrument
is then/revolved on its vertical axis until the image is sjeen in the
eye pfece. Should it coincide with the horizontal thread of the
diaphragm, then the latter is in proper adjustment ; if not, it must be
brought to coïncide by raising or lowering the ground glass by means
of the screws Z^Z^, half of the error being corrected by one screw and
half by the other. They must both be screwed or unscrewed the same
number of turns.

The vertical thread of the diaphragm must coincide with the line
ôiôg. To venfy this, sélect a distant point and biing its image, bya
slow motion of the horizontal circle, into exact coïncidence with the
edge of the back frame above or below^ the notch a^ and read the angle
on the horizontal circle. Revolve the instrument, and bring in the
same way, the image of the point in contact with the edge of the frame
above or below the notch a\ ; read again the angle on the horizontal
circle^bet the vernier in the middle of the measured angle and the
imagermust coïncide with the vertical thread of the diaphragm. The
error, if Any, is corrected by again using the screws Z^Z^. Should for
instance, the thread be on the left of the image, Z^ is unscrewed till half
ot the error is corrected and Zj_ screwed in to correct the other half. In-
versely, Z^ must be screwed in and Z^ unscrewed when the thread is on
the right of the image. It is clear that this correction will somewhat
disturb the preceding one and that both will bave to be repeated
several times.

f.
The line of collimation is adjusted to honzontality by the usual

m( thods of the level instrument. The object glass may then not be
ex ictly at 70 of the vertical scale. The index error may be employed
to correct ail the readings, or it may be eliminated by loosening the
tv(^ screws of the vernier and moying it vertically until the reading is
exactly 70.

.

==Tbe vertical motion of tire object glass fs veriEed ï^ setting ît at^
about 130, selecting a distant point and bringing its image into exact
comcidence with the apex of the notch ô^, then lowering the object \
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of^v,- ^ ^'^- 192 CAMERA
of the Oanadian Surveys (horizontal position).
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of the Canadlan Surveys (vertical position).
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\ SURVBYINO CAMERAS.
^if-

w?h%^" *!?! '"^^ ?«"»«« i°to the notch

^39

the diaphragm when the object gC is afclh
' "'^"^^^ ^^'^^ «^

conditions being fulfilled, the dispUcement f fr^^K-
^"•«***- ^hese

me parallel to b,b, and theSe TrtrcLlnï^ ?•'"? ^ «» *
coïncides with the lineè, 6 .

^«rwcal^nd the vertical thread
i

ÇanaS^i:^^^ a paV/on the
The transit theo*)lite and itstrinodarln-iu ^"^ *^« «^'"«''as.
a caméra without the trip^ Ïrone of thT ^ ï' '"''^^y'''^ ^^^
panies the surve.or. The^alist^L:tre^^^^^^^^E t^pcS"

perfectly stiff. The surveyo^r observas eitt^^^^
''^ J^^'^^ ^eing

position. For the purpose^of pSW tvfiî
'^'"

c T'""^
«'' ^neelinl

off and put in th^transk box ;*^^hen folde/ l'^
"^ '"^"^ ^' ^^^ef

long and are placed ««der the box of th .
^^' ^'^ twenty inches

pièce, The heavy parts o£ tL iL^ ^'^""^'^ *" ^^""^^ in frontis-
the whole, includirtrip^ and case and a "'i^

""^^ °^ aluminium"
fourteen pounds ai^d eight^ounc^ '

*^'° '^^ "'^'"«''^ base, weighs

The caméra is shown in Pies 1^9 „„,i mo ré-
sections of the instrument Thfcarnl ^^' ^>g- 194 représenta
box ^^, open at o„e end. It carrierth«r^'A

'' a rectangular métal
levels ce, which are read ^rZl • ' ^ '"'^ *'^'' ««*« «^ cross
box. The métal box is surZT^V ^''''T ^" '^e outer mahogany
f/'held in position b/rbot ^^"^Th ^^r'\"'^^ ''^ *^--«
for single plates; it is iLerted in Ltr^ier ^'J?

^ v\ ''"^'^'l
^« °^^«

forwards and backwards by meJns of 7h! '
"^^'"^ ''*" ^e moved

^// hooked in front of the c^^ra IJa' T"" ^^ ^ ^^'^ing sha<ie
métal box, intercept ail Ïght Xh dl ''^,*^™«f

«/^ inside of the
tion of the imag^ ^ th/pllg^aphlrplTt^Te^^ '"^ '""^ '""^^
triangular base with foot 8civ«.« ,Vlil;- ? -fi .

« caméra rests on a
Bo that both may fit on the^^Vtrtï'' Tr^'^'t' ^' *^« *--^*'
longer side either horizontal orvertSt' *^ ''^ "^ ^^^^^ the

focIt^J^al^^^ngro^^^^^^ ^ --- ^. HI ™«W.re3

>•;

^-

^5

th. ca^rt,. „ov^ ,„„/^ b/rs/d tiâ't pi.rut"^;d
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with the back of the métal box. In order to éecure perfect contact,
the carrier bas a certain amôunt of free motion. The camSra must

if

L

'l^^^^^^^^^^';^^^^\w.'skw.w,wv,:y

H

/ H

1

r;,^-,w:-^i^^^^^^^^>;kkkk^.^^^^^^.k^^^^^^^^

H

^^. m*^
now be tumed in the proper direction ; the field embraced by the pla,ta

is indicated by lines drawn on the outside of the mahogany box. The

i
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caméra is then carefully IevelI«H tK^

'

The levels -are rieidlv fiypH f« f »,

adjustment. Theytefhowever veïv nZI^J'^'"f u*'?^
^'^^^ ^^

For this purpose. he takes oub th^ m7j h'^ ^^T^ ^y <^he maker.
of plate glass which has been leveuTd^ k. A"^^^ ^* «« * Piece
filing one end or^the other of the LeW o?"; ^"''^''"i

^^^zon/ Bybubble very nearl^ ia the middle of ifetbe Th'"'"' ^l
^"^^^^ «^«^

tmuous graduations as illustrated in Kg 195.
.^^''" <^"b* be^^ fi-

"

f of trr^f"^'"^ the caméra is a pièceof plate glass,^ in. thick and 1 fin
I

i^"^.'
"hloh can be inserted in thecarrier instead of the nl^f^ î. li

if, are unscrewed and removed /mlv f^ '•^"^?* ^ ^^^ «Pening
taken out. The pièce of Diate al^«.

-^ ^^ ^^'^® backwards Tnd be

'"""
-e=Z-33-^...- I d|j|tot point P is seleciedf^e same level as the

\ t*^ ^ I 1

pransit aq^ caméra. The

?! r^« ^lescope i« brought

.Fig-.l^P^ . *«*s«>P« Is clamped to thearound the vrftical axî« fK« • ^ISby®'"*»*»! oircJe. Ta«j "„ ,-!

BhouIdappearu^ïnîKtr^^S^^^^^^ by the S*JjJ
does, the face oFthe nlat^S ?-°

•
««'««cope's threlwS^

f'^Jl it does not, theZ^^^^'' «^^J^ting the' insi,backward Ky^«ans of the fc^t^cre^ ,S>„> ?5*^^«? ^rteard'
Tbe ^^bble of the level may or mry^ffcSfTh? ^iSÎTe^Ke
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ttibe, but its positW, whatever it is.

îhe caiïiera.A. The ia^visions of the

. bubble is cott^rised are therefore n^ftted, é!^ wh
to be lev^led, it mus| be rememjberod thalfthe b

Jbetween tnese^^o

is the co

graduation

This'' détermination

horizontal and ver^iic^*^'-*

8^divisions.g^ % '^ %'

ion feSnade Iwfcl^^ two. fipsitioas
• _i»î^<*',r' • ^'- .y;-- $

i|.|k(ai |)«>tnt.ptijne^

Sf^ecl» '^ station so

that a numbeç of distinct

and well detined distant

I^QJints, may be found etti

tîie horizon line. The view

mfty be, for instance, the

dîi^nt shore of a Iake, or

a tlt^e building, or rows of

buil3|ngs. Set up the tri-

pod t^id adjust the transit.

Find iwo points E and F
on the*îtorizon linë, or with

îi zénith distance of 90°,

so th^ they both come
within the field of. the

caméra, when set hori-

zontal, and near the edges

between th^. . Find two

^ '%-.:

Pie.197

pf the plate. Meaiur^ the angle

other points G and H, also on the horizon line, and such a distance

apart that they both come within the field of the caméra when set

vertical. Now, replace the transit by the caméra in the horizontal

position, tum it so that it takes in É and F, level carefully and ex-

pose â, plate. Set the caméra in the vertical position, turn it so that

it takea in G ahd H, level carefully and expose another plate. The

first plate after development»^ shows the two points F and F>, on a

line very nearly pàrallel to the edges AB and CD, Fig. 197,

of the métal box. The principal point is of course on this line. Cut

the line through the film with a fine needle poi:

The second plate, exposed in ,the vertical^

horizon lin^^ which nlay be transferi

npTïhe disiM^tatJr, <?£ tcrthé«irttei'9

also cut tlânl the film with a fine n
the intersemon of boldi horizon lines

V

gives another

plate by means
Ths lin&ir=

rincipal point P is at

> «<

respc

in il.
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anîtltHiSJ: fr^U"^- *^« «5^^1e . tetweeu ^ and^

\,}f}'\^'S- 198, be, the secondoodal point of thelèns; a and ôthe distances ^P and PF, «and
/? the angles between E B^à ^and between P and Z'.

'

' ' « + /?= «, -,

' « and J are measured on the pkte
^

Fig-.198

tan. ét— il

tan'4=
2

Hence

^ 4^ tan. a tan. /9 = ai

7^

#^ u*^.

• — +A
tan. (a + /S)= tan. J z= -/--^L_

ab or

and

/= a + b

' *^ ''"i^^- " 2 tan. w

^^^^^^^^ P7ncipalpoint„.fe.nce
homon ank principal lineT and fch« f i"?^**^

*^* ^ indicate the
ema^ments from J^^j^ ^^^ ^^^ ^""S^h on the prints or

respo:

#' ^.

idt^

<rf^

iV ^^h-
%''
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">

of the lens, eut in the edge o£ the métal a clean and 8hai?p notch at T
-v?^ . ,, and anoth«r one at B.^^

.
' >

:
Ç'—^,

Repeat th« saine
opération at fe)ie cçr-

ners A and B with the
distance n from P to

AS.

The Unes OÇ and
BT will be the horizon
and principal Unes of

the photographs when
the caméra is properlj
levelled.

y r
From B and T, mea-

Fig'.ldO • • sure the distances Br,

L ,^ ^ ,
^^'f Tt, Tt', equal to

one half of the focal length. From and Q measure Oo, Oo, Qq, Qq',
equal to one qug,rter of the focal length, andateach one of thèse points
make another notch with the file held in the direction of the lens.
Every photog'raph will now show, like those which accompany the
sjtecimen plan, twelve triangular projectioris into the black border of
the photograph. Four of thèse projections serve to fix the horizon ^nâ
principal fines ; the remaining eight give the focal length.

It is now necessary to find the correct readings of the transverse
levels, when thehorizon and principal Unes pass exafitly through the
notches of the métal box. 4'

Set up the caméra
again in front of the same
distant view as befoi^,

but in adjusting it, bring
the bubble of the t^ans-

verseflevel near one end
of the^ube ; notethe read-
ing ofthe graduation and
expose a plate. When
developeq, it will give an
horizon line JEF (Fig.

200), cutting the border
of the négative in A and

P; at some distance from

Fig-. 200
éhe notiâlM ^0 i«nd Q.
Now change the adjuat- 0

\

t
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.

'^^*^!' measuring CO and OJ or ^^ and r)7) „ • , ^

on t,,e calera bas» and level,ed-E:;\;.ïr£;f;--"PPlW « se.

observations are obtained, and there is r,n
^'

I, « u'' P'"""8'fPrS>nd

uiountains. "'™ b'"»'» so fréquent in the

After coming to a triangulation station fV,transit and measures the azhnuths S *^".,l"";«3^«'-
^^justs his

.

triangulation points and of tho camPr/TV '*''
J''^'^"*^«« «^ tne

his assistant, each reads one verX Id 'T'* }l
^''^^^-^^^^ by

book. After completing the observltioï^ 7^" *^' '"'^^^"^ ^'^ his
"

error is corrected on the spot.
'^'^'^*''^"«' *hey compare notes : any

The caméra is carried in a l^nfV.^^ '^^-

polders; when more hier"are wahtedT
^°"*^^"^"g?^^e Plate

ing the caméra out of the case tLSl^7)f'' •""''^ «^P^y. Tak-
on the tripod

; the shade is ÙZmI^IT'I «crewed to it and put
- plate holder is inserted in the ca ï^ ^^t l'ff'1 *^ *^« ^'^^'- A
the approximate direction of the vïw H

""«"ber noted as well as
cap is on the lens, the surveyor drlC^the ,Mh"^ "^f^

'"'"*' ^^''^ ^^e
in contact with the métal box. hI now t, . ?u^

'"'"^^ ^^^e plate

uofcdthelinesontheupperfaceshowT.
.

"' the caméra around

or low enough
; if it doefIS h^ 27.^*^11'^ I^- ^-h-

T-""s ""o unes or me sirle îttr^vi» f^-^^^ l x l * V ~"=^««=^ ae

t IN •l
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the cam^UnHm^^ess alréady in that position. He levels care-

fa^y.Jl^ro^IPPFpI^- When the sun shines inside of the front
hood5nppipH*w^haded off by holding soniething above the hood.
On •Ofiifecount inust the sun be allowed to shiue upon the lens.

V. The most important caméra stations are occupied by thé surveyor
;

' ^the other stations by the assistant wjth his own caméra.

' AU vi«w8 are take^ii «tQJteF/3^;

^,

*3,^
v

#

!' • />

Pff

^%-

w.

M:A

%

4

mm

..^

W A.

J

' *P1
sensitiv

Journal
"^«Mfc Thf

1891.

/? Reli
"Society

Lati
J]ilyr48

The
Photogn

-I»-. ...^,-.«.
'.Se.
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CHAPTER V.

HuHTER à Drikpield's Lvvestigations.

110. Gênerai; REMARKS Tho in u- i_

phofcograpinc plates under'the "ction omS ^T^ *!^^ behaviour of
çleared up untUj^he publication a W ^ «"d^evelopers w.re not
à Driffield's phSô-chemicaT nvktiîador'"' T\ °^ ^''''' ^urter
renmrkable researches is so essenla to !"

«v^nowledge of tbeir

.

graphy tbat an abstract of t^Xe^ir^^r±r'"^°'>P^°^-

theoretically perfect wlîen the amount ofTh^î
"' '^"'

". "egati^S
tanous gradations is in inverse mt"o to J f ' transmitted throu^its
parts of the original subject sent out 4 ^^ ^^^ the corresponding
the-true inverse of the iriginalVhen t^ nn?v""^'."^*''^«'"'^''«^"y

s?i:;;^-tif ^* -ee;:3 ^^rr-.f7tb^--ri

U7ftSo^t?if4«J^^^^^^^^ explain the
nieanmgwhich they attacl/to the ternsor» ?^ <^«fi°« ^learly the
dertsity of a négative. The whoL of .L^^

^'^ ^' ^'•^"«Pa'-enc/ and
npon thèse laws. ^ ""^ **^^"" investigations dépends

For substatices, which do not reflect muopaque bodies or transparent coloured bïï

stpf'itSt'^^"?*'^^ quantitroTthf«^PJ«^ between the ey^and a source o1

,
such as black

•elation between
' présent is very
we place a thinj_ .

^ ' ~ ^..«yyD a lllllU

£& BritUhJuurBftHrfPhotograpKyT-gi^

Ph.;^!i,t'rj3\'iîrc.r;te'« ^^ v. c. d,»,„. b.«;z:,':;

.î^^'

'A. ^.aHà'
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! I

I

layer of dilute Indian ink, that layer absorbs light and thereby
reduces the intensity of the light transmitted. Assume that such a.

layer absorbs one-half of the light, then one-half of the light will be
transmitted. Whatever >rmy he the intensity of the original, light,

the intt^nsity after paasing this layer of ink will be one-half of wliat it

waâ. The interposition of two such layers will reduce the light ù)
one-quartcr of thd original intensity, three such layers will reduce it to
one-eightti am] »o on, each layer reducing the inteqsity to one-half of
what it receives. 'A

Had the first layer allowed \ of the light to pass through, then two
such layers would reduce the intensity to i, threfe layers to Jj, etc.

In gênerai, any number of layers would reduce the intensity of the
light to a fraction, which is equal to the fraction the first layer allows
to pass, but raised to a power the index of which is the number of
layers employed. If n equals layers employed and the first one

reduced the intensity of the light to a fraction —-, the n layers wouldm
reduce it to

(i)"

If, inscead of using so many layers, the first layef were made to contain
as much Indian ink as the n successive layers contain altogether, we
should find that the one layer now reduces the intensity of light by
exactly the same amount' as then layers did. The réduction of the
intensity is of course due to the black particles, and dépends simply
upon the number of thera which are interposed per unit area. We
can thus replace the number of layers by the number of particles and
the law takes this form :—The intensity /, of light after passin» A
molécules of a substance is a fraction of the original intensity /, such
that :

'i<^
1For mathematicalreasonSjthey express —as a négative power of the

base e of the hyperbolic logarithma by making :

and they write :

— ::= g-t^

¥

«

where k is the coefficient of absorption. The" fraction —i, représenta and
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xneasures^the transparency o£ Ihe substance. The inverse of that frac-
tion, or __. =. ,M «.easures the opacity of the substance. It indicates

T being the transparency and O the opacity :

Densit;, is quite distinct frora opacity Bv densifv fho,, ^u

7'= C--0

4ogsO= -logtT

of ?h: tTn1;^a;:nc;/^°"^"^''"
^' *'^ ''^^^^^^ «^ ^h« -=-*- lo=-"thm

whl^«^r k!'*.*'''"' u'''^
^"^ ^^'' '^""^ «"bstances with regard to ordinarvwhite hght for others only with regard to monochromat^ liTt an^

W« ^r^i'^u^'' ''°.' ^°^^ g*^^ ^^ «"• ^^«««--^ Hurter and PriffieW

L a blackt h
?''"'' "'' *^'' '^^y ^"^ ^«'d ««"d for the silver deposited

Tmetimc w'^'^'S
^" «négatives, so long as the silver does not assumea metalhc lustre and reflects but a very smali amount of light.

By means of thèse définitions we are now iri a oosition Tn f.„.^ fV,

«Ji'd'ZriMlhi." ' ')'«°"^««»"J' !«>'»«» négative, the amount. rf

thetb]^t '" °' "«'"P'-»°«<"-«'-m the correspondinST

The question ariaes, can aueh a négative be p™d,ced in praotiœî

w
^mki^
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In order to answer this question, it was necessary first to find a
simple method of measuring the dehsity of the silver dèposited in
négatives and then to study the influence of the developers'Tipon the
density of the deposits. The actioA of the ligKt itself could tli'en be
investigatèd.

112. Photometer.—The instrument for fueasuring the density of
the deposit is based on the relation existing between ^ensity and
opacity. The opacity of the plate is measured, and ih^order to avoid
calculations and références to tables of logarithms, the scale of the
instrument is so arranged as to read the logarithm of the opacity, which
is the density. The rêason it is préférable tO hâve the results expressed
as density is because the density is a measure of the amount of silver
deposited or of the chemîcal work done by tl^j^ light.

'

i

The instrument devised by Messrs Hurter and Driffield is reprê-"
sented in Figs. 201, 2Q2 and 203. It consista essentially of a «mail

X,

Bunsen photometer, similar to those used tùr t^ting the illuminating
pow*j of gas, etc. The screen shôwn 'v\ seoiion in Fig. 204 «nd .

' "

.''„ ..•

ligl

, the

met

t

h. *

r •
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rntfcel:tS7tonetl;;;Lt:ifd" «^ P^P«^-th agreasespot
cubical box or chamW tZ .h

\^''''^^^^
>

i* i« placed in a small

1
il f\m

1

dJU. XÊ

l&J

TZÙ 1

''^'"P?''^^ ^^^ ^ ^>*'»>^'- can be ,m,U. ... nlid. „v a

?h« t7 T.l"^
with thèse ^vmU «^vullv ajH.tu,Ja| bot-e^S-

'

tne BUnsën dise. The dimensions ad^^^^Mi ft« the «»^i W hi« laW
ileep ihp ^n„ill chHuîT>er is a culw

HKcepl tlie so^lei^. ovo.ythmij i»M.K

hght by means of a 8creeu4.''frhè beat of the lamp, vw-ythe wootwork unies» it is o0Tf>t«â «ith iwbeik«
metah. ,~ ^ ^

%1^1ÉitiJHÈii^MiT

y nm\ iujufïffl

vardboard and sheet

H't

-:^'.#.

^ «
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The aperhure'in the left hand end of the large box is reduced to
about \ inch diameter by a diaphragm. At this end is placed the

Fi g-. 203

plate to bé nieasured, lield in position by springfe. The hole at the
right hand end of the box is reduced by a circular métal diaphragm,
revolving around its centre, and bearing seven circular apertures of
various sizes.

The instrument is provided with a fixed scale which indi-
cates the position of the dise charaber. It is constructed afi

foUows: Let 2/ be the length of the box tetween the two
diaphragms, and r thé distance of the dise from the middle
point between the diaphragms. The numbers to be inscpbed
on the scale are given by the formula :

m
"'l^Cr^y

p. n(\. Th« centtg of the instr,
"' on both aides is aymip

i^di

t is marked with zéro j the scale

iftL

The circular holes in the revolvi^ diaphragm are usedfor thé purpose
of reduoing the light admitted throagh the aperture in the right hand
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jgj

another hole of diameter b reduces thearea of theaperture, and, with
it. the intensity of the light, in the proportion ^, and the vulgar

,

logarithm of the fraction ^ is the density which is to be added to

bylrholet
''' ""'' '' '""^ ^"^*^^""^«"^ ^- ^he hole B is replaced

Two examples win show how the instrument is used.
'

\é .

Qiriular^dfanrr"""^/ 'T" ^^""'"'y^ '^^ ^^'^^^^ ^Pe^ing of the -fi

^x and the^ dTs?r )

™'^ 'PP^'^'^ '^"- "P^"-^"- ^^ ^^e side of the

bv the index of th.T l .

^^^ number shown on the scale

inserted and tl Ï k' k''"''"'
'' '"^^^' ^^»« P^^^^^ ^^ be nieasured ismserted, and the dise chamber is moved towards the left until equalitv

d 4t ;;X\w^^^^^^^^
^»"'^ï- ^^^^^"^ *^« -^H the densify'i^Z

zerobe nir.nnJr J "" "^^'"S^' '^''«^^ «" <^he right hand of thezéro bemg considered as négative and those on the left hand as positive

diaphnagni'isXtl In'^^. ^l""'^'
^'^ - '-g-^ hole of the circular

a pfece of oôaf -la^ I^ ' -^ T'"'"'"^
''^ '^'^ ^ox, and by .nserting

'

almost up to the St hanknH f 'f^ 't""'^' T»"^'"^^
^« ^« "^«^«^

of the infages. If tceZr??^^^^^^ -^^ '" ^''?''' ^ ''''''' ^^"*^^'*^

equality is^thus secur^S Île r^^^^^
"
The Tf^'l T^' "^'"îî

is then inserted anrl ih2 T ul \
^^® P'***® '^ ^e measured

is agSn resterai Tf.ï
/'' ''^'"^"", ™^^^'=' *« <^he left until equality

chamber afonet can hp î^^'^'^^'u'
^?"^ *'^ ^^^ movenient of the dise

diTp^rlgm. ' ^ «btaine^by usîng a su.aller hole of the circular
'

>

onte: oÏ'zel^o'tiiln^ V'^'.
^" ^^« right a^ afterwards at 155i-ne lett ot zéro, t^i^n the density would be Mp + 1 -55 = 2-65.

le^fand Iqu'ity^urd thl'
'^'^^ "«^' ^"^ '^'^'^^'^ ^' ' ^ to the

hol^ of theTrcuUrdlnhr """.'^ ^ '"'"^'^^ ^ «^«"«'"^ ^he largest

3-55 do not occur in oHinai^ ::^^^J -A^tte^tL^rs";;'^^^^^^^^^^^ <
18 365, only transmits ^^^^ the light which it reéeives.

.ubtrL;;L^?^t-a3^^-s:^^ ...

n
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If the circular diaphragm be used as well, the aiBount it indicates must
be added,

It will hardly be necessary to say that a plate of density 1, p«rmits

^Q of the light topass and thafeva plate of density 2, permits i^^of the
light to pass since 1 is the logarithm of 10 and 2 that of 100.

With this instrument, fairly aocurate results are obtained.
,
Messrs

Hurter and Driffield tried it on mixtures of Indian ink and water,

indigo solution and water, and many other substances. The greatest

error did not reach four per cent, an accuracy quite sufficientfor photo-

graphie purposes, where, from other causes still greater errors are Ijable

to arise, as will prespntly be shown. .

f.

The lamps should be powerful petroleuùi ones with duplex burners.

The fiâmes should be on the planes at right .angles to the axis of the

instrument. V^ery erroneous results are obtained if Argand burners
are used. The lamps should be placed close to the diaphragms, and it

.is advisable to provide a small stage outside of the diaphragm to bold
coloured glasses, when a tmbstance requires investigation in the light

if a partioulàr colour.
j o

. .

The importance of this instrument justifies the leiigthy description

grven. It is for photograiphic experiments as indispensable, as the
balance is in analysis.

113. I>EVELOPME^T.-c-There is a generally accepted belief among-
photographôrs, that a great amouiit of control can be exercised in de-

yelopment over the deni^ity ^nd the gênerai gradations of a négative.

With the jplates expe^imerfted upon by Messrs Hurter and Driffield,

they found that no «ùch côntrbl existêd.*
.4

_

•
•

'^
.

The plan adopipd in carryiog but thèse expérimenta was to subject
pièces of one and^he samé platée to the V8,rying conditions, the influ-

ence of which, oii J;he density or the gradation, wa^ the subject of

investigation A précaution always taken is never to'devèlop a pièce

of a plate which.bas been exposed jto the light wit^out simultaneously
eubmitting to the same developer a pièce of the same plate yrhich bas
not been exposed, and which is termed the fog strip. The object of

thip precadtion is to a^certain exactly how muchof the resulting

density is duQ Xo the action of the. light and how mach i» due to

* It U cuntended by some photographers that since the date of the^ investigations,
such progrëss has hm^n maae in the rnanufaoture of plates, that some, principally
rapid ones, can, to ac>7t*iii <*yttmt, be coMtrolled in j^welopnient. In their ftrst

aajjoty Mbhhth Itui'twf -jm<l ÏJy
'"* ''' — - '^ '

---'- il^.^l ^•_^i

Bing clow with ono'(levelo<)er and rapid with another. They hâve recently given "an

insjiance of a plattt Which «ilk tl)i'eé.>timea faater^ with..«rod<nal thân with q^aJate of
iron.—E. H. » •

•'*-•<

,,«*»'

.^ ;îk

>i ^%
h)
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mcidental fog. incltiding therein fog inhérent ,n fK . .

half of the plate wascS and 11 n.t'I'^^r "" ^^^ ^«"«i*'^. o"«-
light as willbe presentrire fuit r î'^ '^P^'"'^ '^ ^ «^^«dard

^

plate M^as eut up in sucb^a way tSeS n"'^" • "^^'7 ^"P^^"'^^' ^^e
the unexposed and a portion ^,fth« « ^ T î''"^"^"^ ^ P^'-tio" «f
then developed, sucfeStioat 1 '^'.r^P^'^f ,

P^^^^- Each strip was
tipn of develop;r hS^t^tTlZ^ZZ ""^

^'r'^P'"""*^ «'^ ««'"P^^i"

TheresultinglntensitL^^&Lnra'iÏrdlte '' "^-f^-^on.
drying. "" measured after hxing, washing and

..mes were2A 7I, ,0, m a„d 15 ™ia«r
"' *™'"P"""' Tl.„

gJw::rti°' *eTj:*;t<rLfi' r^r ""'"»'" "«-"i^
„

Development, but that the densifcy due to light

es T

4en«^ is dœ to th* *o4^ ^ llTwevel^' ^'^'^ ^- '*^^^' ^^ ^^^'^ '^^^

'^*f
tibe Jight.

4en«^ is dœ to the «^ft^lr^^viîll'''*"*'''*'^,'^ *f^^^^' ^^ «^^^e *

iver.

•%

t*
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«nthe next séries o£ experiments(Fig. 206) the amountof pyroeallol
wafi^vaned

; thejr weré repeated with the addition of sodium sulphite

^fi^^/f^tS.^i^f,

L ' ' ' '

lL ' ?^,'.. ' ' ' "T-T-T-'-^-r-rT
SQ 30

cer-

Fig. 206

and citric acid. They show that an excess of pyrogallol beyond a ^v..-
tam hmit tends to retard development and the production of density
With sulphite of soda and citric acid, there is a falling off in density"

Then the amount of ammonia was varied (Fig. 207) and it wasfound'

Fig. 207
that ifcs additiim, up to a certain extent, increases the density in aj^en tiœe, Wt t^A the amount of ammonia which caoi be add«d

1.



/^rogallol

sulphite

i .
,

d a cer-

iensity.

iensity.

is found
'

"
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- DEVELOPMENT. im
withp«t givingrise to fog,.and without simultaneously adding brdmide

aue ajmost enfcitely to its solvent action on bromide of silver which

. Ihfrr;"'^
^^ ^'^^^«^^^^ ^^^^ --^^^ i- ^-Uy diSnÎ^n'g

If, t\. any solution o£ silver bromide in very dilute ammonia«uch as is used for development, bronùde of amrhorLm be add^d Simmédiate precip.tate of bromide of sil,?er is the resuit The so called

TroliSf
"'

^"^^-.^f
.---'"-. i"^d the retarding action of ammon uAbrom.de, are probably due entirely to this solvent action of the ône^and the anti-soI,>ent action of the other of thèse two rea-^ents Therapid production.^ fog. when ammonia is increascd, is da^ to the Ictthat when pyrogallol solution is added to an ammoniacal solution of

\t mtmc^l^r''^
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-^ ^^vi^t^on of ammonium bromide is sh'own in Fie..-OS. Dpvelopment in four minutes was entirely prevented when the'amount of bromide was about ten tiiiies that ofi^monia p;esent
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geometrical progression as eaeh .,^L ^ ,
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an idea which %^\Z X2È ^"^'^««'^^f
g »*y«r of the film is reached,

upon the film is explaine? This^deTe. "ï^'^ f^1
'^^"^'^ «^ "g^^^

thefoTtaula:-
^'''^ '"^^'^ «^P''«ssed algebraically leads to

A= i>(l— a')

^ty^iS^^r?;:^::;^^^ «-it of
velopmént; «is a frSiJ^ llf^ '^^P'""''^ ^"^ ^ '^^ ti°^« of de-

concLtrati^n ^de^eirr S ^"^ "P°" '^" '^^^^^^ «^ the film,

caleulated figures ^\tt;;reE^^^^^^^^^ «^ ^^^

wS;S=:^ th^t^icji^o;!= ^^ --^ --^ ^^^

developed C tlme /ifen tl r t^
^:.^''^ '^ '^^^ P'^*« "«••«

so that :J- ^ ^^^'^ *^^ densities, d, and ^2, would resuit'

and it will be seen'that on dividing thèse équations :-

time of development ^ '
^Ç^"'^''' '^ *^^ indepenc^nt of th?

weî/u^r^:;;;;;^^^:^^;^
upon the action of the liZ ând tW '

f If^' T^'"^ ^^P*"^^
P^^rapher bas l.s . ^^^n^ ^^^K/^;^^^11^;^,^^^

upol''rh:'^°at'Tat7t"'.J'*'^*^^^^«'*«'^*^^^
bTtween thèse Hm£ mu t ÎZT'??' ^'"^^^^ ^^e ratio existi^g

The q„P.tinn n^w tu bj Z.i ".^.V 7 T"". î^- '^«tion^of lh_e Ji^it.

inodiSrofXe^^n^^^^ i^«ble b^any
same ratio exi«ts at afi stages ofdeveCnent '" - ' -^ethe.this.
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lïï making thèse experiments, tbe sourcf^^ light adopted was a
standard candie plftced at one meter distance from the plate. A
number of gradations were then produced upon the plate by exposing
différent portions of it to the light for différent periods of time, always
leav,ing one portion of the plate unexposed. It must be admittëd thab
the candie is by no means an idéal standard, but there did not seem
to be at the tiine of thèse experiments any satisfactory substitute, and
if the suggestions for its use which are about to be made be adopted,
its accuracy ia quite sufiicient for photographie purposes.

Assuraing that the candie lias been used before, it is lighted and
the hardened tip of the wick snipped off' with scissors ; the flaçie of
the candie will now be found to grow steadily in height, and as soon
as the distance from the tip of the flame to the lowest point at which
the wick blaçkens has reached forty-five millimètres, the exposure
may commence. The candie 'flame may now be relied upon to remain
sufficiently constant for about ten minutes, and that is amply long
enough for our purpose. If, after this time, the light is required for
any other purpose, it will be well to again trim the wick and start
de novo. The height of the flume may be measured by a strip of card-
board upon which two marks are made at a distance of forty-five

millimètres. It is, of course, obvious that thèse experiments should
-b^iBiëe in a room free from draught, and it is often a wise précaution

the candie in a tall box, open on one side and well blackened
The candie should be well in view during the entire exposure,
the operator may be aware of any fluctuation in the light.

Icandle be used in the open room, ail white or bright surfaces
capame of reflecting light t-hould be removed. The candie should be
extinguished by ^n extinguisher and kept covered while not in use.

If a plate be examined by placing it between the eye and the red
lamp, it will be found that the opncity of the film falls oS at the
edges. The edgcSNshould, therefore, be scrupulously avoided and strips
for expérimentation should be eut from the .centre of the plate, or, at
any rate, well awày from the margin. The opération of cutting the
plate should be condi^cted as quickly as possibfe, and, as far away as
possible from the réd light, so as to avoid ail fogging action of the
light upon the plate. The width of the strips ma^onveniently be
made about one inch. '

In order to secure a constant ratio of illumination between the dif-

férent exposures, and to be independent of any fluctuations that may
take place in the light, the exposures are made behind a rapidly re-
volving dise D, Fig. 210, in which are eut sectors proportional to the
exposures to be given . After inserting the plate in the dark slide, tbe

"làtter is placed in its position behjnd the dise. The distance from the
candie to the plate is carefully adjusted, anid the candie is lighted and

R
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^immed. When the flame has reached the requisite heiffl.t the exposure may commence. The dise is caused to revolvp «nW^lf
«nomen, the slide protecting the plate itlVr:':^V:tXfZ.
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162. HURTER d: DRIFFIEILD'S INVESTIGATIONS. '

Several experiments were made to show that the length of time of
developmeot does not affect the ratio of densities among themselves,
but iiîcreases every density by proportional amounts. Th« results
clearly showed that the ratio of densities was given by the Hght alone,
and was not aSectred by the time of developijient nor by modifications
in the developer. Experiments with ferrons oxalate, pyrogallol, hydro-
quinone and eikonogen did not give any material différence in the ratio
of the various depi^ties obtained.

ll^ese expérimenta confirraed Messrs. HurterWjUDriffield's belief
that the gradations of a négative were indépendant of the time of
development, and could not be affected by altérations in the compositiorf
of the developer, and they concluded that the photographer had no
control over the gradations of the négative, the ratios of the amount
of silver deposited on the film being solely dépendent upon the ex-
posure.*

115: Action of light on tiie sensitive film.—Thèse investiga-
tions hâve not onlj' revealed the fact that one single density taken by
itself is not characteristic of the exposure which the sensitive film
received, since the density Jhay be partially .du'> to "fog," or may not
be developed to its extreiÀe lidfit, but the experiments hâve aiso
clearly shown that with tlie usual developers, the ratio of two densities
exclusive of fog, is a function of the action of the light on the plate.

In alj the experiments, the exposures given varied between 10 and
80 c.m.s. In tabulaiing the ratios found between the two exposures,
it was discovered that the ratio, though constant for one particular plate,

is very différent for différent plates. The ratio i-, for the same ex-
posures, smaller for rapid than for slow plates, but even with the same
plate, the ratio between two densities varies for exposures which bear
the same ratio to each other, but are différent in absolute value. Itis
certain, therefore, that the ratio between two densities dt^pends not only
on the ratio of the exposures, but also on the sensitiveness of the plate
and the absolute value of the exposures.

To discover the connection between expo ure, sensitiveness and
density produced, numei ous experiments were made. The fir^t investi-

gation was as to the gênerai effect of prolonged exposure on the density.
A plate received exposures commenèing with 0625 c.m.s., then doubling
every time until 5120 c.m.«. > The plate was developed with ferrous
oxalate and measured. The résulta are represented in Fig. 211 ; the
exposures being chosen as abscissae, the densitjes as ordinates. It will

be seen that every time the exposure is, doubla, the density increases,

at fir^ slowly, then considerably, and from 40 v.m.s. up to 1280 c.m.s.,

' .^*

•Ah already observed, it i» contended by maiiy ph()t()jp-ai)lier« that this law no
longer holds good with some of the plates of recttiit manufacture— K.D.

^!^
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164 HURTER <fc DRIFFIELD'S INVESTIGATIONS.

Four diôerenf, periods are accordingly distinguiatied. Xhe first period
is termed the period of "under exposure ;

" it is comprised in the first

curved portion. The second period, that during which thercurve is
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almost a straight Une, is the p0«od of, " correct représentation. " The
third period is that during which the curve is again stfongly l)ent as
far as its maximum, this is the period of "over exposure "; and the last
por'tion of the curve lis the period of " reversai.*

Period of Under Exposure.—During this period, the ratio between
two densities is at first accurately equal to the ratio of tjie correspond-
ing exposiires. Of course, there is no defining point which marks the
end of this period and the beginning of the liext, but we learn from it

that, for short exposures, the amount of ailver reduced is Jirectly pro-
portional to the exposure.

Period of Correct Représentation,.—The second period of exposures
has thus been named because, during this period, a plate is capable
of giving a négative diflfering as iittle as possible from that which,
Tt tbë beginhii;ig, wâs défini as theoreticalîy përfact. That définît
tion required that the densities of the négative should be pro-

---'V^
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the logaritha.s of the exp?:ures: tIX shownl^ Z ^^T'T^' u^"densities are the ordinatpc, tho \,.^ V ^^^"7" ''^ *'g- ^12, where the

and the period of correS 'renresPnri "' "l ^^P^'^''^^ ^''^ ^bscissae, "

plates we?e measured and th^Z . ." n-
'^'^^^^'^ '^"«- ^^«^^«"^ of

Lnd to c.r,or^^ic^:^j::^z^z:i^: '''' '':'-' ^-'

D=zY [Log It ± q

within the period of cornet represeZLn
'"''^'"•'". ""> '»"

Jights wi ail be represented by densities which are almost en. !l

l^iiiD oi View, ihe three first periods, that of under exDOMJie th^f

1^i^« k!^ r^*^"'?^ ïntoW condition in w),ich it can afte?
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166 HURTER dfe DRIFFIELD'S INVESTIGATIONS.

increased exposure is due, Messrs. Hurter & Driffield deduce
following forùiula for the density of the plate after developraent :

the

Z> = rlog^[o-(0-l)^^J

in which is the opacity pf the unexposed plate, / the intensity of
light

; t the tiraie of exposure, ^ a traction the hyperbolic logarithra of

which is --7, i a constant which i^a measure of the slowness of

silver bromide, and which they call the inertia of the plate, ;- a co-
efficient depending upon the lime of developnient, which rhey call the
" development factor," and log^ the hyperbolic logarithrn of the

expression between brackets. To illustrate the close accordance
between theiij|j;heory and experiments, the calculated curve is shown
by a black line in Eig. 212, while thie measured densities are indicated
by dot-. For this purpose, the opacity of the unexposed plate was
measured for the rays of the spectrum from F to H and found to be
3.32. An inspection of Fig. 212 leaves little doubt that the action of
light on the sensitive film is fairly represented by the formula, and
consequently, it may be assumed as proved that the action of light at
•any moment is proportional to the amount of light absOrbed by
unaltered silver bromide.

To further elucidate this question, plates were prepared of différent
opacities, l)y spreading on equal areaS différent amounts of silver
bromide. Those plates were measured to ascertain their opacity to
blue light, iindthecurves calculated which are represented in Fig. 213.
The plates were then exposed and measured, the results being shown
by dots.

It will at once be perceived that the more thinly the plates are
cqated, the shorter is that portion of the curve which is a straight line.

This meaiiS that the period of correct représentation is very short and
great contrasts cannot be truly rendered by a thinly coated plate. Tt
will also be found on doser inspection that the centre of the straight
portion is in each curve in a différent place, and that the thinner the
plate, the shorter is the exposure necessary to reach the centre portion.
This means thàt a thinly coated plate is somewhat faster than a thickly.
coated « ne, though they are made of the sarae emulsion. A thinly
covered plate, however, appears very much faster than it is in reality.
It is incapable of rendering wide contrasts, hence the négative
always looks flat, and thereby gives to the eye the impression of over
exposure. Thickly coated plates give alap very much greater latitude
^n exposure. The plate Uîustrated by Fig. 212 wouTd hâve given good
pictures of subject» with contrasts vûrying from 1 to 20, though the

,y}u3s.Si^^jl, iM''-i; ''•«'
J..

.



SPEED OF PlA tes. y^
exposures had varied frora 1 to 8, so that an exposure of 10 secondsor one of 80 seconds, would hâve resulted in but little diffeS^cë in'the pnnts, but one of the négatives would hâve been mueh slower t

30 a-H)

CAIfOLC-MtTHt - acCOMO*

m
"Il

il

I

_Fig-.213

• printing because generally denser. Thinly coated plates, on the otherhand, need very accurately tirned exposures.
^

116. Speed of plates.—In Uie formula :

i) = rlog^ [o-(0-l)/si]

0- 1 may be replaced by ^.hen that représenta a laçge number, that

is when the plate ia richly coated and a. log^/S is -X, the. équation
can be transformed into another, viz. ;

Il
'

'

i).Mog(^)

.•^!iii^k ^:4^^
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Itwhich eÈ[uatiop holda good onlywhen the nuinerical value o£ —r- is
i

greater than 1 and less than the opacity 0. It is between 'thepe two
limits oply that this équation gives tolerably correct résulta.

Suppose two richly coated plates, with différent inerties i'and i

on which the sanie densityis to be iuiprcssed by a given^intensity ôf
light /; they would requite .différent exposures, which would hâve to
be such, that:

• /î' It,

or the tiraes would hâve to be chosen so that

t t^

This means that the values of i being known for différent plates, the
exposures required to obtain the sanie lesults are aiso known for those
plates, if the exposure for any one of them bas previously been ascer-
tained.

The détermination of the numerical value of the symbol i is there-
fore an important problem. -

Since the density of the image is an abstract nuniber, it follows that
It .

-^ is also an abstract nuraber^^and that i is theç-efore an exposure. It

was calle I the inertia, and it really measures that exposure which will
suffice to change a particle of silver bromide into the developable con-
dition. But for its practical application, it bas another meaning. It
measures the least exposure which will just mark the b<>ginning of the
period of correct représentation.

The speed of the plate is the inverse value ; the longer the exposure
needed to bring the plate just to the beginning of the period of correct
représentation, thé slower is the plate. Therefore, the speed of the

plate is measured by the value -;-

i

The metbqd adopted for measuring the value of i is as follows. The
plate is given a séries of exposures falling within the period of correct,
représentation and then developed and measured, fog being deducted.
Thfi values of D and of the exposures It, permit of y and i in the formula \

expressing the density being calculated.

• It is préférable, hôwever, to oBfiaîn tîièl'ftsSïrBy à gràpRiè méthod,
by means of which ail calculations arid références to tables of Jogarithms

. ^^^..Ay.^^.^
,"&!- " *i. -*.''.'j'f.^'^ï>iiB."^W*J»^je>-(#!A^ iV2£wj*:^i-ï, . 7^ ^.î Ti' . - ',-..,.->

*
,, ^im;^^
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Wirtaîti^t 212. The
mic graduation for ;he exposures b. f ^ '^ sj'dej-ule, arlogarith-
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ment factor is obtained by drawing through the p(^int 100 of the

exposore scale, a line parai lel to the atraight part of the characteristic

curve, noting ils point of intersection with the clensity scale. This

gives the value of the tangent of the angiu of inclination, which is t"he

development factor. In the example given, the inertia'is 0-85 and

development factor 0"98.

'When the inertia of the plate is known, it is possible to time the

exposures in the caméra so that the densities of the grada,tion8 are

alniost exacUy proportional to the logarithuis ôf the light intensities

which produced theni, and négatives can be produced which satisfy

very nvarly the définition given ol a theoret ically perfect négative. It

piust 1)6 borne in mind, however, that such a négative is not neces-

sarily true to nature. If the négative is to.l)e true to nature, a plate

must be used which h richly coated, the exposure mûst be carefully

timed^ and the development must be carried only so far that the

value of the development factor is numerically equal to one.^ On the

other hîind, such-a négative would qot itself generally give a piint

true to nature; but that subject will be treated later on.

• The exposure to be given in the caméra can, when the inertia is

known, be found by meaiis of the actinograph, an ingénions instru-

ment devised by Messrs. Hurter and Driffield. For isochromatic

plates, the inertia must be multiplied by a constant coefficient before

using it on the actinograph for dayligh't exposures.

The "actinograph speed'

the inertia.

of a plate is obtained by dividing 34 by

Before proçeeding further, it may be well to give Messrs. Hurter
' and Driftield's recommendations on development, although they hâve

^ met with considérable opposition. TJiey assert that, for ail ordinary
' photographie work, there iS no develnper superjor lo ferrous oxalate.

It is preterable, because of the uniformity of the colour of the silver

depositc-d by it, a point of very great importance for printing and

enlarging by developing processes, in which the exposure is arrived at

by calculation ; it is préférable, because they hâve not -yet found one

plate with which it disagreed, and this is more than can be said of

'other developers. It will also develop an old plate which may iiave

been carelessly laid by for years ; whilé, with another developer, it

would be hopeless to obtain a passable resuit. It is préférable, be-

cause, of ail developers, it is least liable to attack silver salts which

hâve not been acted upon by the light, and because it will not.lend

itself to the production of foggy messes. It is not implied that other

developers may not hâve their spécial uses ; for instance, rodinal is

of the greates^value in thé caso of certain plates when dealing with

extremely short snutter exposures.

.,,i..ia^::A.,
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H '

^^. portion of it is atonce reflected baok agrfinby the Iwo reflecting sur-
faces of the négative, so.that Itehind a négative, less of the light trans-

.
mitted by it is lost by reflection Irom the sensitive fîlnr, and conse-
queiitly, more work is done on the filnî than would be the cfv,se i^ t\\e(

same intensity of the light were to act upon a film frce to reflect. The
amount of light reflected by the sensitive film and back again by the
négative dépends upon tht&co-efBcients of refTcction of bpth the fiTm and"
the négative , it n»ay be. foreéeén that the sanie jdegative wiU give
differenr results upon différent printing surfaces, accér,ding to the
amount of light which thèse surfaces reflect. ^

There is still anothér point to be cpnsidered. The 6pacity foundx
with the photometer," is meaeured'chiefly to the yellow rays of the lanip,
whilst those raya are least active upon the p'àte. The opacity of the
négative to the blue rays is, in ail cases tes«^, greater than the opacity
60 the yellow rays. .

Thèse Qonsideratîpns explain why, when a rfegative is used for con-
tact printing, its opacity must be considered as fess than that indicaVed

1 by the photometer ; and when it is used for enlargement, the opacity
must be considefrod asgreater than tàat measured with the photometer,
bécause,.in the one case, the sensitive surface cannot reflect freely,

whilst, in the other, it does so. "
'

The exact amount by which the value of the opacity of the négative
is to be increased <;r decreased dépends, therefore, upon the reflection

of the- film, upon its sensitiveness to tlio différent portions of the
spectrum and upon the colour of the négative.

^

*If it were not for thèse corrections, the rehition between a négative
,

and A positive could be at once deducéd fpora the formula

V ^-

J

N /

/

In this formula, the intensity of the light|^ I, is reduced by the
négative and mug^.be divided by the opacity; which, in logarithmic
calculation, means deducting the logarithm of the opacity from the
logarithm of the intensity of the li^ht. But, the logarithm of the
opacity is the density measured by the photometer,' which density is

simply subtracted. In order to prevent confusion, the densities of

négatives, including fog, are denoted by iT, and the densities of posi-

tives by P. The équation which results, after introducing the correc-

tioq a of the négative density for the reaisofis just explained, stands
thus

>=r|^logJ^-«^^^



J

N /

/
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t* il

the négative (the total density o£ whicb is, in the éxample, 0-985)

équivalent to a, direct exposure of 15 c.m.n. The necessary exposure

is calculated thus :

—

^

Log 7'= log 15 + 0-985.

r=145.

This exposure of 145 c.m.s. is given through the négative and the

plate deVéloped together with that profluced by the direct exposures

of 5 and 40 c.m.s. Having measured the n sulting densities and de-

ducted fog, those densities which resuit from the twù direct exposures,

in the exainple 1010 and 1-965, are marked uppn the exposure Unes

5 and 40 of a diagrani. Through thèse two densities, a straight line is

drawn which coïncides with the correct period of the plate. Tn the

example, tho density produced through the négative is 1-730, exclusive

of fog ; this is marked on the density scale, and a horizontal line drawn

through' it intersecting the straight line previously drawn. Through

this point of intersection a perpendicular is drawn to the inertia scale

and the point of intersection marked. This point of intersection

gives the direct exposure to which an exposure of 145 c.m.t-. through

the négative is équivalent, in the example 24 c.m.s. The printing

factor '/ is obtained by deducting log 24 from log 145, and dividing the

resuit by the density of the négative used :

Log 145

•985

log 24-^— = -79

To produce with certainty a good positive transparency on a given

plate, the exposure behind the highest density must be just sulïicient

to slightly affect the plate, and, therefore, must be equal to the inertia.

The necessary exposure would be

log 7'=log i + «iV'

N being the hif^hest négative density.

But, the calculation need not be made at ail. The printing density

of the négative, measured on the density scale, is taken with a pair of

compassés and the same di8t«,nce to the right on the exposure scale,

measurf'd from the inertia of the plate. The necessary exposure is

read off at once.

It is undoubtedly a difficulty that with one and the same négative,

.4te cleasitie^ as measured phutometrically: haye to b© multiplied with

diflFerent factors according to the plates used with it. For contact

printing with négatives developed by ferrous oxalate, the factor varies

from about 0-6 to 1-0. It is, however, sufficient for practical purposea
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attributed to tlie higher illuminant. But, neither daylight nor any
other light will ever produce a satisfactory enlargement from an unsuit-
able négative. The only advantage, that appertains to the use of day-
light, is that it doea not necessitate the possession of an optical lan'tern

;

but otherwise, the balance of suivantage is infinitely in favour of the
lantern, Daylight is fickle, and more diflîcult to gauge accurately
than an oil lamp ; then again, it is only available in the day time,
while enlarging by oil light can be conducted at any hour, day or
night.

The essential conditions to consider in connection with enlalge-
ments are, firstly, the (juality of the négative required ; and, secondly,
the estimation of correct exposure.

The considération which détermines the character of the négative
suited for enlargement is the range of gradation which bromide paper
is capable of yielding. The range of gradation o'f the négative must
coïncide with the range of gradation of the paper, if a satisfactory
resuit is to be looked for. The range of the paper is the ratio exist-

ing between the two exposures, one of which just falls short of pro-
ducing any deposit, and the othfer which just suffices to produce the
deepest black which the paper is capable of recording when vîewed by
reflected light. Say, for example, that an exposure of five seconds
just fails to produce a deposit and that one of 160 seconds just pro-
duces maximum blackness, the range of the paper would be as 5 is to

160, or as 1 is to 32. Now, obviously, for a négative to exactly cor-

respond with the paper range, its capacity for transmitting light must
hâve the same ratio—that is to say, the ratio between the opacities
representing the deepest shadow and the highest light must also be as

1 is to 32. This means, that the différence between the maximum
and minimum densities of the négative must be equal to the logar-

ithm of 32, which is 1-505; but it must not be forgotten, that this is

the dirterence of the printing densities which are obtained by multi-
plying the densities measured in the photom^ter by the printing
factor «.

To investigate the range of bromide paper, a séries of exposures was
made and after developing, the gradations of the paper were measured
by reflected light, employing for that purpose a moditication of Hurter
«k Driffield's photometer. The readings do not, however, in this case

express density, but the fraction of light reflected by the gradations as

compared with light reflected by the normal white of the paper. A
reading of 1 '3 (log. 20) indicates that the gradation reflects —^ of the

light reflected by the pure white of the paper. Haviog measured the
gradations of the entire strip in this way, they were plotted just as in
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very closely, the small négative gradations should be keptas widelyapart
as possibla Tliis ineans that a négative for enlarging should be fully

exposed, ao as to bring its lower densities into the period of correct ex-
posure. c

The reason for preferring a négative with a rather too contracted,
than a too extended, range is that it is far better to make quite sure
of getting the délicate half tones, even a,t sonie loss of the deepest
black tones.

The range of the paper and its sensitiveness may, in practice, be
found quite easily. To ascçrtain the sensitiveness is to discover what
exposure just brings to the commencement of the paper range—that
is to say, what is the maximum exposure which will only just pro-

duce évidence of deposit with full development. It is absolutely
necessary that this exposure be ascertained by the précise source of
illumination which is to be employed for the production of the
«nlargement. A séries of exposures is made on a strip of the paper
to the light emanating from the lantern, but the exposures progress
by 1-41 instead of 2, thus providing an intermediate gradation, and
so rendering the décision as to the commencement of range more
exact. When making this détermination the light of the lantern is

projected upon the screen, having, of course, secured an, accurate
focus and a correct adjustment of the position of the light. The
amount of light falling upon the dise is then measured and the
exposures made.

A little difficulty may possibly be found in deciding which expo-
sure must be regarded as marking the commencement of the range.
It is always better, in case of doubt as to exactly where the range
commences, to take too great rather than too small an exposure. It
is advisable to be guided by the earliest unmistakable deposit, ignor-
ing a possible one or two gradations of an extreraely faint and inde-
cisive character, and, while about to ascertain this information re-

garding the paper, it is well to mask a small portion so as to be able
to judge of the normal whiteness of the paper. If, after develop-
ment, there is évidence of fogging on the part to which light has not
had access, the paper is to be discarded altogether; it will never
produce a satisfactory enlargement. Such fogging may arise in the
manufacture of the paper, or may be the resuit of détérioration from
long or careless keeping.

It was ascertained that the firat évidence of deposit on the paper to ,

be used for enlarging was produced with an exposure to the light of
the lantern ofj.^ certain number of seconds

;
it is transformed into c.m.8.

15y measuring thé intensity of the lanterh's light in candie mètres by
means of a simple shadow photometer. This, in the example given,

L fc-ù,.^ ^ E..
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M

The number correaponding to this logarithm, 224 4, say 225, is the
exposure required in c.m.a.

The factor 1 • 4 for conyerting the yisual into the enlarging density,
applies only in the case o£ négatives developed with ferrous oxaldte!
In the case of négatives very yellow in' colou^ as from development
with unpreserved pyrogallol, this factor will be somewhat greater;
how much, will be eas ily decided by an experiment or two.

î s.
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*CHAPTER VI.

Photographic Opérations,
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I

Ail that is required in the plate ia, that it shall be sensitive to other
rays than blue and violet, Bjecause^these raya are eut off by the acreen.
It is not necessary that it should be acted upon by the red raya, in
fact, it ia préférable for convenience of manipulation, that it . should
not.

Fig. 217 represents the action of the spectrum on " Edward's isoçhro-
matic médium" plates, exposed behind a deep orange screen. The
action of light commences at D andjiearly ends at b. Between b and

\

F there is very little action
;
just beyond F, is a band of slight sensi-

tiveneaa. It will be seen that the image on this plate is formed entirely
by theyellow and green rays ; consequently, the photograph may appear
quite unnatural. Yellow photographs as white ; an autumn landscape
when the leaves hâve turned yellow, looks as if the trees were covered
with snow.

The use of orthoôhromatic plates is not without its drawbacks. The
shadows, in a landscape, receive their light from the sky and it is this
light, reflected into the caméra, which forma the image. But the light
of the sky is mostly blue and violet and doea not act on the plate
behind the orange acreen

; the reault is that the ahadows are much
more intense than on ordinary plates.

In order to find the proportion between the light coming from an
^bject in direct sunlight and that coming from the same object when
plaeed in the shade, Messrs. Hurter and Driffield photographed a
folding acreen, uponeachof two folds of which had been plaeed a aheet

R

fej^ivjjt^a;
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of white cardboard and a sheet of matt black paper. The screen waa
80 placed that ono fold was illuminated by direct sunjf.ht andZother by the light reflected from the sky. They eut a rfate ^n twnand expésed one half in the calera U> L scree'n , on thfo i." hll?they made a .enes of candie exposures. Both halves were developedtor the same time^^nd the densities measured and plotted. Thevound that the densit.es of the black and white paper in the image o^fthe screen corresponded to the following candie exposures on thecharactenstic curve plotted from the other half of the plate :

White in sun oo sr»

, R, , .
«''^^« -^

10-20Ulackmsun , „.-,

" shade '

n • "7

froTn theÏÏy'
'"""'"*^'''" ^''''" ^^" '''" was a little over twice that

The same experiment repeated with an orthochromatic plate behinda deep orange screen gave the illumination as twelve times greateHndirect sunhght than in the shade. It is at once seen. what^an enormous différence theremust be between a négative taken under thèseconditions and one taken on an ordinary plate, and how much moreintense the shadows are in the first photograph.

altitul^Tt?'"'" ^^^^T di':^^V"""S^* '''^ ^^y^'^^^ ^-^"«^ ^^th the

ri SL h kTT^ ^'""^ the absorption of the atmosphère : the
less hght absorbed, the greater is the contrast. Shadows look moreintense when the sun is high than when it is low, but it is in themountains at h.gh élévations, that the contrast is greatest Ingênerai, the air is very pure and the coefficient of absorption small :only rays of very short wave lengths are absotbed and diffused, andthe sky assumes a strange deep blue tint. The thickness of theoverlying atmosphère being so much less than at sea lëvel theabsorption 18 stiUfurtherreduced and the shadows of the landscape

^aTl'^r^'"''"'?; ^'^' '^''' '' e:.aggerat,d by the orthochromatk
plates with deep yellow screen.

It is now easy to understand why good photographs of Alpineacenery aresoscarce: the wide contrits présent, rfngLg from lowin sunlight to dark pines in shade, and the intensity of the shadowrcombine to make them the most difficult subjects to photoS
are uied

'^ '"""''*' ^"""^"^^^ unless the very^best platée

--ÎWtunatelyr^fês^Hui^ aiïd Drîffiiïd lavé ihown ho^y to reco»:
"~"

nize a good plate. There must be silver enough on it to give a longpenod of correct représentation) any plate, in which thestFaight part

i
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o£ the charactemtic curve is short, musfc be at once rejected. The

dtTJ^^"*!,*'^ double coated "Edward's i«o0hromatic m^dlum, specially made for the purpose, and backed with a non-actmic coatmg for preventing halation.

When a subject presenfing strong contrasta is photograpfaed and along exposure given. it is observed that the action of thi light appearJto spread upon the plate. The edge of the high lights înstead 3
"^^^^^^X^'

merges into the shluiow by a Ir^S^^^^^l
tint m*e or less extended, acoording to the intensity of the hlghSt

face ôfthl 'î^ ^""^ passed through the filn,, struck the poste^or su^face of the glass plate, and been reflected by it to the back of the

hiL,J -îîf
^h^ch is seen on over-exposed plates is due, in part, to

surfit! ;,f ïïr T^V" *^ ^'^P.*^' ^^«^' "^^«^ ^' «-«^«hes the bkc^surface of the plate by coating it with some bJack or non-actinio

wmTo clt\ f"^'
t' '''\ -^^y ^^"^ «^ opaqueTatSwill not cure halation Two conditions are requisiteT firstly, thecoating Diust be m optical contact ^ith the glass ; #black cloth forinstance, pressed on the plate, would lot produce he leS effect on

sal ^'>,''''!i^•y'
ih«,''«^'-^«*-e index of the coating must be the

The backing is wiped out with a wet'sponge before developing.
^

Dry plates ra-ust be preserved from beat and damp. It is advisabléto place the boxes, m which they are received from the nmnufacturersinto a larger t.n box securely locked. They are inserted in the plateho^ders in weak ruby light and are then dusted with a flat camel hafrbrush. Two or three strokes of the brush are sufficient ; more wouTdaevelop electricity on the film which would attract th^ dust. Theplates are then numbered in ^ncil in one corner; it is usual her7

o^thTr,r *\«/-t«.*he number of the dozen^ and the numS'of the holder. After being exposed, the plates are removed from theho ders and packed face to face in the original boxes, without anyThlngbetween the plates. While unpacking and packing the plates it ifconvenient to bave grooved métal boxelinto 4ich ti whole œntin

b^th^'^fir P^*V' ""^ .^^«V'hich they can be handled moréS -both m fiUing and emptying the holders. " ^'

t^5^""A7'!
tried hère before glass. but the,l^8ults were not'satlsfac-tory. Admitting that films could be made as godd as.glass plates, and itdoe. not seem that this point bas yet been reached, thefr^ly advantaffesover glass would-be freedom from breaka^e and iessened w^efghtTS^ no matenal différence in the bulfc of the holders to be carried bfS=surveyor, whether he uses glass or films.

"çcarnea oy tùe

^
^

K

** ^
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ation. The différence J Jjll El!
S^^' " ""' ' ""°"» «oMWer-

.
aa importantrSrX„tKpSîr**JT t"* «'""."W ''='°'°»

-
nc.^ found r„r the ^'^•^^^.^TZ':^^XSTy.y'Z

&Ô^ide,:d'
'""'"""" '"^ '"' °"' P"'"""^ '"e thW 'part uZZ

a lorJoS^'ofiî'^"^-^
"^^ P^^'^"« ^^^'•«"g^ *he atmosphère, has lost

l

^ I = a«.

0- 01 74 X tabulAr refraction

cosine apparent àltîtude »

E t^f .
*«™ï^îen, a, te Sùbject tô gr^r^Sriatio^^ccord:mg to the greater or less transfiarency of theltmosphe^ he3 it»18 quite impossible to predict accurately what the intens tj of the

\^-\i
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light will be wiion thfi sun is at a certain altitude/ but ^hen it ia not
too low, the intensity may \be found with sufeiétt* accurk<Ar for photo-
graphie purposes. \ \ '

^ ^v *

Edward's (••hochroinaticyjlates behind a deep orange screen dre, it
has been shown, tensitjve to\the raya from D to h, the greatest action

being jibout 0''560
; for e^cposing thèse plates, it is only the inten- ^ *asityof thèse particular radiations which has to' be considered ftuÂ«'«%

'

investigated. An examinatîÀn of the résults obtained by di&fpfrXi^'
observer» shows that for ^%0, the coefficient of transmissionAuJ!^'

'^
one atmosphère at 8^a level an<l under average conditions aj^ thlwir^
about 0-65

; at an etevation olf 10,000 feet, with dîy U^^fere air rb •

averagesat least • 80. Thèse are the two fcoefficiettjMpii which
subséquent calculationsare basëd. ^^ •

According to Clausius' theory-of the diffusion oi light, the intensity
of the hght reflected and diffulsed by the sky is expressed by the
formula : -. ' . ,

r j

,S' = z (1—a")

.in which S is the Hght from the sE^, Z the ratio of the lost portion of
the Sun s. hght to that reflected ajd diffused by the sky, 'z the zénith
distance of. the §un, a and if the coefficient of transmission and air è
mass respective

.^^^^^^^>"«« given by this formu a are too large and do not agçeewith the results obtained on orthdchromatic plates. To elucidate this
point, séries of gradated exposiires were ra'ade on white blottïncr
paper, m direct sunshine and in the shade, at various altitudes of the
Sun. Ihe characteristic curves virere plotted and, for each altitudetwo inertiaswere obtained, one for direct sunshine and one for ôky-
light

: the intensities were in the^^ inverse ratio of the inertias Thenumbers so obtained were used for calculatyig thte total light receivedby a surface exposed normally to the sun'i raya, the light coming
direçtly from the sun being comUted by the formula already given

with the coefficients of traiismifesio
10,000 feet altitude.

/

)llS(

,<>#

la levelllla 0-80 foc

^^''^^u-f^'i'*^ *? represented/by Fig. 218 in which the abscissae arethe altitudes of the sun. 'l'he ordinates are, for convenience, made
»qual to thereciprocals of th^ intensity of light, that is to the fraction

ib wi^dh the exposures m/ust be proportional. The unit adopted ia*

('
,

A '
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Fi g-. 218

the mteWty at se^ leirel when the sun Ja>at the zénith. Thereare twocurves, one correiTponding to m>x level and the othe^one toao élévation^^— of 10,000 feet;it,will be
DoLed, that there is very littlô

*

change in tho exposures %.
qnired at grefft élévations
until the sua approaches the

^ horizon : this agrées with the

I
exjMîrienco of our surwyors.
The curve's of Fig. 218 agre»
fairly well with the results
obtained on orthochromatici

J,

plates
; there are occamonally »

large dUcrepancies, but no
more than niust be expectçd.
The transparertcy of tjie air
varies «o much that no for-
niula ean express accurately
its absorption. -

A iiumber of actitiometers
hâve been devised for the use
of-photographers. The most

_„<.•„ Afi- u/ • „ • P<*P"lar dépend upon theac<jon of hght on spéciallyprepared broùiide paper, thV intensity of theh^ht being measured by the time of expos^re recjuired to produce a cer-tean tint on the paper. It is hardly necessary to say, that thèse instru-^nts cannot be depended upon for ascertaining the exact expopure tobe given to orthochromatic plates behind a deep orange screen^ Thepn^ared bromide paper is acted upon by the rays beyond F onUwhile the orthochromatic plate answere onlyto the radiafions between\

nrnr...f- kT indications of the.actinometer to be.accurate, the

h.TfK r MT""
'^^ ^'^^'^''^' '•^i'^tions in daylight«houId not ^ary :

.
but that is not the case-the proportion is char.ging constantly. If, théexposure found by the actinometer were correct with the sun high in

innliî^; n'^T-"^ ^ ^"""''''^^ ^'""^ * ^«^ «""• Tl.e same remarkapphes toallactinoracters: every one indi(fates the mtensity of someparticu ar j-^iations which are not those acting upon the ortho-
chro„,atic plaje^ behind a deep orange scr^^.' nevel^e^Iess, an Jtin^meter œay occasionally prove useful. '

hght for everx hour of the day, and;fpr every day ot the year, at theplace where the photogi-aphs havè.tô be tak«n. The altitudes of the-^^° ealculated for th^h.^^mê^^^B-f\m^^fov:^û^yà
every month, and the corresponding values of the fracfcîœi i. are taken".

. W

1

^
&''£*à!^tçfL'-?';.;i >AV.: ''^' :

'.a-
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i^*r.wL^""^l.'**o?î?' l^^' J^^ "^"^^^ f^»- 50° o£ north latitudeare plotted m Fig 219; the abscissae are the months and days of theyear, and the ordmates the comparative exposures. The points cor-responding to the same hour of the day are joined by curves : the fuUUnes are for sea level and the broken lines for an élévation of 10 000

Ail thiH however, apjhes only to Ijght çQmin from a dear «ky i^afranowance has tô Be made when the sun is obscured by clouds. Messrs
Uurter and Dnffield, in the instructions for their actinograph, adopt
five degrees of l^ghtness: very bright, bright,' mean, duU, and ve^



EXPOSURE.
jgg

.sWWs?l°"'"^°""'°'''"^""'"'°"'°8» »"«»»; *o proportions are

Light.

Verybright..
'

^^7"'"-

Bright ;

\
Mean '

^
"^

Duli
'.'.'.'.i'.^'y.'.'.'.'..'.

^

Very duU ^

iig. ^1» gives at once the exposure at anv ti'mp TTr,^ j-

the character of views and the scalp of f info f^ i

surveymg,

tolerably uniform, and it ^ill «eheraUv be fo, nH ^\'X^'^^''^
^^^^

one unit for the v^hole of theS ^ practioable to adopt

to the end of the penod of correct représentation. An indii^ct
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advantage of this mode of procédure is t« increase considerably the
range of the plate and to secure better détail in the shadows.

Bearing thèse remarks in mind, the unit of exposure is ascertained
by tria,} plates on a landscape of the same kind as those of the,survey.
The object is to find the greatest exposure which the plaite will stand.
Let us suppose that on the 20th of September, at 2 p.m., and at sea
leyel^he proper exposure is found to be 34 seconds. The diagram of
Fig.M 9 gives for this day and hour 1 4 as the coefficient by which the
unit of exposure must be niultiplied : the unit is, therefore, 34 : 1-4 or
24 seconds. It is advisable to repeat the experiment on several days,
so as to obtain a good average unit, because the intensity of daylight
is subject to great fluctuations.

Suppase now, that it is required to find the ex^ba^ire at 4 p.m. on
the20thof August. The diagram of Fig. 219 gives, fbr^^alevel, 1-65
times the unit, or 40 seconds. For an élévation of,Âjl;000 feet, it
would be 0-92 times the unit, or 22 seconds. For t^tf^ntermediâte
élévation, the exposure can be obtained by interpc^latiiyi.-J

The surveyor, however, does not make thèse calculatîons every time
^
he has to expose a plate : before starting for his day's work, he
examines his diagram and notes the exposures for that particular' day
and for the élévation of the ground. Thèse exposures may, during the
course of the day, be increased to .^it the light, when the sky isnot
clear

;
a view that is generally dark also requires a longer exposure.

If desired, a new diagram like Fig. 219 may be plotted with the
unit of exposure found, giving directly the exposure instead of the
factor by which the unit must be multiplied.

If, it were attempted to give such prolonged exposures and to
handle the plate in accordance with ordinary practice, the négative
would be flat and foggy and présent ail the well known characteristics
of over-exposure. It is imperative to pay particular attention to the
foUowing points :

—

Ist. The plate must be backed, or it will be ruined by halation.

2nd. The inside of the caméra must be dead black and provided
with one or two diaphragms. The sides of the caméra are illuminated
very strongly by the light diflTused by the plate, and also by some of
the raya coming through the lens : if the sides were not dead black,
this light would again be reflected on the plate which would be
fogged.

grd, With the sameabject jq£ praventing refleetioas inside of the—
caméra, the diameter of the back lens of the object glass must be
small. This condition ig realized in Zeiss' anastigmat F/ 18.
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plate, and cause more or less fog
'"""''*"^ "'^ ^^ffu^ed on the

5th. Under no circumstances muH^ f 1,„whenthelineof sfghtis8omerheri,tt f,l-"^ «" *h« !«"« Jbe advmble to eut off the skv if 1.
^h^d motion of the sun, it mav

Partof thehood>opening ^' '"'^ ^m\^t,hy closing the upi^î,

vie^tc'f^rs:;^;^;^;^,:';;^ ^u, aiî
given are applicable to alf ca^es ^ '"^""^ landscapes, the rules

are'bi^^L'tt^X"^^^^^^^^^ -rve which
js given a séries of gradated exnoZ f

"" ' •"" ^^^''^ V^'^^^e, a plate
lamp which has been buîningZ "Z " '

'"''l^^'
"«^^' ^''^e that^of a

-easured. and its densities plot^^^d (ï^'^o^
"'" ^^^^ '« deveh.ped,

313 .«25 M5 »s
ixpoaimi

^» _110 MO 890 640

INIRTIA

Fi>. 2 20

(ui itjo riMjioo

iBtic curve.
measured aiij cumpiirol witli th, cliaracto

1^1. Development THa k i
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developed with freshly prepared iron oxalate. The formula used
hère is : ^

Oxalate of potash 1 oz. .

Water •? 3 ozs.

Bromide of potassium
. 15 grs'.

Acetic acid 10 mins.

And :

Sulphate of iron '

1 oz.

Water 2 ozs.

Acetic acid % mins.

To each ounce of tlie oxalate solution are added two drams of the
iron solution.

The development is carried out for a definite length of time, so

that the greatest densities of the négative be those adapted to the
enlarging process. Assuming, for instance, that bromide paper is

used, and that the highest négative density required is r05, the
development must be so timed as 'to produce this density. In Fig.

220, the density corresponding to the exposure of 40 seconds is 2-35

and the development factor 1-42. To reduce this density to 1-05, the
development factor should be :

105
• T35-^l-*2 = 0-63

A few trials with plates having received séries of exposures show
what the length of development must be. If the plates hâve been
properly exposed, the density due to snow is somewhere in the vicinity

of the exposures of 20 or 40 seconds in Fig. 220, and with a development
factor of 0'63, the curve of the gradations should be as shown by the
dotted Une/ If snow were absent, the highest densities \^ould probably
not exceed 0*90, but the négatives would still produce good enlarge-

ments. In a séries of views containing no snow, the development
should be carried a little further, until.'for instance, the 7 "5 seconds
exposure in Fig. 220, produces the requisite density of 1 -05, the de-

velopment factor being 0-75.

With every batch of plates, the surveyor forwards a few duplicates

which are developed separately, for checking both the exposureand the

time of development.

After developing for the requisite time, the developer is emptied out

and the tray fiUed with water several times ; the plates are then taken
^tnjt-ïmd put in another groovêd tray tsonîSining hyposulphite of soda."

When fixèd, they are washed and before putting them to dry, the film

is wiped with a tuf^ of cotton.
'''^

B

i,M!i7M
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hjSdè^^^^^^ dry, the

-
ment, but présents sever^l disadvaLJs ^

Itt .T^ ^'^'^^ ^"«^"-"^
room two powerful lamps hâve to Et nn T .''V'^^ '" ^ ^ark
deposit of which the densitv is to be ^^^ ^/"'^ attended to. and the
east one-quarter of an inl n dkraeS:"a1 Tv '^""^, "'^ ^'^^ «^ ^^
landscape négatives. It has been fou;,d Tt''^ l? '"'^^'^ ^«""^ i«
anotherformof photometer shown"nC'^oof"r^^«,*« -'«Pt hère,

» "•'^
^ ^ section is given in

m,

i Fi» 222

deMitiesm^Sïïty^tlre^aS n~°'
*'' *T™*« instrument, the

exposures in enlarging ^ '*^ P'"'^ enough for the calculatSn of

loi ?rtlr^:î^rn1^^^^^^^^^^^ -un^over apSrm contact with the platform fte W.^ '^^''^^^- The film bSing
plane passin, th.u,h^he aS ^o^a^^i: t^u^Tl^^,*ii%^~
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an iris diaphragm F. In ;> is a rectangular prism mounted on a dia-
phragm, which closes the other end of the tube B, and immediately in
front of the prism is a pièce of opal glass E. The upper face ôf the
prism is in the focal plane of the microscope, and its edge divides the
field into two equal parts.

Under the platform C-is a slide L carrying a photographie plate, on
which five strips of différent densities hâve been impressed by a séries
of exposures. Thèse densities increase in aritlîmetical proportion, the
highest density being about equal to the density of the opal glass
E,. Any of thèse strips may, by drawing the slide, be brought under
the hole H, over which the négative to be measured is placed ; by
pu^hing the slide as far as it will go, the négative strips are removed
from under the hole H ; tbere is then nothing under the négative
to intercept the light reflected by the mirror M in the direction of the
microscope's axis.

In front of the iris diaphragm, F, is a stage wifch springs for insert

-

ing pièces of opal or coloured glass.

The object glass of the miscroscope is formed of two common opéra
glass objectives of three-inch focal length. The eyepiece consists of
two piano convex lenses of two and three-quarter inch focus, placed
one and half inch apart. The magnifying power is about four times.

The platform C is lined with black velvet ; the whole instrument is

mounted on a simple wooden frame.

Coloured glasses of différent tints may be adjusted to the end of the
-eyepiece.

Turning the instrument towards a uniform source of illumination,
like the sky or a sheet of white paper, and looking through the eye-
piece, the field is been divided into two parts differently illuminated

;

one of the halves receiving its light from thç tube B through the opal
glass E and by reflection on the hypothenuse face of the prism p, the
other half receiving it by reflection on the mirror M through the
object glass of the microscope. The illumination of~^each of the two
halves of the field can be varied at will, the one belonging to the tube
B by opening or closing thé iris diaphragm, and the one belonging to
the microscope by moving the slide L. A négative being placed over
the hole H, equality of illumination can be obtaiued by a judicious
use of the iris diaphragm and of the slide.

. The principle of this instrument is, that the illumination of the opal
gla^ #18 proportipnal to the àrêâ ôf^^ï^^^

^ithout the opal glass, the opening or closing of the diaphragm does
not cause any change in the Ûlumination of the prism, so long as the

L. I tJ s
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affectcd by the opeïing ofthe dk^^^^^^^
"^ich is^not

2, this last part of the light is not ai"!.- m T^ ^'"^« «^ ^ensity
varies, withi^ihelirnits S accuracvofT'f^ ^"^ '^' illumination
to the aperture of the diaphragm

^"«*'-«'°ent, proportionally

L ^\:i ThTbyXt ftT^rtr/e ^'îrr «^^^^ °^ ^^^ «^^^e
the two halves of the Sis eaualwf Îk ^^' ?^ i"»°>ination /of
full diameter a. Now Sace a^lJ *^' diaphragm is open to its

diameter and /' the illumLtion'weha^e.
"""^''^'-

^'' «' ^^ ^'^

But — is the opacity of the negat;

arithm of the opacity,

A = 2(loga-loga')

A being the density of the negati^
«•""^ IS calculated by this fon

The divisions of the scale are given hereunder :

Division of
^'^«^«cale.

_
Diameter of dia-

Phragm'e aperture.

^ uemg ine density of the ne£?ativfi T», j
phragm is calculated by this foSa the l^^

^'^^^^'^^^ of the dia-
7firn TK^ ^;..:„.-_ /.. .™"''^' ^^e full opening being markedzéro

thanvri,TbeLg th*: dr^whicV^^f^ '-'''''' ^^^^ ^ -<^ '-

j

aiapùragm is fully open or when the index is at zéro

nation

t

'
«! .

;ilf'

/ a2
/' a'2

il
egative, and, as the density is the log- .

11
>r'^n. w 1

«g
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l\

of the scale. The négative is placed over the ho'e //, the density
stripa are removed from under it by pushing the slide, and the dia-
phragra is closed until the two halves qf ihe field are equally bright.'

Let a bé the division of the scale opposite the index : the density is

sr A = D + "^

When the density of the négative ^o be measured is le!?s than Z),

one of the strips of the slide L is drawn under the hole U, so as to
form with the ne;;ative a density greater than D. ^THfe diaphra'^ni is

again closed until the two halves of the field are e(^ually illuminated.
Let a be the corresponding division of the diaphrï»,^À'8 scale, and d the
density of the slide's strip ; the total density me^^^red is A + d, and
we hâve: j:'-»\

A T

ù^+d = D + a

or;

A = (2>-rf) + «.

We mark on the slide Ihe value of D -d for each of the five '^

strips, and the instrument is ready f^fcLjlieasuring any négative. The
diaphragm is firstfuUy opened, and th§ négative placed over the hole H.
Looking through the eyepiece, the slide îs drawn until the négative
appears darker than the prisnj, and the diaphragm is closed until
equality of illumination is obtained. The density is the sum of the
numbers read on the slide and on the diaphragm's scale.

Generally, there is a diflFerence in the colour of the>, two halves of the
field ; to adjust accurately the illumination, it is necessary to place on
the eyepiece a glfciss of the complementary colour.

The values of i) - rf to be inscribed on the slide, may be ascertained
by using a négative of which the various densities hâve previously been
measured in a Hurter and Driffield's photometer. They may also be
found by measuring the densities of the slide, as foUows :—Take a
négative of density slightly greater than D, and place it over the hole
H; push in the slide, and close the diaphragm until the illumination
of the field is uniform. -Let a be the reading of the diaphragm's scale.

Then draw under the négative the first or lightest strip of the slide
and let B be the reading of the diaphragm's scale. The density of the
first strip is

d=B-a

'V

The différence between this strip and the next one is found in the same
way, and the opération is repeated until the density d of the last strip
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equality of illummation^^ produced with the last striM'. then :

from which D is readily obtained.

d' must be equal to or greater tha^i D if greater/th^umber*corresponding to it, to be marked on the slidé, is négative

For very great densities, a screen reducing the light is inserted infront of the xns diaphragn.
; this, however, is"seldomTecêssàr;!

JZ Tîr'l"^
'"' '^"d««\P« négative, it is advisable to cover it with asheet of black paper in which a small hôlehas been made The neltive ,s shifted on the platform until the .pot to be measured is Jsecfedby the edge of the prism

; the black paper is then adrsted over tÏenégative so as to cover everything except thjs s^t.

Alittle discriraina,tion has to be exerçised "in eelectingthe spot ofhighest density in a négative. We must bear in niind tliat^liWdensities will be represented in the print by a denesit Tt ,n!^v S^'^
.that o^eparticular spot has a densit/much In exceTof the' Z^rj

"

tt Te d^ViStftTfr:
'' " "f^ -r^^- -guJ'^te the ex^sur^oyic. ihe denst> tobe measured is the most transparent soot ofthe ne^gative which it .s desired U> hâve represented by^ùrlh^te in

The measurement of densities, with the photometer just descrited isa very rapid opération. ^ "'''v.ci juaLuescrroea, is

of ^rS^ioniThe^h-'^'
pîates, it is necessary^^ ascer'tain the r^nge

H,frw 1 n 4 M ,^
""'^ ^""""^'^y '•^^I"'''^^ forfnlargement. MessrsHurter and Driffield liave shown how this is done for enlargemenr^n

c^^ïtn "^^fr
«';,broniide pape\-

;
their instructioïï^rould be

S a rsK: onerat- ^"^r^""^!!^^'^^'^"^ ^^^ ^ei/itroduced n the

SodlllLwTr T' *^»«y «'•e '""'^trated by a description of themethod foUowed hère for enlarging on bromide paper. •

'.

T^Jffl^/T^^
°^ the paper is ascertained, as recommended by m~

th.ï 1
^ ^A^""'-^

""^ exposures progressing in geometrical ratio '

Ifthe revolving dise ,s, not available, the gradated exposures may bè givenbycovering su ccessively différent portions of the paper. The séries-
'

whole ofTeT''''/''"
"^*^"^^' '^ ^^P^«^"»" ^- 'hree second th"whole of the paper strip, except a margin on which the whiteof the

rXrr?.^ P''"'""^-
.
Then, a sm^lfportion of the strJ L coveîS

^
and a further exposure of one second given

; a little more of the s^ripis covered and another exposure of two seconds given, and so on The
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first portion has received an exposure of »three seconde, the second
portion four seconds and the third portion six seconds. The separate
exposure inay be :

f»ta,TO

3'—1^2_3—4-16-9—14-21—31—47—70

the total corrèsponding Sxposures are :

3"^4—6—9—r3—lîK-28—42—63—94—141—21 1.

That is^ery nearly a gepinetrical progression. The exposu res need not
be made to the light of a candie ; indeed, it is préférable to use a lamp
which has been burning for sbine time, the light being more steady
Ihe distance of the lamp is adjusted so that the firs't exposures shall
not produce any appréciable deposit on development.

tf^ ^flFf ^^'•«inide paper was exposed as described above •

after full development, it was found that the first well-marked-
change m the whiteness of the paper corresponded to the exposure of
4 seconds, while after the çxposure of 141 seconds, there was no per-
ceptible increase in 'the ihtensity of the black. The range of the
paper was, therefore,iiL or 35.. If the enlarging factor of the

négatives were 1 4, their highest density, exclusive of fog, should be :

log 35 = 110.

To find the exact value of this highest density. a plate is given

HnLlff
' «^Po^^res calculated to give densities, exclusive of fog,httle différent from the highest density 1 • 10^ already found. In théexample given, the densities may be 1 • 06, 1 • 08, 1 • 10 1 1 9 114 a

obtained'''
""^^ ^"""^ *^ ^^ "^"^^ ^^^""'^ *^^ ^'^'''^^* densities are

the slide of the enlarging lantern, the image is projected on a pièce of
' bromide paper and a séries of exposures is given by covering^succes
sively the paper across the images of the dtnsity strips. The meanexposure must be tjmed to just produce a faint deposit on thedeveloped paper for the image of the middle density strip^ A^suming
this mean exposure to be 45 seconds, the séries should be •

39', 42', 45', 48', 52'.

\
fc'
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dilr« T'^.^^i"»
™\8« on the paper consists of rectengular figures ofdifférent tmts, as shown by. Fig. 223. The darkest Unts afe uLe

, OMSJmt '
,

corresponding to the clear
.2*2 !:«• - i«8^ HO Me iw gl«*s8 and gélatine in the

standard plate; if the ex-
posures hâve* been properly
tiraed, one at least of the tints
in thi.s strip must be the
darkest black of the paper.
In the figure, this tint has
been produced by the ex-
posures of 48 and 52 seconds;
48 seconds is, therefo'-e, the'
exposure for which the first

appréciable tint should be
produced through the highest '

densityof the négative. An
examinationof the strip which

Fig-. 223 ^^^ received the exposure of

exclu,™" „ffô° "Ztl
""'

""«"r" """ "'" Wgl'e<.tde„,,ity „t eZ]

.IH o„ 1
r "" i^'^^'^^V i-o the range of the paper, an exnosurR *

tfn of'ÏT P7^"r^^ ^^r^
^°'' the darkest shSdSw and LThftint ot the paper for the high lights. ^f

To find the exposures for negat
of diffè-ent densities, take a logaii^
mie slide and glue a pièce of pap

!i^i

62'

49"

4fi'

48'

3»"

Ï

f:

m

y '-rh

_i«L. 60 1( 10 over the upppr scale Àf (Fig. 224)
On the edtre of thn rinn^r i*>ooo.,~. „<)n the edge of the paper, measure a

Fig-."224 distance ^^equal to the logarithtoof

fu^ „ I ^, . ,.
the range of the bromide paper 35 inthe examplerthis distancées représenta the density found by theexpenment with the standard tint plate, 108 in our oie and is to b^

«us scale until S coïncides with ntimber 48 of the Jogarithmic scale

sTkL i«°"'""':V^"
^^^""'^ ^•^""^ ^^^h *he standard^int plate

; tL;slide is now set to md.cate the exposure for a négative of any density

with tTIn^ïr^f'ÏJ
"""^"" "' '^' logarithmic scale which œtc deswith the density of the négative on the upper scale. For instance a

defstw'lo "'^ "^^f '•^^"T- ^^P«««^ «f 2f seconds, and one o^density 1-20 requires 71 seconds. . , .•

'

deSv'S^**''^?!, ".T,"' !^"T' ;
Let>à„d iJ be the exposure anddensity fqund with the standard tint plate, and r the range of the

* fcfiL* « 4 &f^Â
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o-D = log r.
'

'

of Jîfe vat™:"rA*'' '"*^ "^'^ "' *= 'og-'hmic sKde ,, a acafe

The exposure . neceaaary to produce „„ the bro.ide paper the
iightest tintis—

, hencô:

loge = \ogE-\ogr

logE' = \oge + aD'.

manner.
"'' *" '"""J'' ""«i '" developed in the same

It has bten assumed that the fog densities o( this plate and nf .11

meîrt offl"^
^hich is the Iightest tint indicating the commence- .

m the tinta 18 so slow in thia portion nf the^Ber ran*r« fL^^^^-»<^efë iised,-Ére différent sharJ«/nf .^. u.-^^t^P^ f*"»® ^^'**' ^*^ï*wêiisër;-m^iff r̂,nt 8h^^^^^

wouldnotbeadeqSrrendered.- ^'^"^ ''^^*' '" '^« "«^^^^^^^

'»A,
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only thing that relins to b^ done fs « adiust thTr^ T^^:
^^«

whenever enlargements are to be made Foi t^ ^oganthmic slide

exposures is inade with the stanl^-S ? .
*7,**^* puipose, a séries of

but this time, the only Irtion of 1 ^'^''' '^^ ^^'""^'^^ explaiaed,

responding tô the exl^rfthroulh th ^T '?™^'^"^ ^^ ''^^ «'"P «o^'

densityscale Mmr^U\TZf ^^^
t^"^^

g'^ss and gélatine. The
the po'int ^^iSe;;l^'t t'^r^^^^^^^^

ts^LTui^etl^xe^^^^^^^^^^^^
or four finîtes. The ^"^^^^^^^^Z:^-:^^t^^

^^^^

'

^^^7^:^Îtr^2TlÙ^:^\ '^ ^^^^^^^^ *hat whiie the light

white of the paper the . adation ? "^k ™'T imperceptibly into ?he
this method of^ ekfn^ht W^^^^^^ isattained;

From this peculiarity°of broSe Ja^^^^^ fw
''

f'^'^^^'''^
^^'^ P'-^^i^e'

firstly, that it may braccuratelv Sïï' *^7«"«^"«îf««
«^^y be drawn:

accurately timed/ UnS drv nkZ H^"^-
^^^^^^^^^ that it must be

the négative and the exnosur7m ,.M t^î""
'^"° ^"^"^' '^^ "'^P^^^''^ '

for s6me reason the S.?. *" be adapted to the paper. If

enlargements on 'bromi^Zes"hou1^^'^'' ^"'"'^^ ^« ^^"«-«d
resuit iû failure Tn suchi 'i'^"^^,"'^^

^^ attempted
; they would

resorted to, be Le "orne use mTv' t^'^'^r''^ P'-^^^ «hiuld be
parency, while an imperf^t rr^d^p^rlt^l^telS

''^^''''' '''''^

wal'r7ndtrl7ti?a1h:'l' T ''l^-'\-^^'-^^
in acidulated

such a wav that the exL ^ ''*'^'"^'' ^-^^^ ''''^ driedflatand in

ail direSns For fV.^ " "' ^'^^'-a^tion "^ the paper is equal in

before d "ng or tL ed^STh'
*^" ^""'^ T^ ^^ ^«^^^^ '^ ''-ho"

wherethe^Tntltnte'^^^^^^^^^

CoS;ffthaTtl:: «nTalf". '^ '^^)'^^>^ «^ b^ -^'fi-l %bt.

angle of 30° or 36° J^d ^fnt J^tC^^'^'t"'^
'^^"^*^ ^ '«^«''"«d at an

6
.

v/ or .jo
,
ahd point to the northern part of the sky. The

130) and requires a density of 1^ i ™^eKativ«« Th w '1^'^™''^'' paixir (alx.ut
give_ to the printB a ilore artistic apn^rancT A «;»"o?.^ i."h ^i"*"*

*''*' "'*"• *»«1
th.cknes« of a thin viaiting card. i« wr:dS^^t^Tu';Vl3i''pt^^^^ ^^^ ^t the

îî' î

-/: f

f!<

i

if!

t ^'^
i ".^J
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disadvantage of daylight is its inconstancy ; when employed, its use
should be lestricted to days when the sky is quite clear, and then
only to the middle of the day, .wheu thero is little , change in the
intensity of light. «

Artificial illumination is more convenient and always available, but
requires more elaborate apparatus. For enlargements of moderate
amplitude, like those needed for surveying, the best source of light is
probably a spiral electric lamp,* provided the pressure on the mains
is uniform. While in use, other lights which may happen to be on
the same circuit ahould not be turned oflf or on. It is important to so
adjust the lamp, that the image of the spiral formed by the condenser
shall be exactly in the centre of the diaphragm of the enlarging lens.
The condenser not being achromatized, the image is strongly coloured
on the edges. If focussed for the actinie rays, the fringe of colour
naust be red

; when it is blue, th« lamp is too far from the condenser.

The insertion of diaphragms does not reduce the illumination, so
long as the aperture is Uirger than the image of the source of light ; a
lens of moderate aperture may therefore be employed with a spiral
electric lamp. With other sources of light, the useful portion is that
of which the image is Jn8idé~of the aperture of the diaphragm ; the
other parts might as well be covered and, in fact, should be covered
on the gênerai principle of photography that any light which is not use-
ful is prejudicial. • /,-

Slight distortions are caused by the play of the négative carrier in
the lantern and by the bromide paper not lying quite flat on the copy-
ing board. To minimize this cause of error, it is essential to employ
a lens of long focus.

,

There does not appear to be any spécial advantage to enlarge to
one size rather than another. The proportion adopted hère (about
21) was simply calculated to fîll in the width ofthe bromide paper.
Once fixed, however, the proportion should not be changed.

mu *'^\^ }&mn is made by the Edison a^d Swan United Electric Litrht Co., Ltd.
iney oall it " Focus Lamp."
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CHAPTER VIÎ.

FiELD WoBK.

triangulation. ««vanco Uy a primary

The subject isi fully treated in the standard W(»k« nn unvery ],ttle requires to be added hère. TheV« Xh hnw'"
^^'''^ '

misœnception as to the ordef to be foUotSIn U o operauZ'' ITwords of explanation may prove useful.
opérations

: a few

A survey must be considered as consisting of two disHnof nr,.tions
; one has for its object the reDresentatinn ri lu

,*^»«'''"«<^ «Pera-

the ground, the other the deterZatTof of L ». i l"^!.''''
^"™ «^

A perfeot plan or triangulation cTbl'^a^'e wkf t ^ t""""^any base or length
;
the plan wiU exhibitThe va i ^ featûresTtl?^ground in their exact proportions but no n.hZ\ull v

^^'^^^.^^^ «^ ^^^

measured on it until the «cale of th« !l„ . .
^ «limension can be

isdonebynieasurilgon TegroUdoÏ^^^^^^^^
'

on the plan
: so. the'object of the «1^^ oUhZT^^'f^^t^r'fof the survey and nothing more.

'*«"»» ^^.m \n to hx the scale

To exécute a triangulation, the surveyor x» rooomtnendfi^ t^mence by measuring a base and making it the «Sr, f a ti lwhich he is to build other triangles of increasing d monIns S ^'i^certain logical séquence in the order foUowed. but n «tS* f f.! 1order is immaterial, the triangulation may bo exeouLJ i.«. j*^'
u"'^

completed, connected with a ba>,fl l.vTiia i ? .

""^ ^^«°
they corne near the baTe ^ '"*''»''* deoroadng in size as

In practice, the ca«e is différent: there are aflVAfnl „^., *.

executing the triangulation first.
'"' ^'^^^"tages m

ThJ sélection of a base is governed by various oon(iidflrttfm«- . fk

I

ï
11

-«v^

I

I

I
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whole ground, 4h^ on his arrivai when he has seeiî little of itHaving estabhshed the main' triangles, he also knows best how to
connect them with a base. In a mountalnous country, the principal
summits of the triangulation are fixed by nature and cânnot be
changed, while the position or direction of the base may generally be
modified to some extent. Were the base measured first, it might be
tound not to connect properly with the main triangles.

The secondary triangulation is the workof the topographer, and the
construction of signais on the sedondary points should be his first actupon arnving on the ground. ^

Should the time at his disposai allow, he will not. commence the
survey proper until ail signais hâve been established, otherwise he mayhâve to measure angles bètween points not very well defined Whenhe does so the closing error of a triangle is assumed to be due to thewant ot définition of the points.

Let A, i? and C represent the angles of a triangle whose summits hâve

angle between ^ and C, where there are no signais. He puts un a
signal at A and moves to B. In measuring^the angle between A and
C, he has a signal at A and none at C. Placing a signal at A hemeasures the third angle C between two signais.

*
'

•

Call a the closing error of the triangle and .^ the probable error of a
sight on a point without signal. The probable errors of the angles
are :

—

*

^
For^, e|/2-

" B, e

" C, 0.

The corrections to the angles raust be proportional to the probable
error of each : thev are :

—

• \ .-

^
.

Fori,
l + Ki N

B.

C,

1 + y 2

0.

JQie clo^ijQg ^rror miiat noLexceed a cwtaia liœit fixed^by the d^ree^^
ot précision of the survey : when the lirait is exceeded, the stations
must be re-occupied, commencing at the most doubtful one.

I

BOuntryï
from low

/ of the va

•»
'5



CAMERA STATIONS.

The stations of the primary triangulation are the last ones to beoccupied when, they hâve been established by a previous survey.

To hâve a correct idea of the work he is doing, the surveyor raustmake m the field a rough plot of his triangulation, on which he marks
ail the stations occupied. It shows him the weak points of the survevand enables him to plan his opérations with more assurance. ^

The object of the secondary triangulation is to fix the caméra sta^.tions
: its summits are selected for that purpose only. Ail the tooo-graphical détails of the plan are drawn from the caméra stations

^
124 Caméra stations.-A caméra station is fîxed either by anglestaken from the station on the triangulation points, or by anales takenfrom the latter, or by both. It is easier and mo;e acc'^rate to pt"a station by means of angles taken from the triangulation points than

ÎL.,M T \r"l^ ^' the station
;
therefore, the caméra stations

• fei ; r'"'^'"' ^u
^''"P^!? ^'^""'^ *^« triangulation summrThere are, however, other consideratiohs which may interfère.

r.}F^TJll ^^^T'^ T^\^^ '*'?'^'' '"^ ^^«^ ""^ *h« construction of theplan by the method of intersections : other methods are to be employedonly, when this one fails or when the^lata collected on the groZd arenot suffici^nt to fumish enough intersections. '.

^

A conspicuous mark or signal of some kind should be îeft at eachstation ;it does not require to be very elaborate, a pôle or a few atones

. angulation points, in order to place the station on the plan.

t on point. Gênera ly it is advisable to move a few feet in one direc-tion or anothér, to mclude in the view' a certain part of thelind-scape. Whenever there is any advantage in displacing the caméra thesurveyof should not hfesitate to do so. The distance from thetnWlation point measured with a lig^t tape and an angle read on tïeinstrument, locate the caméra station.
e ï»*u un cne

W «S? ?T ""^^"^ '* ''. ^«^"««««««'•y that several views be takenfrom each station: every view should be taken from the point where
it is best for the construction of the plan. The greater numW ofstatioi^ gives yery little extra work, either in taking the anXforfixing their positions, or in plotting them.

«ng'es ror

^^IngenerakWt^tskenfmm agréât altitude and overiookinir ttap-country are desarable, but there are numerous exceptions. StekeT^

.Ai

' ^iit ,''i^X li**l~ *
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Sometimes difficulties may exist in obtaining twa views which willfurmsh vitersections over a certain part of the ground. In such a ease
the methodof vertical irtter^eçtiong may be employed, views being
taken from différent altitudes. Provided the différence of altitude is
large enough and the points to be deterininl^d notT too far, the précision
is the same as with horizontal intersections.

It would be désirable tb hâve the views of the same part of theground taken at the same time of day ; the shadows cast being identical
it is more easy to recognize the différent points.- It would be well'
also, to avoid views taken looking towards the sun ; they are flat and
lack détail. But the surveyor has other .considérations to tak'e into
açcount

;
he is seldom able to éhoose his o>^n time for occupvine a sta-

tion or takiog a photograph. He has often to take views agaiast thèsun or dispense with them altogether. . With care in cutting off the
sky, he may stiU obtain results remarkably good under the cireum-
stances.

• » '

The identi6cation of points, eveh under différent lighting, does not
offer any serious difficulties. The number of photoiraphs must be
sufficiently large to cover the ground completely : an additional vièw
causes very little extra work, either in printing or plotting, and may
save much trouble. The surveyor should not hesitate to take onewhenev^r he hnds a place whereit may'be useful.

.u^'^?f'"i^'"®^?''.'"*^
'^^ ^^^'^ ^'^^"^ ^'^ observed with the altaziraûth

the altitudes and lionzontal angles betweén them being noted Thé
altitudes serve to check the horizon line on the photograph, in case thecaméra should be shghtly out of level, and the horizontal angles are
for the orientation of the view. 6 •«

The notes of observations are kept in the usual manner for such
work, -the points observed upon being shown on sketches made on the
spot. The sketches serve to identify points with more certainty than
a mère désignation by a letter or figure.
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CHAPTER, VIII.
r-t».

> Pl'OTTING THE SURVEY.

nlnS
^''^''^ T ^/^^-^^« minutes of the Canadian Surveys are^otted on a scale of 4^ ; they are afterwards reducéd for publication

"^ ï(7(T(T(T- J-he equidistance 18 100 feet.

her?'theTnlr ^^''«^^L^^P^^d in perspective (^ 54) must be recalled

have^ been ?«^. T"'"? ^^^ *^' photographs taken are conceived to

reJuld'tosrr"' ^"^^ ^'^'^ ^^ ^ "^^^^«^ ^h« ground already

ide?t?caf wifhTfr'V''^
«btained from any point of such a model are

lll„^ l ^ u
°^® '^^^'^ ^'^'° *h« «™il^'' point of the «round bas

^h;':'y^auras:?^^"^
^^''^-' ^^^^^™« ^"'« appliestopho£«rphs,t

triInlTi?'?'p''"o'Sx^'^/t^ ^"^* *° *^°«« «^ <^he ground, for anytnangle ABC (Fig. 225), of the ground is represented on the i^lodel by
a „8imilar triangle ahc. The altazimuth set iil a
gives between b and c the same angle as it would

ç between ^ and C, if set at A.

Thus, if the plan be requiredon a scaleof ^A.., the
model is assumed to hâve been reduced tothat scale
and the problem oonsists in making a plan full size
by means of angles and photographs obtained on the
model.

No change being made to the camerw, the focal
length préserves the same value ; if one foot, it covers
on the model a distance corresponding to twentv
thousand feet on the ground.

'

The plan and the model being both reduced to the scale of ^A^, it
18 clear that, xf this scale be u«ed to measure an actual dime^sfron
wther, the resuit is the number expressing the corresnnnH.ng »^t,ua[dnnenmon on the ground. If a division ofThe scale be Suedt" scate

'

toot, a dimension of thè ground is expressed in real feet by the samenumber which expresses in "scale feet» the corresponding dimension

t 1

Piffj225
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of the model or plan. A distance of a mile contains 5280 real feefc on
theground, and is represented on the model by 5280 "scale feet."

r o!î®nn?f
'""^ ^^""^^^ ^^ *^°® ^^^ mentioned above would be a focal lencth

or JU,000 " scale feet."
"

/

It follôws that, although the problem consists in representing a model
full size, the scale may be employed to measure the actual dimensions
the value of one division bêing considered as an arbitrary unit.

'

'

In other words, a Liliputian surveyor must be imagined to be operatingm a Lihputian country of which he wants to make a plan full size Hiacaméra is of enormous dimensions, bearing to him the same proportion
as a caméra several miles long would to an ordinary man.

Of course, ail the construction^ used in plotting the plan can be
demonstrated without such an hypothesis, but the explanatio^p would
not be so simple, and it would not be so easy to grasp the whole

126. Plotting THE TRiANGULATiON.^The primary triangulation isassumed t« hâve been previously calculated ; the primary stetions can
therefore be plotted at once by their co-ordinates. -

^The angles of the secondary triangles are now calculated, and the
^-yj^^ctionsxindicated by the closing errors applied. Some of thèsetnjpgles haVe common sides with the primary triangulation: theyar&alculatedW With the values found for their aides, theAdjoiZing triangles are>j»lculated, and so on, until the lengths of ail sideshâve been obtained.

. e «^^ omc»

With thèse values, the différences of latitude and departute fromevery suminit of the secondary triangulation to the nearest primary
station are calculated. Unless the priçiary triangles be very large
the secondary stations can be plotted Sa the plan by their iktitudSand departures without any appréciable error.

The caméra stations ar© next placed by the angles observed uponthem from the triangulation points. Thèse angles are plotted with avemier protractor, or by means of a table of chords ; either method isaccurate enough for the purpose.

As long aa a sufficient nnmber of readings hâve been taken on a^^m^ra station from triangulation^ points, oa difficu^ia expeneaced-
in placmg the station; it is not so when only a limited number of
readmg8,ior none at »11, are available. There are two cases to consider

I

'4 "^
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,^0f GHEOKING THE PHOTOGRAPHS.

Case I.—The caméra station has been observed from one or more

ooT?"'*'*'''"'
Po^"*s- The caméra station M (Fie

226) havin« been observed from the triangulation
point ^,,tnangles may be formed with M, A and

>j/other triangulation points observed both from A
and M, auch as B. In the triangle ^AB the
angles at M and A hâve been observed, and

B = }SQ''-{A + M).
Fig-.226- c,. .,

, , .

l^f,-^
• . • .u ""L

^'^^^'"''^tions being made for other triangu-lation points give the directions of the station as seen from îhfse

Z:^VÏ^^'^''^'''''''''''''''''''^'' ^^^ ^«" observed frS

- Case II._The caméra station has not beeA obsçrved from any tri-
angulation point. In this case the station must be placed bv the
tfngles which hâve been observed from it. This can be done eitherby descnbing, through the points observed, circles containing the
angles between them, or by the use of a station pointer. The firstmethod requires complicated constructions and is not very accurateand the station pointer can serve only for three points at a time'Ihe following process will be found rapid and accurate when manv
points hâve been observed -from the stations

-.*?•'' * P'T, °^ ti^ing paper, take a point to represent the caméra
Station, and draw the directions of ail the points observed Put the
tracing paper upon the plan and try to bring every one of the direc-

'

tions drawn to pass through the corresponding point of the planIhe caméra station is then in its place.

From the foregoing it is évident that the surveyor should endeavour
toobtam at least one direction from a triangulation point on every
caméra station: the plotting is less laborious and the resuit more
accurate. »

,.,

"i"»o

The use of photographs for placing caméra stations must be avoided •

the preoisionis not sufficient.
"«avoioea,

nJf^'
^HECKING THE PHOTOGRAPHS.-Before making any use of thephotographs it must be ascertained that they hâve nft been distortedm the opération of enlarging. Join the middle notches HH\Pp

tIL 5;k* "^ V ^^^ '^"*''^ ^^^ *^^«« *^<* "°«« fo'- Perpendicûlarity!^ke^thi|^irof compassés the distance of the fcwo notches ^ «S—^^iCh MOTè-half of the enlarffed fon,.! l^n^»*», «;.J «„. _.t7^ "^ ,**r^
^un _v. t ^ liT T V.

—"-*'—"«' ""« uiow»uuo or me cwo notches^ and-

eqmJ to the distance of the two notches C and 2). Then apply oneof the points of the compassés in i>; the other point mnat^S^eS
14

i
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E and F. Transfer the point to P' and check FG and ,£'/. If the
photograph stands ail thèse tests, it may be depended upoiï as accurate;

)>II

if it does not, it is returned to the photographer with a request for
a better one.

•^28. PlOTTING THE TRACES OF THE PICTURE AND PRINCIPAL PLANES.
The traces of the picture and principal planes are now drawn on the
plan. Eyery photograph contains at least one and generally several
of the points marked on the plan. Find the distance Sa, Fig. 228,

from the station to the pro-
jection of such a point « of
the photographon the horizon
line; PS is taken on the
principal line equal to the
focal length and Pa equal to
aa. The whole of this con-
stjjMption is made on the
"pfiotograph board" which
will be mentioned further on.

Fig-- 228

.

On the line S^A of the
plan representing the direc-

station 5 the distance S^a, eqUal to Sa : from « aa centre with aa'

tfie trace of the prmcipal plane. The trace of the picture plane is the
perpendiculartcSiJopassingthrougha,.
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Instead of making the construction on the photograpï( board, it canbeinadeonthe plan On ^,.1 take S,B (Fig. 229), equal to the
focal length, erect liC perpendicular to S, A and
equal to «a' (Fig. 228). Join ,S', C and take S.p equaî
to the focal length : at p erect a perpendicular to
^1 C/ ; it is the trace of the picture plane, and S, C ia
the trace of the principal plane.

*he first method i.s préférable, because it does not
require so many con.struction lines on the plan.

Eig-. 229

fuse the plan.

The trace of the principal plane is marked only
where it intersects the picture traces so as not to con-

129. Identification op points.—The survey being plotted mainly
by intersections, it is neceçsary, after selecting the points on one pho-
tograph, to identify thèse same points on another photograph covering
the same ground. The points are chosen on those lines which best
dehne the surface, «uch as ridges, ravines, streams, crests, changes of
slope, etc. Each point is marked on the photographs by a dot and anumber in red ink.

_

Ability to identify points is acquired by practice ; it is surprisine
to see with what rapic^ity and certainty a surveyor familiar with the
work can not only pick out the points on several photographs, but
also fand as raany as he wants. Belinners raay, in case of difficultv
resort to Prof. Hauck's construction (§ 86). The two photographs are
pinned, side by side, on a drawing board. The images of the stations,
it they appear on the photographs, are the kern points; if outside of
the pictures they are plotted from^ the plar^ on the drawing board.
Ihe paralle s to the principal lines, on which the scales are to be
placed, are drawn as explained in§ 86, and the scales fixed in position.A fane needle is fixed at each of the kern points; to it is tied a fine
silk thread, the other end of which is fastened to a light paper weight
by a fine rubber band. A weli defined point is identified on the
two photographs; its image must be fat enough Irom-^^liëm
points. Taking one of the paper weighta in one hand, the silk
thread is given enough tension to keep it straight; it is displaced to
pass through the point which bas just been identified and the wei^ht
18 deposited on the drawing board, stiU keeping the tension. Thia
opération 18 repeated with the other silk thread and the other photo-
graph. The two threads should intersect the scales at the same
yT^io^ i

if tW^o not, one ûf the scales la moved until the di^s-
ions mtersected areidentical. The identification of points may now
be proceeded with. Havfng selected a point on one of the photo-
graphs, the silk thread ia.displaced to paaa through the point and the

14

l 1

.^er
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intersection of the scale hy the thread is noted. The other thread isnow moved to mtersect the samo division on the other 8c»lo ; thepoint looked for i.s under the thread.
'

of ïïand'T"'" ''If
'^^:^^««'^^^'0=^«—The surveyor marks on theedg9ofabardof paper the (hstance fro,n each point of one ..f the photo-graphes to the principal hrie, and a,iju.sts the paper on the trace of th

o

p.cture plan, previously drawn on the phu,, holding it by paper weiditshe repeats the sa.ne opération for the^ther photograph^ ïns^r£ afine needle at each station, ho fastens to it a black silk thread "onnected at the other end by a fine rubU^r band to a small paper weighHo ding the weight m one hand, he movesthe thread untJl ft coingswitli^ne ot the marks on the edge of the band of paper and he donositsthe weighton the plan, giving suflioient tension L Uie rubW oTeèpthe thre<«i t^ut. Doing the same thing at the other station bhe intersection o the two threads indicates the position on the pian o thepoint of the photographs, ^

T

When the bands of paper overJap, as in FW 030
the portiov C^ of the picture trace PQ is mai-ked
on the band M.\ which is under; the band PQ is

'

placed in proper position and the maries on its edae
transferred to the line CD. The band PU is now
placed under MX, the. marks on the latter alongLU serving the same purpose as those of PQ.

The station may be too close to the ed.re of the
plan to plot the trace of the picture plane,' as
'"/' r?" ^^^' ^^^ P^^*"'"« *'''^<^« fal'ing in QR, out-
side of the plan.

In this case the trace ^C of the principal
plane is produced to B, a distance equal to the
focal length, and J/^V is drawn perpendicular
to BC or parallel to QR. The line MN occu-^ pies with référence to QR, the same position

', as the focal plane of the caméra does to the
__' picture plane of the perspective. The direc-

-tion of a point of the photograph projected in
V on the picture trace, is found by joining

fig. 2ai
producing to the opposite side of A.

oJti,^, K xu-_j .

The first two intersections shouldbechecked

oy detenmning the height of the point from the two photoirranh
'

*'!>. 230

>

-^ ..^.„(j v.i«,u«igui, 01 me point trom the two nhotoffranhi/:urnmn eorr,otly plulU3d,the two heights obtamed will i^Wrfecheck, however, doei.aot indicate slight errors.
«»« "K^e- Aûw

=ip*

^ -%'

,'>.Vlluâ..^£;
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The check may al8o bo a lino drawn by means of tho por8tH,cto«raph

7lZZTl "^ r r'rV'" P"'"' i--tuated, such art..., sho^of a lake or of a river, but the beat cheolj: ia a third interHection.

The number of every point h inscribed in pencil on the phui.

PLorriN(j vviTii TiiB PEHSPKCTOfJHAPii. To draw with tlie per-
spectograph tlie plan of a figure which
appearsonaphotograph, the ligure uiust
be beyond the picture plane {'i^Wl) or
above the ground line on the photograph.
Thus the lake AB (Fig. 232), being

•J^'belQw the ground line JT}' of the photo-
graph, cantiot be drawn witijout Huch a
change of ground plane, iùs will bring the
new ground lineX J" telow the lake J//.
It lias be(!ii explained that thi.s is»î«iono
by doubling the height of the station
until the ground line is brought into cor-
rect position (5IO2).

\r

Pigr. 232

8caTe^s^Sni^V^^*'rvP''"T'*'*^^''"''P'''' *^'S- ^^S, in, by means of the

^.fter adjusting S, tlie pencil
is breught over a point M of
the trHoe GJ of the principal
plane at a distance nM from
s etjuàl to twice the focal
length.

The photograph is pinned
undçr the tracer, the horiison

.

line ////' over the correspkïnd-
"

ing line AB of the board and
the principal line over EF

:

thfe iron rod Connecting V ànd
Z is then adjusted so as to
bring the tracer il midway
between the "horizon and
ground litjes.

The cross sectfon paper is

1^^ comciding with the trace of the principal plane C^, and other

he fi; f ?K ^Tt
^''^'^ ^^ "'^^ ^^' ^'•^"» «* known distances fromtne root 01 the station s. •

.^,

r Hl

A
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There will be no difEculty in tracing with the point //. the part of
the photograph which, on the figure, is on the right of the principal
liiie, but It may happen that in moving n to the left, the obliquity
of the arm MS would *revent thè free play of the instrument. • It
should then be reversed, \hé slide ^Fbeing changed.end for end, the
photograph transferred from EF t>(lKL, the cross section paper moved
so as to bring, on th| trace NQ of the principal plarfe, the Une of the
paper which was formerly over GJ, and the point S. placed to the left
of s ; !>. being now between the two slides R2' and XY, the tracer has
to be changed to the opposite arm.

The perspectograph can be so adjusted that the trace of the principal
plane is the same in both positions of the instrument, it being
suflicient npt to.move s, when inverting the arms and slide XY : the
cross section paper then does not require to be displaced.

Having obtained the plan of the fi^jure shown on the photograph,
the réduction to the proper scale is macje at sight on the cross section
paper, and transferred to the gênerai plan. The transfer should be
checked by points previously established by intersections.

The use of the instrument îs possible every time the plane of the
figure can be determined, as for instance a lake, a river, a cohtôur
Une, or the foot of a mountain. Slight différences of level do not
affect the resuit wheri the heîght of the station is «^reat

ji ,-
' *

^

''

The instrument cap' also be used for figures in inclined planes, such
as a river with aïrapid slope, the outline of a stratification plane
which has no^^^^ distorted, a road, or a railway.

|/^ -

-

,

^

132. HIigiits.—The heights of the points fixed by intersections are
found a*|éiplained in g 85. The distance from the point to the
horizogi^'line is taken with a pair of compassés on the photograph ; one

of the points of the comjiasses is placed on the
division A of the sector (Fig. 234), OA being
equal to the focal length. The sector is then
opened until the other point of the compassés
coincides with the corresponding division li of the
other arm. The distance on the plan from the point
to the picture line is taken with the compassés,
then one leg being placed in A on the sector, the
other wiU come somewhere in C, the compassés are
then turned around on C and brought on the
division D of the other arm corrpspnnHJng to g.

Fig-. 234

The Une CZ) îs the'height of the point above or
below the horizon plane, which means the height
above or below the station.

^

lu

th
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ne\
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,

?

Another method consistsJn making use of the angular scale shown in
Fig. 235. Take SP equal to the focal length ; erect the perpendicular

BA to SP and divide both into
equal parts. Join to S the pointa
of division of PA and through
those of SP draw parallels to PA.

Now, with a pair of compassés,
take on the photograph the
distance from the point of the
perspective to the horizon line :

^
trànsfer it to Pti and suppose

Pig". 235 " that it is found to col-respond to

.,„,,, , .

t^he line Sii passing through the
point 9 of the graduation of PA. ^ <=

o

Take with the compassés the distance on the plan from the
horizontal projection of the point to the picture line, and ti'ansfer it to
the nght or left of P according as the point of the plan is beyond or
within the picture Hue. Then take with the compassés the distance
on a parallel viB to PA, between m and the point M where the line
mJi is intersected by S,»., corresponding to 9 of the graduation. This
distance mM is the height of the point above orbelow the station.

A scale is now pinned somewhere, perpendicularly to a line A£ '

(Fig. 236), the division C of the scale corrrsponding to^ ^^ being the height of the station. The compassés
(^ -^ are taken off the sector, and one of the legs being set

in C, tho other leg coincides with a division I> of the
scale, above or below C, which is the height of the
point above the datum plane. This height is entered
in pencil on the plan, enclosed in a circle, to distin-
guish it from the numlier of the station, It is checked
by a second photograph, and, when the discrepancy
between the two heights is within the limits of error

l^_g
admissible, the mean is entered in red ink on èhe plan
and the pencil figures erased.

lu -i

Pig-. 23e

A différence in the heights obtained from the two
photngraphs indicates that the two points identified do
not yepresent the same point of the ground, or that an
error bas been made either in plotting it, or in tinding
its height

A third intersection disposes of the first two alternatives, and a
new measurement of the height shows whether any error has been
made.

i

i-i.
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of *e two ataJ„, „„,t therefo™ bJrideîble
*"°°° °' """»"=

^"g one of the stations. In
J^ig. 237, the ground line is the
trace of the principal plane of
the photograph taken from the
station A ; the ground plane is
the horizontal plane of the sta-

aÎ- ^"*he ground plan, a
and Ji are the two stations, CD
and EF their picture traces.
Ihe station A on the vertical
plane is on the perpendicular
aA to XY equal to the height
of A above B. A point such

Fig-, 237,
' ^ P Plotted by the method of

net be accurately fixed because thp «n„l^''<^iT*''l'''*^.''^^''*'°'^'' ^'«"Jd
is.too small. ^ *"S^^ ""^ ^''« directions aD and 5/-

visuK^ttii^lSiZ/-^"'..^ ^"/^^ ^'^'^^' Pl-- the
point's iLsHn theVrcii^C'^ °."^'' the projection Q of the
to the heigh^t of the po"nt on the -'^-J " '^^'^ ^ ^'"'''"^ ^^ "''"''^

and joining AQ.
^ " *^^ photograph above the ground Une,

in^Sr::;"e^sS;^cSn:ïi:i;^^ ^ ^^

i ^r
^'^ p--

image i?, "on the second phTtSgraph To ^^1 Cf ?!l^!?
P""^'«

dicular to Xr and produce to % rp K • f' ®*^ *"" ^'^^ perpen-

Photograph, of the^Igl' at^TheSSl^^nt^
"^'^''^' ^"^^-

pj^' ^Ï^^Sll1^;:^:Si:5J-^>7ieetion,'of the
.^.es the position ;, of tL Joint on thi groufd p^n

'''"'"""«^' '^^^^-

Valley betwtenTwo hfgh Ta s l 1 as' tl"' '?!; ^'","'T
'"'^^--

requiring a complioated œnstruction^^ '

"''' '^^ ^'-^^-^tage of

134. Photograph B0ARD.-S0 many construction lina^ ^., , ,

^ the pfiotographs that-if is advisahl« t^^TZ"^.^^ «i^employed^—-on the photograbïïs thaf^»^ oX • l^ f™"««tiôai»^^^^^^
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It consista of an ordinary drawing board, covered with strong draw-mg paper. Two Unes at right angles, DD' and S8', Fig. 238, represent
the horizon and principal Unes ; PD, PD^ PS and PS' are each equal to
the focal length, so that D, D,' S and S' are the left, right, lower and
upper distance points respectively.

Fig; 238

The photograph is pinned in the .centre of the board, the principal
line comciding with SS and the horizon line with DD'. Four scal^
forming the aides of a square OTYZ, are drawn in the centre, the sidè
of the square being a little larger than the length of a photograph.

They answer various purposes as, for inutance, drawing parallels to
the horizon or principal Unes by laying a «traiglit etlge on the cort«-
sponding divisions of the scales or marking the ground line by joining
the divisions of the vertical scales reprewjiting the height of the
station.

At a suitable distance from the digtance point D' a perpendicular
QR is drawn on which are marked, by roeans of a table of tangents, the
angles formed with DQ by Unes drawn from D. Thiii scale is employed
for measurmg the altitudes or azimuthal angles of points of the photo-
graph, as will be explained later on (JJ137). From S as a centre with
SP as radius, an arc of circle PL is deacHbed and divided into equal
parte. ,31irouglv the points of divirion, and between PL«aA P&y^
lines are drawn converging to S. Parallel»UN to the principal line ar^
also dwuKtt sufficiently close together. AU thene lines are used in con-
nection with the soale of degrees and minutes QH,
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f
AbZÎcf • ^ ««f

'•«1^'^eads are fixeci in A, B, C *nd E; the linas^2/ and CE joinmg Iheir centres, and those reqqired for adjusting thecentrolineads, are drawn an4 used as explained in §97. J^
A square FGKH is constructed on the four distance points. '

136. Construction op the traces of a figure's plane.—When ahgure 18 in an ind.ned plane, it is necessary to hâve the traxîes of the

' tn": on ttKtt' ^"^"""^ '"^ "^^'^^ ^ P-spective .instru-

_Two cases are met with in practice : the plane is given by the lineof greatest slope, or by three points.
& y ^ '"le

rr^^AT ^;~'^^^"u!
o^, g'-«^<^e8t slope may be an inclined road, or themiddle of a straight valley m which a river flows with a rapid current.On the plan, this line is represented by a line ab, Fig. 239, the altitude

ot a being known. ° > ^

Pin the photograph to the board
and také for ground plane the plane
of a : draw the groùnd line XY.
On the plan draw aO perpendicular

to ab and produce it until it inter-
sects the principal liné S^p^ and
picture trace X^ Y^

.

On the photograph take pE equal
to pib ; at .Ê" erect a perpendicular
to Xy and produce it to the inter-
section /9 with the perspective of the
line of greatest slope. Take pJVequal
to ;)jO and join JV^ : it is the trace
of the required plane on the picture
plane.

Take pQ equal to p^L and join
MQ : it is the trace of the required
plane on the principal plane, sup-
posed to be revolved around aS^' on
the piolure plaae, the station fallin^
in Z>. Produce MQ to R : DR is

the vertical distance of the station
abôve fehe^^ne BM^. TXm mvr^
horizon and ground lines are now
drawn as in §82-

a
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Case

points,

/^•—Take fer ground plane the plane containing one of the
a (Fig. 240)î and draw the ground line XY on the photograph.

Join a on the plan to the two remain-
* ing points and produce to the inter-

sections E and i^'with the picture
trace.

Take on the photograph /jjA'equal
to pE and draw KL perpendicular
to XY; join the perspectives a and
fi of the poinfa shown in a and b
on the plan and produce to the inter-
sectio'n with KL. Take jp ^ T equal
to p};\ draw TÏÏ perpendicular to
XY and pr6duce to thç intersection
N with the line joining thé perspec-
tives a and y. J oin NL : it is the
trace of the required' plané on the
picture plane.

_
-

Produce LN to and \,ak% pG
equal to p-^^0\ join aG and take n^Q
equal to pÉ. ^ The line MQ is the
trace qf the required plane on the
principal plane supposed^ to be re-

* volved around SS on the picture
'

plane, the station being in Z). Hère
- ".

'.
also,*/)^ is the '^ert}cal height of the

Fig-, 240 \
- station aWdy.e the plane of the three

given point». The new horizon and
ground Unes are coïistructed as previously explained.

^
136. Contour unes.—A suffîcient number of heights having been

deteruiined^ the contour lines are dniwn by estimation between the
points established. In a rpUing countty, a' lirai' ed number of points

:is ^ufficient ta draw the. contour lines with précision, but in a rocky
région the infl ^étions of the surface are so abrupt and fréquent that it
is utÉerjy impossible to plot enough points tx) represertt the surface
acçurately. The photographs are of gre^t assistance to the draughts-
man

; having them ander his eye, he \» ab^e to modify his curves so as
to repres^nt the leAst inequalities of the gii>und.

Instead of drawing the conto^i^r lines at once on the plan, the draughts-
^ man may commence^by^etehiag them ôHr^he^phôtogra{Â ia=the sam© -

way as he would.on the plan.' v Every point plotted has been marked
on the photograph, and the altitudes may be taken frora the plan. By

s' 1

*.

f

D
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M^
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1
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adopting this course, he is able to foUow very closely the inequalities
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thp^! •'"°^^'«f
'"^?'«^* ""'"ber 6f points is obtained by interseétions,

there is no difficultym drawing the contour lines, but it may happen in ârapid survey, that the points are too few and too far apart for definingthe surtace. It is then necessary to resort to less accurate methods

A mouçtain ridge, which appears in «/S on a photograph (Fig. 241).can be dmded by the contour planes, hy assuming thSt it is contained
in a Vertical plane. The construc-
tion,which has been explaned in

§ 62, is carried out as follows l'-

on the plan produce the pro-
jection ab of the ridge, to the in-
tersection /' with the picture trace
and draw through the station S. C
parallel to ab.

Having pinned the photograph
to the photograph board, take from
the principal point on the horizon
line r V equal to jo , C and PG equal
top^F. At G, place the scale of
equidistances perpendicular to the
horizon line, the division G cor-
responding to the height of the
station, and join the marks of the
scale to the vanishing point V.

Havirig now the points of inter-
'

section of the ridge by the contour
planes, their distances from the
principal line are marked on the

give tne intersections of the contour lines.

When the mountain has rounded forms and no well-defined ridéethe visible outhne must be assuined to be contained in a vertiSplane perpendicular to the direction of the middleoftle ridgeThe construction is made by drawing, on the photograph board frjerpend^r to the direction SM of 'the middle of the oStlin^ (4
^;t .5^^^ '•?'T^^Ù^^

to /'ir, and from the prSr^
on S M whil""""""

«f/he «nountain a perpendicular ai is let fallon S,M^ which représenta the projection of the visible outline •

it is

a'

Pig". 241
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PHOTOORAPp PROTRAÇTaR. ^ ^
produced to the intersectionN with the picture trace, PQ is t^ken equal

to 2^1^, and/ the scale of equidis-
tance placed at Q perpendicular to
the horizon line. The points of
division ar^joined to F, produced
to «y9, and the\lotting done as in
the preceding case; or the direc-
tions of the intersections of «;? by
the contour planes may simply be
plotted and the contour lines drawn
tangent to théine directions.

The horizon line containsthepers-^
pectives of ail the points at the
height of the station ; it is the pers-
pective of a contour line when the
height is that of a contour plane! ^

Full détails on the plottihg of
contour lines T3eing given in the text
books on surveying, it is not necess-
ary to i-^peat them hère. The main
pbinlis to understand thoroughly

<„ j/.^ . .
the mode of formation of thp <;iir

W^r'' T'I^'"'
""^^'' différent circumstances; the surveyo;

• of ? teitCr/v t'"'r/" *^^ ^"^J^'^*' --«^-g - speciaTstYdy-et it. /Without this knowledge, the prooer renrpspnfnt.-^,, «.* ^-
ground^would require the plottifg of a 've^^LiTnlber"^ ^ointï

137. Photogbaph PROTRACTOB.-The angle between the point of aphotograph and the principal and horizon lines, that is, the altitude
<*>" az™uthal angle, issometimeswanted. '

The azimuthal angle is obtained at
once on the photograph board by join-
ing the station S (Fig. 243) to the pro-
jection a of the point on the horizon
line. If required in degrees and minu-

--*^ *f^'
***® distance Pa is transferred to

' " thepnncipal line ïn PQ D is joined <

to G and produced to the scale of de-
grees and minutes BG, where the gra-
duation K indicates the value of the
azimuthal anglq. __

Fig-. 242

c

%

w

Ôa

/

Fig-. Ô43
Were many such ang}^ to be meas-

ured, the horizontal scales TY and OZ
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(Fig. 238) might^ divided into degrees ajid minutes by means of a
table of tangents, using as radius the focal length SM. A straight
edge being placed on a point of the photograph, and directed to pass
through identical divisions of TY and OZ, would at once give the
azimuthal angle of the point.

'

. .

The altitude is the angle S (^ig. 243) of the right angle triangle
having for sides Sa and aa. To construct it, take DF equal to Sa
diaw FE parallel and equal to aa, join DE and |$roduce to the scàlé
of

.
degrees and minutes BC. This construction is facilitated by the

lines previously drawn on the board. With a pair of compassés, take
the distance from « to tbp principal Une, carry it from P (Fig. 238)
in the diredtion Pim, andfrom the point so obtained take the distance
to the arc AtL, measuring it in the direction of the radii marked on
the board

: this is the distance P/'^(Fig. 243). Then with the com-"

iTv^^V
^''•'"^ **" *° ^^' ^^^^^ ^ ^^°® by ^^^^ of the parallel linesMA of Fig. 238. The construction is now completed as alreadv

explained. ' ^

A protractor may be constructed to measure thèse anglps. It con-
sists of a plate of transparent material on which are lines parallel to
the principal line, containing the points of same azimuth, and curves
of the points of same altitude. ^

The azimuthal lines are constructed by plotting the angles in ^S" and
drawing parallels to thejîrincipal line through the points of intersec-
tion with the horizon line.

Denoting by h the altitude of a point a and taking the îiorizon and
principal Iines as axes of co-ordinates, the équation of the curve of
altitude h is :

—

y2 = (^2+/2)tan.2A.

This is an hyperbola of^which the principal ^nd horizon lines are the
transverse and conjugate axes and the centre /

is the priùcipal point. One of the branches '

Qpntains the points above the horizon and the
/

other branch the points of samaaltitudebelow/
the horizon. The asymptotes are lines inter-/
secting at the principal point ând making
angles equal to h with the horizon line.

This hyperbola is the intersection by the
picture plane of the cône of visual rays foi^-
ing the angl&AjgJthJihe horizon. j

Fig-. 244
The curves of equ»l altitude may be calibul-

ated by the formula of the hyperbola or they

r
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nmy te plotted by pointa reversing the construction given above for
finding the altitude af a (F,g. 243). The complète protïactor ia shown
in Fig. 244 : the angular distance between the Unes dépends on theaegree or précision required.

^

The instrument may be made, like the perspectometer, by drawinjr
it on paper on a large scale, photographing and making a transparency
which 18 bleached in bichloride o£ mercury.

138. Précision DP THE METHOD op photograpiuo surveying —
The précision o£ a survey exeçuted by the methods exposed, when ailthe points are established by intersections, is the same as that of a

'

plan plotted with a very good protractor or made with the plane

1 Jf'^u u
.'"' ^r^^^'-' thin diflference

: the number of ii,intaplotted by photography is greatP than by the other methods.

Points plotted by means of their altitude below the station are far
less accurate their positions being given by the intersection of the
Visual raywith the ground plane, Ihe angle of intersection bLg equal
to the angle with the horizon plane or to the angle of depressTlTof thepoint With the carmera employed, embracing 60°, this angle is alwaya
less than 30 ;

even that s seldom obtained in practicera decliX
of 30 being alraost a precii^ice. Therefpre, the intersection is alwaya

theToriz'îrn''"

uncertainty becomes considérable with points near

With perspective instruments, doing mechanically the same con-
struction, the results are still less précise, being aflfected by theinstrumental errors. ^ "y «"«o

On the other hand it must not be forgotten that when thèsemethods are employed, the ordinary topographer would fall back onsketching; the results furnished by photography are therefore

'

infinitely more précise.
r « r j "o»«jiuio

\ \^
The plan given at the end of thia book and the photographa whichaccompany it, are spécimens of actual wofk on the Topographie^

> ^,
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CHAPTER IX,

Photogeaphs on Inclined Plates.,

139. General kemabks.—Hitherto it has been assumed thatr the
photographs used for the survey were taken on plates perfectly vertical.
There are several cases in whichthis condition cannot be fulfilled : .the
caméra may be an ordinary one, without any means of adjusting the
plate, or the photographs may hâve been taken fnerely as illustrations,

_^ their employment for the construction of the plan being decided upon
afterwards.

There are two classes of surveys in which the plates are always
inclined. The first are secret surveys, the views being taken with a
caméra concealed about the.person or otherwise. The scope of thèse
surveys is very limited ; the photographs, being instantaneous, lack
détail in the^ distance, and, unless objects présent great contrasta of
light and shade, their images are somewhat indistinct as soon as the

«. distance attains a few hundred yards. Another cause of troufele is

the small size of the caméra and plates : the views, being instantane-
ous, stand very little enlargement and the measUrements are in
conséquence not^very accurate.

y The other class of surveys comprises those made from balloons. It
is very doubtful whether the method will ever be found practical and
prove of more than theoretical interest. It requires the considération
of an entirely new system of survey by means of photographs taken on
plates placed horizontally or nearly so.

140. PlOTTING THE DIRECTIONS OF POINTS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS.
When the photographie plate is not verticaL-the picture plaûe of the
perspective, which is parallel to the plate, is pierced by the vertical of
the station. This trace is the vanishing point of ail the vertical Unes,
which, having ceased to be front lines, are no longer represented by
parallels to themselves.

^Let
^ j the prin ^ ^ _. ^^„^

drawn through the principal point to the horizon line, is the principal
Une.

\

ABCD (Fig. 246), be a photograph on an inclined plate, P being
incipal point ajoAHE' tîie horizon line. The perpendicular 7n
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Revolve the principal plane on the picture plarte around the prin-
cipal line as an axjs : the station falls in /S, on a perpendicular*/^,S',

to VF, PS^ being equal to the fôqal

length.

Fig-.245

Joiu S y
Tt and 5, V ; the first line

is thè revolved horizontal line from
the station to the picture plane;
«S, ris the revolved vertical of the
station, and V the vanishing point
of vertical lines.

Now revolve the horizon plane on
the picture plane around the horizon

', line. The station cornes in S, on
', the principal line produced, at a
\ distance xS equal to tt^S,.

To find the horizontal direction of
a point n of the photograph, draw
the perspective of its vertical line

by joining ii to V. The intersection
n with the horizon line is the per-

spective of the trace in the horizon
plaae of"the vertical of the point
and Sn is its direction.

Comparing this construction with
the one for vertical plates, we see

that the same methods may be employed provided rt be used as principal
-point, TtSi as focal length, and that éVery point of the photograph be
first projected on the horizon line by joining it to F, before measuring
its distance from the principal line. The points such as n can be •

marked on a band of paper and used as was done for vertical plates

^ With a plate nearly vertical, V is at a gte&\, distance from P, and
the perspectives of the vertical lines hâve to be drawn with the centro-
linead.

M

141. Détermination of heig»hts.—Let m, Fig. 245 be, on the^
ground plan, the point seen at ,". on the photograph. Project on the
principal plane the triangle formed by the visual ray, its projection on
the hoùzon and the line nu. On the revolved principal plane, the pro-

-jflfitinn ef 4he visual ray is S^ n, fm' being perpendroular to Vie.
—Thsr

projection of m is ^; it is revolved to G and the perpendicùlar GK to
/S^T is the projection of the vertical of the point or its height above
the horizon plane.

15

/
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Various devices may be imaginée! for constructing expeditiously the/
heights of a number of points. /

/

142. Détermination op tue horizon une and vanishino poiKt op
VERTICAL8.—In order to make use of a photograph for plotting tljé plan,

the horizon and principal Unes and the vanishing point of /^erticals

must be marked on the photograph. / /

It is assumed that the catÂera is available, either before oi^fter thesuP-

vey, fctr experimenting upon and that the focal

y, length and principal point may be determined
,' by the usual niethods, with the plate vertical.

If the zénith distances of several points of the
photograph hdve been observed with a survey-

I

,.'
,

,

ing instrument, the détermination of the hori-

zon Une présents no difficulty. Assume a
vanishing point of vertical lines F, Fig. 246,

^p and join it to a point ii of the photograph of

which the zénith distance is known. Through

^ the principal point P, draw PE perpendicular
^ to Vit-, and PS perpendicular to PE and equal

to the focal length. Draw EG perpendicular

/ 5 to ^aS, take ^Z' equal to En, \o\n. SF'&nà

j

make the angle FSG equal to the altitude of

fi ; FG is the distance measured on T/x from
Fig". 246 At to the horizon Une.

Making im equal to FG fixes one poir^t n of the horizon lin». A simila,r

construction repeated on another poipt of tljie photograph furnishes a
second point of the horizon line. * ^jr" .' -->

•;.

H-t

The firât resuit will generally béiii

the vanishing point F is only appriSj

must, therefore, be fixed by means of t^ hôi
,^

the construction explained a'bove is repeated.''

U-

-,'S

because the position of

A new vanishing point
Ime just obtained, and
% second horizon line

found will likely b^iîttfficiently précise ; if

not, the construction must be made a third

time.

In secret surveys, measured angles are
seldom available, bu£ it is easy to devise
an attachment like a hand level, to mark
the horizon line on the plate when the

-jT photograph is taken.

T

f«l"
^.( '^.-"

Fig-. 247

Failing this, the horizon line must be
furnished by the subject. When the view
includes buildings, the vanishing point o£
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T

„AV'

verticals is given by producing to their intersection the vertical Jines

of the buildings. Thifl point V, Fig. 247, is joined to the principal

point, P, and PS is oiade perpendicular to VP and equal to the focal

length. Drawing Sn perpendicular to «S T, the perpendicular UH to

Vit is the horizon line.

Horizontal Unes Vanish on the horizon line ; therefore, if the hori-

zontal linea of two ^cea of a building be produced to their intersection,

the line joining the two vanishing points is the horizon line.

If two intersectiiig horizontal lines appear on the photograph as a

straight line, the latter is the horizon line.

Altltpugh angles cannot be measured, it may be possible to ascertain

thiyiÉMÉMl^ ^h^ view which are at the same altitude as the observer;

together give the horizon line.

'I

D'

:^^ C

:tn

rSFERRING THE PERSPECTIVE TO A VÏIRTICAL PLANE.—In-

fg "exact copies of the négatives for plotting the plan, the

coppifor'jenlargemients can be made in such ^pWay that the perspective

is réstored to a vertical plane.

Hâve a copying, or enlarging caméra, OCD (Fig. 248^, movable on a

horizontal axià passing through the lirst nodal point and parallel to

the négative.

Make an expérimental négative with the field caméra, the plate be-

ing vertical ; draw on it the horizon and principal lines, place it in the

holder of the copying caméra, and mark
the points of the holder corresponding

to the horizon and principal lines.

After inserting the holder, the caméra
is moved until the plate CD is vertical,

and fixed in that position. The screen

AB is now adjusted at the ptoper dis-

tance, parallel to the plate, and the

projected images of the horizon and
principal lines are marked on it, in such

a manner, that the marks will appear

on the prints.

Pijg-. 248 rr .• * 1 •

^ To copy a négative taken in an
inclined positionfThe horizon and principal lines are drawn on it, also

a parallel to the horizon through the principal point. The négative

is placed in the holder with the principal line on the proper marks, and

the horizontal line of the principal point on the marks corresponding^

tolhe horizon line of thëéxperiniental plate. The caméra îs moved, ùp
or down, until the image of the nëgative's horizon line tz coïncides with

the horizon line Q previously marked on the screen ; in this position
n\
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k

*

the image on the screen is the perspective restored to a vertical picture
plane, because the inclination of the caméra being the same as when the
négative was taken, any point N' of the latter would hâve photographed
m. ^V on a vertical plate and given the same image M on the screen.

With a lens of sufficiently long focus and photographs taken nearly
vertical, as is generally the case, the displacement of the caméra is too
small to aflrect the définition on the screen.

The holder must be provided with means foradjusting the négative-
the principal point must always occupy the same position, the plate
turning around it as a pivot.

The horizon and principal lines are indicated on the print by the
marks fixedto the screen : the principal point bas been displaced in
copying and is now on the horizon line.

'

The change of picture plane can also be efiFected with the perspec-
tograph, but the use of the instrument is not to be recommended when
the change can be made so simply by photographie process.

144. Photographs on horizontal plates.—Photographs on hori-

Fig-.249

-0
A.

zontal plates might be obtained by an ar-
rangement similar to the one described in
§ 100, with a pin-hole stop in the lensj
they may be taken from a balloon with an
ordinary caméra, but the plates are onl^^
approxiinately horizontal.

The picture and ground planes being
parallel, the figures of one are similar to
those of the other ; thus the photograph
«/î (Fig. 249) of a lake AB is also itsplan,
and only requires to be reduced to the
prop i- scale. The réduction is given ^y
the proportijan between the distances Ss
and SP from the station to the ground

and picture planes. When the height of the station and
the focal length are equal, the photograph is a full size
plan. „

To plot the directions of the variouer points, the prin-
cipal point P of the photograph is placed on the foot of
the station s, and a line of Ifnown direction, such as Pa,
on the corresponding line of tlie plan sA. To find the
direction of any other point B, its perspective p is joined
to the principal point P : tins line coïncides with sB on

e»

lil-. 251)

The irtanT

The height of a point is found by tajting SP, Fig. 250,
equal to the focal leng^b and Ss equalTo the height of

I

n

i

i

VÊ

4
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the station, drawmg Pa and sa perpendicular to SP, Pu being equal to
the distance of the point's perspective from the principal point, and sa
equal to the distance on the plan from the station to the point. Join
Sa

;
the parallel aA to SP m the height of the'piiit above the ground

plane. .

°

A photograph taken from a balloon cannot be perfectly horizontal
;to make use of it for plotting the planj the trace .^ Fig. 251, of the

vertical of the station on ||e picture plane must be known.
The directtons-of the principal line sP and of the perpendicular to it,

AB, are the same on the plan and on the
photograph; they are différent for ail
other iines.

To find the direction on the ground
_ plan of a point ,a of the perspective, draw
B PS perpendicular to the principal line and
equal to the focal length, join 6s and take
se equal to the distance nA from // to
AB. Draw fi.A and CD parallel to Ps

Fig-. 251
' *."^ ^^^^ ^''-' *^^1"*' ^ '^-^

'
^"' ^^ *^he direc-

.
.

tion of the point on the ground plan. For
Afj. forms with its horizontal projection a rightangflïï triangle in which
the angle at A is the inclination of the plate to the horizon this
triangle is constructed in SCD, the angle S being the inclination of
the plate. Therefore A;/, which is made equal to SD, is the horizontal
projection of A.'i, ;/ is the trace, on the ground plane, of the vertical
of //, hence the vertical plane passing through s and the point //. of the
photograph cuts the ground plane along s//.

A rauch better way to employ thèse photographs would be to restore
them to a horizontal picture plane in printing, by the process of § 143,
using Ps and /f^ in the same maiiner as the principal and horizon
Iines of the vertical photograph.

The great difficulty in balloon surveying is the détermination of the
trace of the vertical of the station on the picture plane, or of the foot of
the station on the ground plan. The oscillations of the balloon prevent
the use of any kind of level inside of the caméra, and" instrumental
measurements of angles are open to the same objection. The angles
might, however, be measured by two observera located on the ground.

In a view containing vertical Iines, their vanishing point gives the
trace of the vertical of the station ; for a photograph taken from a
short distance above buildings, this mode of determining the trace
wou ld be very convenient.

Balloon surveying appears adapted to military purposes only,
although the advocates of the process are confident tbat it will
eventually take the place of ail other surveying methods.

\
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

- Laussedat's NEW PHOTO-THEODOLITE.—Col. Laussedat has recently
Sdevised a light photo-theodolite shown in Figs. 252, 253 and 254 : the
following description is given by the makers, Messrs. E. Ducretet k L.
Lejeune, of Paris.

It consists of an ordinary sur-

veying transit théodolite with a
small caméra on top.

Fig. 252 is the complète instru-

ment on its stand, to which it is

fixed by a central screw acting
on the base S with foot screws.

C is the caméra, of very small
.size, with changing box for 15
plates 6ix9 centimètres. With
this box, plates are changed with-
out removing Jthe caméra C from
the instrument.

The changing Ijox can be re-

placed by another one in fuU day
light ; the surveyor can carry
with him several loaded boxes.

Plates are subsequently enlarged
to 18x24 centimètres or under.

The wide angle rectilinear lens

has a focal length of 75 n;iilli-

metres ; the angle between the
horizontal points marked on the
photographs is set at 60°. The
lens is provided with an iris

aphragm andican be ussd. wfÊH
coloured screens, for obtaining

1
«i

.)

^•

Fig. 262. better photographs o£ distances
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1
]

V

andclôuds Focussing is rapidly effectod by a H^ecial arrangement,
with a graduation in mètres on Éhe pl,it« // ; the caméra can thus be
used for infinity, as in surveying, or for Khort distances as in photo-
graphing groups or other subjects,

The plate // carrying «fee objective, )mn a vertical motion : the
caméra must always be perfëctly horixort^vl,

*» (The finder V, with adjustment for foàuKHJng, shows the extent of
• the vi»}^ covered by the sensitive

plat«, H Im very bright and haa a
' larg« (ijMtrture, A ahutter E covers

^,^^l^^l|njp:|.,^^l_
*^'"^ obJ<'(!t glass of this finder when

^^^^KlEriit^^ni not ro<|uir(}d,

Tlitî t«*lf!«cope L, Oe, of the transit
theodoliK» i« provided with stadia
wiros, It JH fixed to a vertical circle
Ce, with vernîer, clamp and slow
motion Mcrew, divided into half
degree» ; thi» graduation is made in
griuIeM whenm ordered. The télescope
L makm n coiflplete révolution. It is

plttced rriidway between the uprightsM in th© vertical plane of the photo-
graphie objective 0. This disposition
seoure» the «tability of the instru-
ment, which 18 not realized when the
teleHcop© ÎH at the side. JV is the
odjustablo level. A j^a^ horizontal
circle with vernier m^A into half
degree» or grades. If i^fixed by the
clamp ttnd «low motion screw P'.

J) ÎH n long compass with clamp

1^ and «low motion screw P, for read-
•^ ing, on circle A, the direction of the

mugnetio meridian. S is the base

„ - with foot iicrfew» fitting in the slits
Fig. 253. of the «tand Pi.

Fig. 253 représenta the same combination, the changing box C being
removed aBd4^plaoed by th^gpound jjlww; I

il

fi
Fig. 254 shows the caméra C removed from the geodetic apparatus

and set alone on the stand Pi by mean« of the additional spindle ,S".
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In thiscaae, the whole caméra and the geodetic apparatus are discon- ^

nected and can be employed separ-

Fig. 254,

ately.*

. A carrying case, with shouldër
straps, contains the wliple ins«rn-
ment, including two cHanging boxes,
each with 15 plates 6|x9 centi-
mètres. The weight of the case,
instruinejît complète, • and one
changing box is 8 kil. 100. The
stand Pi is carried separately.
There is room in the case for three
changing boxes, one" artiiicial
horizon, note books and reading
glasses. The external dimensions
are: length, 39 centimètres

; width^
17 centimètres

; height, 28 centi-
mètres.
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